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Many Events Scheduled
For Week of Activities
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Preparations are now in the
final stages for the 1973
Calloway County Fair to be held
next week, July 16-21, at the
Calloway County Fairgrounds.
Events scheduled for the
week-long fair include cattle
sed agricultural shows, contests ranging from a beauty
pageant to horse and mule
pullin, plus a carnival with
midway attractions.
The Fair will get into full
swing on Monday, July 16, with
exhibitors bringing everything
from peas and peppers to cakes
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Former County Woman
Murdered In Clarksville
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ONE INJURED — Velvaleeliltwilteea, 1123 Catalina, was injured this morning
when her car plunged down at 50-foot embankment 5.9 miles south of Murray on
Highway 121. State trooper Guy Turner said that the Burkeen car was headed
south on 121 when another car, driven by Tolly Chrisman, of Buchanan, turned left
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and antiques. Each of the
exhibitors will be competing for
prises, ribbons and trophies.
The official opening of the
fair vrW be held Monday, at 7:30
p.m, following by the Miss
Calloway County Fair beauty
pageant at 8 p.m. The pageant
is sponsored by the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club and this year has
IS entries.
The Jersey cattle shows will
open at 10 a.m. on Tuesday
morning and_Mmaday night's
festivities as did)bed "Rock

Debi* Cathey Named To
Natithial Honor By Frat
Diblik-Cathey of Murray, a
junior at Murray State
Univapity, has been selected as
the 1973 International Crescent
Girl of Lambda Chi Alpha social
fraternity.
Nominated by the Murray
State chapter of Lambda Chl
Alpha, she was chosen by the
executive committee of the
international fraternity on the
basis of a resume and two
photographs. Miss Cathey was
one of 197 girls in the competition to become sweetheart
of one of the largest fraternities
in the United States and
Canada.
Reigning also as the Crescent
Girl of the chapter at Murray
State, she will be presented to
more than 2,000 alumni and

Undifiraduate delegates at the
General Assembly of Lambda
Chi Alpha at Ball State
University, Mune!, hid., Aug.
23. She will serve as the official
hostess for convention activities
through Aug. 25.
Past International Crescent
Girls have represented the
Illinois,
of
universities
California, Colorado, Syracuse,
Georgia, Denver, Oklahoma
City, San Diego, Louisiana
Tech, Arkansas State, TO(See Miss Cathey, Page 14)

A former Calloway County
woman, Mrs. Eula Nance, age
48, of Clarksville, Tenn., was
found murdered in the yard of
the home of Mrs. Marie Klepper
at 300 Andrews Drive,
Clarksville, Tenn., on Tuesday
morning,according to Sgt. W.R.
James of the Clarksville, Tom.,
Police Department.
Charged with the murder is
Jewel Daniel Jason, age 53,
General Delivery, Lafayette,
Ky., according to Sgt. James,
one of the investigating officers.
Jackson is now in the Montgomery County Jail and was
scheduled to be arraigned this
in front of her. Turner said that the Burkeen ear then went over the embankment morning, Sgt. James said.
police
Clarksville
The
as the driver tried to avoid the collision. Hospital authorities said Mrs. Burkeen
was admitted to the Murray-f•alloway County Hospital for treatment of a back sergeant said Jackson and Mrs.
iStaff Photo hi, David Hill) Nance were reported to be
injury and multiple abrasions.

Phase 4 DetailOrobably To
dity The Weekend
WASHINGTON (AP) — Details of the administration's
Phase 4 anti-inflation program
probably will be announced by
this weekend, an informed
Treasury Department source
said today,
The earliest an announcement would be made is Thursday, the source said. Phase 4
will succeed the current 60-day
price freeze, imposed by President Nixon June 13.

N SHACK MOVES
FASH16in
advertisement
An
Tuesday's Ledger & Times
could have left the impression
that the Fashion Shack was in
the process of moving when
actually, the business is now
open for business in its new
location between Leta's Beauty
Shop and Five Points Bar-B-Q
on Coldwater Road. The
- Fashion Shack was formerly
located at 1301 Main St

The statement was said to
have received unanimous support of the committee, whose
members include George
Meany, president of the AFLCIO; Leonard Woodcock, presi-

dent of the United Auto Workers; James M. Roche, a director of General Motors Corp.,
and Walter B. Wriston, chairman of First National City
(See Phase 4, Page 14)

(See Mrs. Nance, Page 14)

Auto Crashes Into
Poppy Shoppe Today
The Poppy Shoppe at 118
South 12th received extensive
damage to the front of the
building this morning when a
car went out of control and
crashed through the building
front.
According to the police
report, a 1966 four door driven
by Stella Hillman Wilkerson of
306 South 16th was traveling
earn on Poplar Street.
Investigating officers said
that the Wilkerson vehicle attempted a left turn onto North
12th Street and the car struck
the curb, went out of control and
crashed into the building.
The Wilkerson car received

damage to the front end and the
left and right sides, police officers said.
Arthur C. Jewell, owner of the
Poppy Shope, said that three
sections of the front window
were knocked out by the crash
and that the car was about
three-fourths the way inside of
the building.
Jewell said that all of the
britliwyik under the windows
was destroyed and that the front
one-third of the store received
extensive damage.
The majority of the floral
display in the front of the store
(See Accident, Page 14)
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Vicki
Is Selected

The Weather
Partly cloudy' , warm and not
as humid today and Thursday,
with chance of early morning
fog both days. Highs today in
the upper 80s. Highs on Thursday mid to upper 80s. Fair and
mild tonight, lows in the mid to
upper 60s. Winds north to
northeasterly 6 to 15 miles per
hour today.
Kentiicky Extended Outlook
Friday through Sunday:
Rather warm and humid
throughout the •period;• • with
daily chance of thundershowers. Highs mostly in the 80s,
lows mostly in the 60s.

4Nixon scheduled a Cabinet
Meeting today and the economic program was certain to be
discussed, according to one
source.
A surprise call for an end to
all wage and price controls this
year was made Tuesday by the
administration's prestigious LaAdvisory
bor-Management
Committee, which includes top
corporate and union leaders.
The committee said it was
"deeply concerned that there
are tendencies for wage and
price controls to be regarded as
the solution to the problem of
inflation."
It held that the only way to
'extricate the country from
wage and price controls is firm
resolution to phase them out.
"We believe all wage and price
controls should be eliminated
as soon as possible this year
...," the committee added.

visiting at the horn* of his
sister, Mrs. Klepper. Jackson
had reportedly been there since
Sunday.
The body of Mrs. Nance, with
Jackson kneeling beside the
body, was discovered at 10:55
a.m. Tuesday by David Ezekiel,
Clarksville Postman, as he was
delivering the mail, according

Music Night." The rock music
is scheduled to begin at 8 p.m.
Tuesday.
The KDA District 4-H and
FFA Dairy Show is scheduled
for 10 a.m. Wednesday in the
large cattle exhibition building.
A Gospel Music Show featuring
J.D. Sumner and the Stamps
Quartet will begin at 8 p.m.
Wednesday.
Thursday activities will begin
with the Holstein-Friesian
Cattle shows in the exhibition
building at 10 a.m. Beginning at
1 p.m., all youngsters under 16,
will be invited to take advantage of the half-price
Day" fairs on many
on the carnival midway.
ctice by the riders in
Thursday nights motorcycle
races will get underway at 5:30
p.m. with the motorcycle races
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. Thursday.
The Beef cattle shows will
begin at 10 a.m. Friday and at
7:30 p.m., the WKHA Horse
Show, which promises to be
the biggest horse show in the
fair's history, will get underway. Horses from six states
are expected to be shown in the
(See Fair, Page 14)

MISS CATHEY SELECTED BY FRATERNITY—Debbie
Cathey of Murray has been:selected as the 1973 International
Crescent Girl of Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity. Miss Cathey
was selected from 197 girls to become sweetheart of one of the
largest fraternities in the United States and Canada.

Vicki Shell, Distributive
Education Coordinator at the
Murray Vocational School, has
been selected to serve on the
Public Relations Committee of
the National Association of
Distributive Education
Teachers (NADET).
Tht NADET group has
membership in excess of 3,500.
The Executive Committee of
NADET consists of the officers
and eight committees with
approximately three members
on each committee. The annual
business meeting of NADET
In
will be held ' in Atlanta
December.
Mrs,Shell served as president
of the Kentucky Association of
Distributive Education
Teachers during 1972-73.
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Two hundred and fifty-five editors and publishers
of newspapers that distribute Family Weekly, the
supplement that comes with your Sunday Times,
were asked to rate the nation's most important
problems in the next three years.
By overwhelming vote, they ranked inflation first
on the list. Chances are the newspapermen reflect
their readers' opinions rather accurately.
Inflation is a troublesome problem in this countryno doubt about it. Still we can take some consolation
in the news that the United States enjoyed-or suffered-a lower rate of inflation that any other
major industrial nation during the 12 months ending
in April, 1973.
Consumer prices rose an average of 5.1 per cent
during that year in the United States. In Europe, the
rate was 8 per cent. Japan's pric6 rise was 9.4 per
cent. Britain's 9,2 per cent, and in Iceland prices
rose a whopping 16.6 per cent.
We haven't been doing quite so well in recent
months. Consumer prices have risen 9 per cent in the
U.S. so far this calendar year. That increase
produced the Nixon price freeze last week and will
lead to Phase IV which, we can hope, will make the
future inflation rate more acceptable. Inflation
won't be halted, though, for it seems as inevitable
as death and tis.—Gainesville cri3ii.) Times

MAYFIELD, Ky. — Kentucky Democrats earlier
this year collected about $837,000 in contributions,
with approximately $400,000 of the money coming
from "anonymous or unidentified donors" through
"mass collections" statewide. The Kentucky
Democratic Central Executive Committee was
«ouilsor of the fabulous fund-raising drive.
The $400,000 is vulnerable to attack under a
Kentucky statute, KRS 123.065 (3), which states:
,"Any anonymous contribution in excess of $100
received by a campaign treasurer or committee shall
not be used or expended, but shall be returned to the
--- donor, if his identity is known, and if no donor is
found, the contribution shall escheat to the state."
Part of the money raised was spent to pay off the
indebtedness of the successful U. S. Senate campaign
of Walter D. Huddleston last year. '
Thomas C. Carroll of Louisville, legal counsel for
the Democratic committee, denounces the statute as
"vague, never interpretedby any court, never invoked
and if tested would not bring a favorable decision to
the con:cstant." '
J. R. Miller of Owensboro, state Democratic Party
chairman, told a Kentucky Post(Covington) reporter
last week, "Challenged contributions must be in
excear'Of $100 and we can prove that most of the
' ellaneous contributions were for $10 or less."
_ Alic
,
.cketz to the party's "victory gala" of April 28 cost
$10 each and was attended by about 9,000.
Walter Herdman, assistant attorney general and
Kentucky's foremost authority on election laws, says:
"The statute seems clear enough" but he sees no
responsibility of the attorney general's office
pursuing the matter. And K. P. Vinsel, executive
director of the Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance, indicatSs: "We have laughed about this
section of the law. I doubt if the statute challenging
anonymous contributions will ever be used and I
doubt that if it is used the challengers would win in
'
court."
-"- .ritte. Democratic committee has already listed the
iSentifiable donors who gave more than $100.

Mrs.(ze Hart will represent the MurrayCallowaY County Library at a workshop for Library
trusties to be held at the Conrad-Hilton Hotel,
icago, III., July 13 and 14.
Gail Eubanks Houston oi Murray has been named
to the Dean's List standing at the University of
Kentucky College of Arts and Sciences for the spring
semester. She is a junior social..work major and is
the niece of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Houston.
Miss Ann Hamilton Dunn, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert F. Dunn, was married to James
Ronald Watson,son of Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Watson, on
June 30, at the First Methodist Church.
Don Faughn gave a superb mound performance in
Murray's 12-0 victory over Bruceton American
Legion baseball team last night.

Brooks Chapel, Independence, and Pleasant Hill,
one room schools, Dexter and Coldwater, two room
schools, will open July 27. The high school, at Almo,
Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove, and New Concord, and
Faxon-Elementary will open on August 24, according to Buron Jeffrey, superintendent- of
Calloway County Schools.
Eddie Adair, James Moyer, Bobby Nix Crawford;
and Arthur Lee will leave tomorrow for the national
.Boy Scout Jamboree in California.
• Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk and children, Edwina and Edward, are vacationing in Daytona
Beach, Fla., Great Smoky Mountains, and other
points of interest.
• Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "BYthe Light of
The Silvery Moon," with Doris Day and - Gordon
MacRae.

C's
In a copyright story written by Courier-Journal
reporter Livingston Taylor, it was reported Sunday
that Gov. Wendell H. Ford last year used the
governor's contingency fund to finance the state's
purchase of land in Carlisle County owned by J. R.
Miller and Thomas C. Carroll. The state bought the
land -- 237 acres along Mayfield Creek north of
Bardwell -- for $31,000 after the state Fish and
Wildlife Resources Commission voted 7 to 2 to accept
it for fish and wildlife purposes. Fish and Wildlife
Commissioner Arnold Mitchell, a Carlisle County
native, said the land is particularly suited to
'-'svatefowl- -hunting -and -that his department-will
operate it as a public hunting and fishing area.
Both Miller and Carroll say they lost money on the
property, which records indicate they bought in 1969
for $40,000. An uncertain amount (from $5,000 to
$10,000) of timber was sold from the land prior to
the sale to the state. The land was sold to the state in
the name of M. W. Nicholson, trustee". Carroll-explained that the land was put in a trustee's name so
that a sale could be completed "quickly and easily"— _
without delays necessary to get the signatures of
Miller, Carroll and their wives.
the land are
Western Kentuckians familiar with ,
unaware of any improvements thus far made by the
state toward the land:AI-0d few, if any, in the area are
aware that it operates "as a-public hunting and fishing
area."

When both the Paducah Sun-Democrait- Ind
PP 'stories'last webton
the same day concerning surprising developmenti in
the search for a new president at Murray State
University it became obvious that "there's a news
leak somewhere" that isn't too pleasing to the
members of the steering committee of the MSU board
of regents who are interviewing prospects for the top
campus job. It appears the "news leak" is someone
close to the screening committee who has mostly
-correct but some incorrect information.
A safe prediction at this point is that it wil1 be late
August or early September before a selection will be
made. Most likely the news stories of last week
delayed the selection. Meanwhile Dr. Harry Sparks
continuesas president until his successor is chosen.

Bless them that curse you, and pray for
'which despitefully use you.—Luke 6:28.

Being Christlike has always been difficult, but
following these adminitions is necessary if we expect to be treated with mercy at the final judgement.

by Carl BiLlet Jr.

The Force of Motivation in merchandising may be
on the way out, although there probably will always
be some merchants who understand that people'will.i
continue to purchase .things. for the following
reasons: because the product - has intergrity,
because the price is right and b_ec_ikus_ 01,.! family
--next door can't get it -wholesale:
"The buyer needs a hundred eyeic
the setter but two."
—Italian Proverb

By HAL BOYLE .
NEW YORK (AP) — Things
=we may have heard about but
-haven't seen lately:
A housewife suffering from a
tuna fish deficiency.
The hen that laid a square
egg and said "Ouch!"
An advertising executive ho
has only one martini at lunch.
An ostrich that tried to get
away from it all by sticking his
' head under sand.
A politician who declined his
state pension on the ground
that his public service didn't
merit it.
A talking dog who could pronounce three consecutive words
without the letter "R" in them.
A Chinese fortune cookie that
really ied anyone to lead a betlife. —
Anyone connected with the
Watergate affair who has much
chance of getting his profile

A. B."Happy" Chandler of Versailles celebrates his
.Thajaigt,bday next Saturday. The former two term
governor, U. S. Senator and major league baseball
commissioner is still robust, active and witty. Last
week he said,"I'm drawing Social Security -,- I started
at 72 -- so mama and I will make it through the
winter even if we don't make a cent."
« 5*
The formation of a "Committee for Legislative
form" was announced last Friday by House
aker Norbert Blume of Louisville. The committee
will work actively for passage of a proposed annual
sessions amendment which will be on the November 6
ballot. 'The legislatures of 39 states now meet
annually.
The serious charges of two former Kenton Count
policemen who cla'Ni they were told by some of their
superiors to stay out of certain Covington nightspots
'tux! tea ignore liquor violations will surely claim the
attention of the state's attorney general's office and
the Alcohol Beverage Control Commission in
Frankfort. Charles Gall, a former captain, and John
Walker, say they were fired as policemen because
they tried to enforce the laws, at bars they-W.W.II are
otected by high-ranking police officers. Chief James
allahan said he was surprised by the allegations. He
added: "This is the cleanest county in Kentucky."
Now that for sure is doubtful!

carved on Mount Rushmore.
A modern teen-ager with an
inferiority complex.
A hippie taking a shower.
A grandmother and grandfather who really enjoyed having their five small grandchildren dumped in their lir_
for a full week.
A minister over 50 who &hal
steal some of the material for
his Sunday sermons from the
Sunday sermons of other ministers, past or present.
A flea circus that could produce a full Wagnerian opera
creditably.
An original wisecrack by Milton Berle in the last five years.
A centerfold in Playboy
magazine featuring Margaret
Mead as Playmate of the
Month.
A private hospital room
cheaper thata double room in
any Hilton hotel in the world.

A street panhandler who really earned enough to ride home
in his own limousine at the end
of ins work day.
A handy hired man who will
fix anything around the house
for 85 a day.
A doctor so poor that when
he died he had to be buried in a
potter's field.
An ulcer patient who would
admit that his tenseness came
from ducking his work, not
doing it.
A member of the women's
liberation movement who
fought for the liberation of
men, too.
A picture of the Mona Lisa
yawning.
A newspaper columnist with
lockjaw of the typewriter'
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of the season:' Rex Reed
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Miss Dana Lynn Carpenter Becomes The
Bride Of Robert Allan Grogan In Double
Ring Ceremony At Baptist Church, Benton

Scott & Baughman
Rehearsal Dinner
Held On Friday
Mr. and Mrs. G.B. Scott, Jr.,
entertained with a rehearsal
dinner honoring their son,
Buster and Miss • Margaret
Baughman at Shakertown in
Pleasant Hill, on Friday
evening, July 6.
All the tables in the room
were decorated with the
traditional Shaker-Hurricane
*rips with ivy around them
with the exception of the bride
and groom's which held a large
arrangement of yellow and
white fugi mums and baby's
breath.
Attending from Danville were
Dr. and Mrs. Austin Roberts,
Mr. and Mrs. M.C. Minor, Mr.
and Mrs. Smith A. Baughman,
and Mrs. Evelyn Crooke.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Quinton
Scholtz of Monticello, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Owens of Richmond,
Mr. and Mrs. J.K. Baughman of
Moreland, Mr. and Mrs. T.N.
Brandon, Jr. of New Orleans,
La., Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Celrnmenson of Chicago, Ell.,
and Bob Hulse of Columbia,
S.C.
From Murray were Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Parker, Bill Hart,
Don Cherry, Dan Miller, Mrs.
C.H. Hulse, Mrs. J.O. Chambers, and Bruce Scott.
The bride and groom
distributed the gifts to their
attendants

Miss Dana Lynn Carpenter length mantilla.
became the bride of Robert
She carried a nosegay of
Allan Grogan in a summer
spring flowers tied with yellow
First
ceremony at the
ribbon and love knots. Her
Missionary Baptist Church, jewelry consisted of diamond
Benton, with Rev. J. Frank earrings, a gift from the groom.
Young performing the double
The bride's maid of honor was
ring ceremony at seven o'clock her sister, Miss Eleesa Leigh
in the evening.
Carpenter. The bridesmaids
The bride is the daughter of were Miss Susan Morris, Miss
the late Dr. Harry L. Carpenter Jan Small, Miss Kathy Crider,
and the late Aleene Carpenter of
Mrs. Steve Tucker, and Mrs.
Benton. The groom is the son of Dale Willis, the latter a sister of
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Grogan of the groom.
Murray.
The attendants wore yellow
The church was decorated chalet evening length dresses
with candelabra holding white with fitted bodices, square
tapers and baskets of mums, necklines, tiered skirts and
gladioli, and poms while palm short puff sleeves gathered into
trees completed the setting. a band with full length sleeves.
Candles with greenery and Their headpieces were wreaths
white satin bows were placed in of yellow and white daisies and
each window. The family pews they carried baskets of yellow
were marked with satin bows and white daisies with baby's
and sprays of daisies.
breath.
As the guests arrived, they
Miss Andrea Gayle Pile was
registered in the vestibule of the the flower girl. She carried a
church. On the register table basket of yellow rose petals
was the bride's book with a which she scattered in the path
white feather pen and a basket of the bride. Master John
arrangement of yellow and Morgan Solomon served as ring
white daisies with baby's bearer.
breath. Miss Carolyn Hurley of
Steve Knight served the
Benton kept the register.
groom as best man. The
A program of nuptial music groomsmen were Dwaine Bell,
was presented by Miss Millie Steve
Dan
Willoughby,
Hawkins and Mrs. Steve Cary. Eastlake, Dale Willis, and
Photo by Wilson Woolley
Hazel Woman's Club
Selections by Mrs. Cary in- Monty Cathey.
cluded "One Hand, One Heart,"
Mrs. Vivian Carpenter,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Allan Grogan
Members Attend Meet
and stepmother of the bride, wore a
Impossible,"
"It's
Malotte's "The Lord's Prayer." maize evening length dress of and Mrs. Billy Edmonds, Arlo Hurley, Pal Howard, Charles
Members of the Hazel
Bride's Dress
Woman's Club attended the
crepe with a lace coverlet, full Sprunger, Todd Hudson, Mrs. Jackson, and A.C. Meyer.
The bride entered the sanc- length sleeves, and high Ed Knight, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Coffee given by Mrs. Buddy workshop held by the First
tuary with Leon Riley who gave neckline. Her corsage was a Crider, Mr. and Mrs. Budl Buckingham, Mrs. Robert District of the Kentucky
her in marriage. She wore a white gardenia.
Edmonds, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Johnson, and Mrs. W.B. Niqs Federation of Women's Club at
designer gown of delicate im• • Clinton on June 28.
The groom's mother wore an Johnson, Mrs. W.B. McCuiston, Cuiston.
ported organza and venise lace. apricot evening length dress Miss Leah Fulton, Terry Hart,
Kitchen shower given by Mrs.
Hazel members present were
The high neckline, sheer bishop with full length sleeves and and Ronnie Goode, all of E. Merton Wolfe.
Mrs. Harold Wilkinson, Mrs.
sleeves with cuffs, and v-shaped
Bridesmaids luncheon given Jerry Thompson, Mrs. Gerald
accented at the waist and Murray; Janet McKinney of
bib of venise lace artfully
Mrs.
and
Rine
Mrs. Vivian Carpenter at the Gallirnore, and Mrs. Jackie
Boyd
by
Kuttawa;
neckline. A white gardenia was
combined with maize satin
Butterworth.
Bobby Payne, Henderson; Village Inn.
her corsage.
ribbon and crystal pleating to
The bride's grandmother Louella Puckett of Water
compliment the full- cricular
attending the wedding was Mrs. Valley; Mr. and Mrs. Warren
skirt. The matching Juliet
J.P. Carpenter of Olive Hill. Riley, Jen Clymer, and Allen
headpiece topped the chapel The groom's grandparents Coleman, Mayfield; Mrs. Ross
attending were Mr. and Mrs. Pile, Laverne, Oklahoma; Mrs.
Eulis Goodwin of Dexter. Each Tex Welch, May, Oklahoma;
grandmother was presented Miss Janet Samuels, San
with a white carnation corsage. Francisco, California; Miss
DAVENPORT GIRL
Deborah Ann is the name The bride's maternal grand- Nancy Lewis, Ashland; Miss
chosen by Mr.and Mrs. Michael father, E.V. Hopkins, and the Gail Hall and Dennis Belcher,
By Abigail Van Buren
Davenport of Hardin Route One groom's paternal grandmother, Paducah; Carol Cardwell,
for their baby girl, weighing Mrs. Betty Grogan, were unable Hickman; Joe Linz, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
seven pounds no ounces; to attend.
Reception
Rehearsal Dinner
born on Sunday, July 1, at 6:07
Following the ceren ony Mrs.
The groom's parents, Mr. and
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Vivian Carpenter was hostess Mrs. Ben Grogan, were hosts
County Hospital.
They have one son, Michael for the reception held at the for the rehearsal dinner held at
Dwain, ege five. The father is Benton Golf and Country Club. the Red Room of the Holiday
The bride's table was covered Inn in Murray.
employed at Smithland Dam.
The t-shaped tebla was
Grandparents are Mr. and with a white linen cloth
DEAR ABBY I reported a neighbor to the sheriff's
Mrs. Hugh Davenport of Hardin featured a silver punch bowl at covered with a white linen cloth.
office when I saw him shooting at a dog in his yard with a
Route One and Mr. and Mrs. one end with a three tiered dike At the honor table an
.22 rifle. I probably should have complained directly to the
Buster Elkins of Dexter. Great topped with daisies and baby's arrangement of white and
man, because he is reasonable and a good neighbor But I
four
A
end.
other
Mrs.
the
at
champagne
with
and
yellow
Mr.
daisies
breath
are
grandparents
so angry I called the sheriff instead.
was
'Loyd Pritchett of Dexter and branched candelabrum cen- glasses holding floating yellow
The neighbor hates dogs in his yard because he takes
!Ara. Eva Davenport of Hardin. tered the table with a mixed candles centtered the table. The
-pride in his beautiful yard, and viisein it constantly.
bouquet of daisies and baby's guest table was decorated with
SMITH BOY
Now this neighbor is angry at me and my husband,
breath. Other appointments of brandy sniffers holding yellow
which is my problem. He and my hastiand used to be good
Mr. lend Mrs. Paul Smith of silver completed the setting.
floating candles.
friends, but he hasn't even spoken to my husband since I
Dexter Route One announce the
Prenuptial Events
Assisting in the serving were
him four months ago.
birth of baby boy, Michael Lee, Miss Carol Goodwin, Miss
reported
Prenuptial events held in
I feel terrible about ruining their relationship because
weighing eight pounds two Debbie Wood, Miss Fan honor of the bride-elect included
my husband really liked him.
ounces, born on Wednesday, Graham,and Miss Sallie Pence. the following:
I wish this had never happened, but it did What can I
July 4, at 3:21 p.m. at the
to
Miss
Gift breakfast given by
Rice bags were distributed
IN THE MIDDLE
to
do
bridge the gap?
Murray-Calloway County the guests by Todd Solomon.
Kathy Crider, Miss Jan Small,
Hospital.
and childish to
unjust
After the reception the couple Miss Susan Morris, Miss Elaine
both
is
neighbor
DEAR IN: Your
The new father is emplyed at left for a short wedding trip with Stice, Mrs. Steve Cary, and
bear a grudge against your husband for something you did.
the Murray Division of the the bride wearing a pastel pink, Mrs. Steve Tucker.
--Perhaps if you were to let him know that you and you
Tappen Company.
Luncheon given by Madames
green, and white pants suit with
aisue reported him it might help. [P. S. He may be a good
Grandparents are Jay Srnfth a white orchid corsage. — Cletus Colson, Chesterlhornas,
hbor, but a• "reasonable" man turns a .22 ea a dog.]
of Hardin,Mrs. Vera Smith of
The new Mr. and Mrs. Grogan Dan Hart, John Sammons, and
Dexter, and Mr. and Mrs. are residing in Conway, Ark., Thomas Ernsthergers
-REAR ABBY: I have a gentleman friend who Is 15
Dayron Boaz of Hickory Route this summer, but will be living
Tea shower given by
my senior. El am a widow.] My girl friend [another
Yuri
Two. A great grandmother is in Lexington this fall.
Mesdames Jim Solomon, Leon:
and I were seeing him off at the airport after he
widow]
Mrs. Minnie Lindsey of
Out of town guests were Mr. Riley, John Clay Lovett, James
had visited me.
Paducah.
Just before he left he kissed me goodbye, then he took
$20 out of his wallet and Wended it to me, saying, "I didn't
know what to buy you. Get yourself something.I became very angry and said, "That's an insult. I
don't charge for my kisses!"
He became angry and departed on that note.
My girl friend said I was wrong to have acted that way
because he didn't really mean to insult me by offering me
money. I can't imagine any gentleman thinking it would be
all right to offer money to a lady.
Was I wrong? Or should he be excused because be was
WONDERING
raised in Italy?

'BIRTHS

peak -A/At

Man who shot at dog
is no good neighbor

•
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a
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MEMBERS OF the World Friendhsip Women's Club include, left to right, front row, Lands
O'Daniel, Tina Olson, Viki Kollias, Dina Georgian, Gracie Holland, Mine Coskuner, and Suzane
Pitman; second roe, Betty Tsue, Deidra York, Eun Young Kim,Stella Latunde, Beata: Pine, Gulsen
Ford, Mariana Mons and Luz Marina V iliegu; back row, Nancy Culp, Helen Karvounis, Darla Dulp,
Edith Noffsinger, ruth Oluokum, Martha Pitman,and Grade Erwin.

Friendship Club
Has Meeting At
Pittman Home
Friendship
World
The
Women's Club, formerly the
Women's
International
Club, met Friday, June n, at
sigalwity o'clock in the evening
at the horne of Mrs. W. J. Pitman, Murray.
By-laws were adopted and the
new name selected by the
group. New officers elected
were as follows:
Mine Cositurier, president;
Tina Olson, vice-president;
Helen Karvounis, treasurer;
Dina Georgian, secretary;
Gracie Erwin, reporter; Lands
O'Daniel, hostess chairman;
Turht Olukum and Deidra York,
telephone committee; Nancy
Culp and Gracie Holland, assit
vice-presient with programs.
'Those present were Lands
O'Daniel and Deidra York,
Benton; Tina Olson, Germany;
Viki Kollias, Dina Georgian,
and Helen Karvounis, Greece;
Gracie Holland, Cherry Corner;
Mine Coskuner and Gulsed
Ford, Turkey; Susanne Pitrnann, Edith Noffsinger, and
Martha Pitman, Murray; Betty
Tsue, Taiwan; Eun Young Kim,
Lorea; Stella Latunde and Ruth
Olukum, Nigeria; Beatriz Pino
Marina Villegas,
and Luz
Combia; Mariana_ Moru,
Ecuador; Nancy Culp and
Darla Culp, Briensburg; Gracie
Erwin, Kelsey.
The next meeting will be held
July 20 with Lands O'Daniel as
hostess.

Wednesday, July 11
Hannah Circle of the First
United Methodist Church
Women will have a family ice
a-earn social.
Ruth _Wilson Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women will leave the church at
6:30 p.m. for a dinner Meeting.
The Administrative Board of
the First United Methodist
Church will have a dinner
meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the
aocial hall.
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall. Interested
persons may attend, bring own
partner, or partner will be
provided.
Thursday, July 12
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes are scheduled to meet
with Vicky Miller at 7:30 p.m.
Wagon
The
Welcome
Newcomers Club will have a
Coke party at ten a.m. in the
Community Room, Federal
Savings and Loan building, 606
Mian. The dress will be casual.
All old and new members are
encouraged to attend, and a
special invitation is exteeded to
any women who have recently
joined the community.

Tau Phi Lambda Has
Chapter Meeting At
Home Of Mrs. Jobs

Women of
Baptist Young
Church will
Spring
Sinking
Mrs. Gars
meet at the home of
Webb in
Patty
Mrs.
with
Turner
prograM.
charge of the
A film, "Ghosts and
Ghoulies" will be shown at the
Public
County
Calloway
Library at two p.m.

Dexter Homemakers Club
The Tau Phi Lambda will meet at the Community
Omicron Alpha Chapter held its Center at 9:30 a.m. to go to the
regular monthly meeting at the Murray City Parker for a
home at stns. Loretta Jobs with family picnic and lesson.
?Am- Joyce Houston as the
cohostess.
"See How They Run," will be
A salad supper was served at shown a&-..Murray State
poolside where the members University Theatre at eight
• enjoyed a swim.
p.m. Admission is $1.50 adults
Parks,: and 75 cents children.
Carolyn
Mrs.
president, presided at the
business meeting. The roll was
answered by thirteen members
guest, Ronda
one
and
Kavanaugh. The minutes were
read.
The treasurer, Mrs. Jo
Wilson, gave her report and also
announced that 'a camera for
the senior citizens had been
acquired.
Mrs. Judy Scribner reported"
that arrangements had been
made to send Tommy Workman
—
•-•
DEAR WONDERING: He sheath' have been esenseal not
summer camp. Also she told
to
probably
he
Shirts
Knit
because he was raised in Italy, but because
of the progress on the sorority
meant well. You should have accepted his somewhat clumhelping an underprivileged
Dress Shirts
sy gesture with grace.
family.
Shorts
DEAR ABBY: I am a 30-year-old divorced woman. No
Elected as third trustee was
Slacks
children. I have some vacation time coming and want to go
Mrs. Sheri Ross and as watto Europe with a friend of mine. He is a very nice person.
chman, Mrs. Barbara Barnett.
leans
We are just good friends, with no romantic involvement In
Mrs. Jobs reported on the
to
trip
fact, he has no interest in women. He and his roommate
Rangerette
Ranger and
Coats
[another fellow] just broke up after a two-year relationship.
Oprylarid and the trip to
pay
would
Swim Suits
This fellow would pay his own way and I
Paducah for • the Public
mine. We both like museums and art galleries, and I 3M
Assistance children.
sure we would have a great time together.
—
The door prize was won by
If either one of us met someone attractive on the trip,
Dresses
Wilson.
Jo
Mrs.
separate
the other %vivid understand, and we could go our
Shorts
ways of an evening.
My mother thinks I ans out of my mind, Abby She says
HOPITAL PATIENT
Shirts
for me to go on a trip with this fellow would be bad for my
Conn. L. Scott of Murray has
Slacks
reputation, and it would "disgrace" her.
been_ a patient at Lourdes
Swim,$uits
_FRIEND
A
ONLY
How do you feel about il2
_.
Ithepitals-,Fsiducah.

j

WMU Day will be held by the
Blood River Baptist Association
at the Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly with registration to
start at 9:30 a.m.
Friday, July 13
The second production of
"See How They Run," will be
presented at eight p.m. at the
Murray State University
Theatre
Saturday, July 14
"See How They Run," will be
presented at the Murray State
University Theatre at eight
p.m.
Sunday, July 13
St. Leo's Catholic Church will
participate in a parish potluck
picnic at Kenlake State Park at
three p.m.

rBIRTHS4;1
CATLETT GIRL
Kaptoria is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Catlett, 509 South 2rid Street,
Murray, for their baby girl,
weighing aix pounds ten ounces,
born on Monday, July 2, at 12:11
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Their other children are a
son, Kyrile, age 14, and three
girls, Kimberly, age 15,
Karletsa, age 11 and Kansas,
age three. The father is serving
In the United States Navy.
Grandparents are Mrs. Nellie
Blanton of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. George T Skinner of
Detroit, Mich

BARNETT GIRL
A baby girl, Susan Renee,
weighing seven pounds fifteen
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs Jake Barnett, 1309
Sycamore Street, Murray, on
Tuesday, July 3, at 12:17 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Jerry
Thomas Eldridge, age 4. The
father is employed with Crouse
Motor Sales.
Grandparenteurialins. Odell
Barnett and the late Clarence
Barnett of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. George Merrell of Murray.

For I
Been Waiting
"The
ouVTrules
Sale"Y1-"
trai—aiamva.
# Bigger and Better Than Ever!! :
11
1/
1
/3 and //2 Off

Pre-Teen

COMPLETES COURSE—Lanette H014 ard Thurman of Murray receives her completion certificate
from Mrs. Mignon Doran, founder and director of Morehead State University's Personal Development Institute. The Five-week, non credit course is a unique and pleseering venture designed to
sharpen social skills and improve other personal qualides. If has received nadosial attention for its
Innovative apprach to personal development. Mrs. Doran is the wife of the MSU president. Mrs.
Thurman is the wife of Billy P. Thurman.

DEAR ONLY: ointall "disgraceful"abs gendlEleidi
escadrille* together? Yon* au adult. Deal yes please.
.•
CONFIDENTIAL To C. AP. Nr tar vgggl--aessitTild---NEW CANAAN, CONN. You.azo beautiful. I knew you, could deli!

DISMISSED FROM HOSPITAL
,-Mrs. L. D. Miller of _Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

— Girls —
- Dresses - P.J.s
Gowns - Shirts
Slacks- Shorts
Swim Suits
Blouses

— Infants

—

Diaper Sets
Over-Ails
Sun Suits

LAD & LASSIE
Murray, Kentu
40,susses(

1
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Matlack Tough

Few Inches And
Mciytie A No-Hitter

Lynn Dickey Ready
To Make Comeback

PAGE SEVEN

RE VIE

Local Baseball

-;-

Olymi

Tony Thurmond Is
On A Hot Streak'

StOf

KERRVILLE, Tex. (AP) - coach Chuck Knox. As in most
Houston Oiler quarterback other camps, only a few veterLynn Dickey says that when he ans participuted in the drills,
runs it feels like he's carrying with the bulk of the team reporting Sunday.
a bowling ball on his left hip.
plus the three hit pitching of
Tony Thurmond continued to rightfield fence, some 300 feet
lack would be in that relatively
head
Philadelphia's new
By BRUCE Lowrn
Agee•
That's the result of a disRandy Herndon caused the
last
the
plate.
from
League
one
Colt
the
That left Tommy Helms exclusive club today,
Aiaoclated Press Spoils Writer
located hip Dickey suffered last coach Mike McCorrnack, saying dominate the
to stumble in the other
Giants
Randy
and
Duane Musgrow
."It was eight inches fair ... standing on second base-an whose membership in base- Aug. 24 in a National Football he had -the butterflies of a night as he fired a three-hitter
game.
league
to pick up
what can you do" Jon Matlack unusual place for a Houston As- ball's record book can be found League exhibition game for the rookie," presided over the as the Braves edged the Pirates Dunn each managed
Herndon fanned eight men
a single off the hard-throwing
tro to be Tuesday night in the under the heading "No-Hit- Houston Oilers against the St. Eagles' opening practice. and Johnny Shelly 3-1.
sighed.
allowed singles to Dale
and
Other action in Murray last Thurmond.
What Matlack did was bear New York Mets' 1-0 victory and ters."
Louis Cardinals. It ended the McCormack emphasized team
Steve Meadows and
McCuiston,
Shelly turned in an excellent
Helms, you see, was the first season for Dickey in the midst play with the goal of building a night found the Reds slugging
awn, get Skip Jetze on a Matlack's one-hitter.
Fee Dibble.
fanned
and
performance
Kentucky
against
mound
base
the
reach
only
to
Astro
the Mets 13-11 in
In fact, Helms was the
grounder, then strike out opposof his duel for the starting job community spirit.
eight batters while being Bo McDougal doubled twice for
ing pitcher Jerry Reuss and Astro to get that far against Matlack, leading off the sixth with Dan Pastorini.
Quarterback Bob Davis, League while Little League
the Tigers while Lance Hooks
the
touched for six hits.
blast
line-drive
a
Yanks
Matinning
with
vicious
hadn't,
the
saw
he
if
action
And
Matlack.
former teammate Tommie
After almost one year of re- picked up in an off-season trade
doubled and singled. Randy
up
picked
who
men
of
only
glove
edging
the
The
Cards
eluded
double that
habWtation, Dickey appears to with the New York Jets, signed Nats 18-5 and the
Herndon and Lindy Suiter each
Steve
was
hit
an extra base
diving third baseman Wayne be progressing satisfactorily. his contract with the New Or- the Cubs 9-7.
singled twice.
doubled.
who
game
Winchester
League
Garrett and landed barely in- But he still remembers.
Colt
other
The
leans Saints. Davis, entering
Other hits for the winners
a single for
side the left field foul line.
"I try to run naturally," the his seventh year in professional found the Tigers romping to a Winchester also had
doubles by Greg
included
the winners.
In the rest of the National former Kansas State star said. football, had been the backup 14-5 win over the Giants.
Garland
Other hits for the Braves Grogan and Timmy
League, Atlanta defeated Phila- "But the left leg must not be quarterback to Joe Nemeth for
Thurmond fanned eight men
Frank and Randy
David
while
Jim
by
singles
Pirates.
included
delphia 4-2, Cincinnati beat strong enough yet. It's like car- the past two seasons.
the
in his victory over
McDaniel each singled.
Montreal 6-2, the Chicago Cubs rying a bowling ball."
The lone run for the Pirates Thomason, Phil Miller, Dan
Ewhank
coach We
Jets'
Duane Dycus scattered six
Williams.
Mark
and
a
Foster
slammed
turned back San Francisco 4-2,
Shelly
when
scored
The Oilers conducted two off- and his staff looked on as 106
and fanned six men as the
hits
Tigers
the
by
attack
the
hit
12
over
A
Pittsburgh edged San Diego 4-3 season camps and Dickey said
free agents competed Thurmond offering
hopeful
romped past the Nats in
Yanks
WilRandy
jumper
and St. Louis nipped Los Ange- he could feel improvement in
MUNICH ( AP - Al Feuer- and long
for two hours in 90-degree heat
the Little League.
Olympic
gained
who
liams,
5-4.
les
classibeing
mind
bach doesn't
the injured hip after the second for a chance to earn a spot
Mark Erwin doubled and
Darrell Evans of Atlanta hit camp.
gold medals in their events;
fied as a "small" shot putter.
varsity. Ewbank inthe
with
for the Yanks while
singled
sprinter
9.1
his 24th and 25th homers of the
The 6-foot-1, 240-pound Feuer- Steve Williams, a
But foot numbness, which set vited five prospects-two saCharles Wells and Glen Van
er
5,000-met
and
major
the
yards,
take
to
100
season
for
inches
three
away
bach gives
in one week after surgery to re- feties, two wide receivers and a
Herck each singled twive
league-for about an hour. pair the injury, still is there.
in height and up to 60 pounds to man Steve Prefontaine.
stay on for a
quarterback-to
Kenny Bogard and Duane
totally
wasn't
However, Bush
Then, in San Francisco, Bobby
other competitors in the event,
Oiler Coach Bill Peterson longer tryout.
Dycus each added a single for
the
for
setup
Githe
the
for
over
25th
his
hit
Bonds
happy
size.
his
by
unworried
but is
said he would not pamper Dick- . The Baltimore Colts staged
the
winners.
events.
ants.
track
differHe has overcome the
ey.
their first contact dripies of the
Kim Wilson smakced a
il place tickets and 110 show
"I hope I'm on a hot streak
The sponsors of the meet
By BOB COOPER
ence with the other contestants
"We're going to treat him training season, with defensive
tickets are out on the Preak- hornerun for the Nats while
Associated Press Writer
"through training and tech- have decided to start three now," Evans said after leading just like nothing ever happened tackle Joe Ehremann and runSwiss,
three
runners,
Phillies.
the
German
nese. Belmont reports 54 place David Stephens doubled. Eddie
past
Braves
Latest
more
the
AP)
use
to
(
UNDATED
nique. I've learned
to Lynn," Peterson said. "The ning back Lydell Mitchell being
tickets unearthed, and there was Requarth, Tommy Shown,
and two Americans on the
Ross Grimsley did some pret- thing we're going to be watchracetracks
the
from
figures
,my body. efficiently„
d
singled out for praise by coach
Robin Roberts and Rich Rollins
where Secretariat won his last no show betting there.
Feuerbach brings a ireeid- eight-lane track, although the ty good pitching in the Reds, ing for is whether he can move Howard Schnellenberger.
all
singled.
and
numGerman
large
a
third
the
also
are
game
a
of
times
There
Montreal,
7
over
victory
feet,
thou15
over
71
of
show
races
throw
four
record
if he gets into a little trouble.
In the nightcap, Randy
The College All-Stars worked sand winning tickets are still ber of uncashed tickets of highinches set May 5 at a meet in third Swiss runners will not twice halted by rain. He scat- We're optimistic."
passing game in prepa- uncashed by their holders.
er denominations, including 20 Garland and Steve Dunn limited
tered five hits in the seven inhis home town of San Jose, Ca- count in the standings.
The Los Angeles Rams on their
to
objection
of
game
no
the
for
opening
ration
have
the
"We
for
Derby tickets, 19 Prealtness the Cubs to four hits as the
rworked-but
he
nings
that
States-Ge
is
means
that
United
What
lif to the
opened two-a-day workouts
victory.
man dual two-day track and Switzerland taking part," said first four of them, he had Mon- Tuesday, with the morning ses- the exhibition season, againet while Triple Crown winner Sec- tickets and 25 Belmont tickets Cards took a two run
Garland sent two balls out of
held meet which starts today at Bush, "but to run three-two treal hitless. Then came the sion concentrating on the run- the NFL champion Miami Dol- retariat may be worth 46.06 at $50 to win.
phins in Chicago on July 27. million to his syndicate for
isn't fair."
Of the 121 uncashed 110 win ' the park for homers while John
second shower.
the Olympic Stadium.
ning game, and the afternoon
Bush went on to state that "That second delay hurt practice centering on the pass- Quarterbacks Bert Jones of breeding purposes, he's also tickets on the Belmont, at least Denham doubled and sinled and
He is joined on the American
quad by runner Dave Wottle the United States would be at a me," he said. "My arm got ing game under rookie head 1.-SU and Joe Ferguson of Ar- worth about $63,644 to the one has been located. An out-of- Kim Simms and Marty Guthrie
disadvantage in the running be- stiff and it took a lot out of me
souvenir lovers who refuse to town visitor said after the race each singled twive.
Mike Bradshaw added a
cause runners cross over out of to warm up another time."
he was keeping it, after realizcash in their tickets.
2
/
their lanes, making each conThe Cubs, remaining 41
There is still plenty of time to ing he had a ticket on the first double while Gary Sims, Dan
testant a factor for race tac- games ahead of the St. Louis in
redeem the winning tickets, but Triple Crown winner in 25 Carman, and Steve Dunn added
singles.
tics.
the East Division, got a twomost of the 15 thousand still years.
Thursday's league games will
unreHe said the U.S. delegation run-double from Carmen Fanholding
people
the
all
If
to
be
presumed
are
outstanding
TEL AVIV (AP)-IL& ath- was to huddle with meet sponSecretariat find the Cubs playing the Cards
in
on
rally
four-run
tickets
a
cap
to
deemed
zone
Triple
the
of
first
souvenirs
to Mee for sors in an effort to solve the
Mta
the sixth inning in their victory
Crown winner in a quarter of a never show up, the money will In the Opener at 6 p.m. while the
Ninth
problems.
the
eventually revert to the four A's and the Twins play in the
Giants.
over
century.
Games, and so did
said
the 27th
ever,"
was
than
homer
states as a bonus revenue from second game.
Bonds'
determined
tickets
of
those
some
And
By NOEL HUGHES
'Swedish swimmer Anita SarnoBill Melton and Dave Jones
leadoff blast of his career, ex- Associated Press Sports Writer Corcoran. "Just watch Weis- may be fetching a lot more, of the sport of kings.
wiecki.
each doubled and singled to lead
League
good
makes
a
go-if
he
National
kopf
his
tending
their
original
what
course,
than
CAP)
Scotland
TROON,
The U.S. men's table tennis
the Reds over the Mets in the
record in that departrittait. It Tom Weiskopf, the "third man" start."
owners paid for them.
team reached the finals with a
Kentucky League.
was his 10th leadoff shot of the of the $125,000 British Open
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Churchill Downs reported 1,963 hind Windward Passage with RAO were Lane Bridwell,
'qualifying for the Rouen's 200- and most remote spot on the
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circuit.
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American

26-oz.
THE STORY OF THE
OLYMPIC GAMES 774 B.C. to
19T2; by John Kieran and
Arthur DaIs71.1.B. Lippincott
Co.; 542 pages; $10.95.

There are few events, including royal coronations and
presidential inaugurations,
which can match the Olympic
Games for pomp and cern-many.
Likewise, there are few
events in or out of athletics
which can match the Olympic
Games for heart-stopping
drama,complete joy and total
despair.
Buttime has a way of burying memorable events, dimming the images and dulling
the senses which once tingled
with the slightest recollection
of them.
With few exceptions, historical accounts of events of
such grand proportions can be
estremely antiseptic and superficial. However, "The
Story of the Olympic Games
776 B.C. to 1972" is the exception which makes the rule.
Authors John Kieran and
Arthur Daley have again
pooled their considerable talents to record another chapter
of Olympic history for the revised edition of "The Story of
the Olympic Ganes."
This latest edition of a book
which was originally published following the 1952
Games in Helsinki, Finland,
records all the triumphs and
tragedies of Munich in a style
that makes you feel as if you
are there.
Yet this is no flag-waving,
cheer-the-America:is-boo-theRussians account of the
Games. Kieran and Daley
share the joys of victory and
the sadness of defeit with
each country's athletes. They
present a fair and unbiased
account of the Games,capturing the Olympic spirit as few
have been able to.
The thing that makes this
book a winner is not its account of the Munich Olympics, but its tracing of the
Olympics from their mystcal, unrecorded beginnings at
the foot of Mt. Olympus
through their golden era in
Greece and their decay and
eventual banning by the Roman Emperor Theodosius I.
This opening bit of history
sets the stage for detailed and
lively accounts of each of the
modern Olympics, beginning
with the Athens Games in
1.16.
"The Starir- of the Olympic
Games" literally has something for everyone, from the
historian to the sports nut to
the future Olympic hopeful to
the person who enjoys just
curling up with a good book.
This is a story about yesterdays with meaning for tomor-

SWEET PICKLES
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/
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San borr

89C

Lean Meaty,
Almost Boneless, Boston Butt

1-1b.

BATH SOAP
(with this coupon)

Bath 3 4

. 1
1
t!
rif
Sanborr

Size

Good Only at Patter's
Offer Expires 7/18/73

COUPON
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cASia rialM 10. O• It

atoll COv•0141 Pt*

bars

flSt
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MarsiiiiliStudents
Awarded MSU Grants
County
Marshall
Two
students—David K. Palmer of
Hardin Route 1 and Robert D.
Lyles of Benton Route 1—have been awarded full tuition
scholarships by the Quadstate
Turfgrass Association to attend
Murray State University during
1973-74.
Pahner,_ wb will be - a
sophomore in the far,—,oras
first recipient of the
last year. Lyles will be an entering freshman when the fall
term begins. Both young men
are graduates of South Marshall
High School.
Established to assit young
men in the turf program
directed by Amos Tackett at
Murray State, the scholarships
are renewable for a second year
If the recipient maintains a
satisfactory academic standing.
Tackett, whO is secretarytreasurer of the association,
said the group plans to begin a
new student in the two-year
scholarshipprogram each year.
An organization consisting
primarily of golf course
superintendenla from four
ntatiw-Rentticky, Tennessee,
Missouri • • and Illinois—the
seven-year-old Quadstate
Turfgrass Association has
about 50 members.
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• _
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I
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Jumbo Rolls
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YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR P.RICEII"
Located In Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE!!
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Bobby Goldsboro
To Appear At
Kentucky Fair

Kuhn's Reports Increased Quarterly Sales and Earnings
Second quarter salsa „IACachieved a 38 per cent increase
creased 4.3 percent, Kuhn, said In sales, but net income was off
$29,447,232 for the period just slightly due to a first quarter
with loss which the Company ancompared
ended,
$20,616,580 for the same time a Ucipated due to the seasonal
nature of its business.
year ago.
Kuhn described the results as
Sales for the six months ended
"outstanding, particularly in June 30 were $48,497,300,
view of uncertain economic compared with $35,072,215 for
conditions on the national level, the first half of 1972. Earnings
and the extremely poor weather
were $297,243, or 16 cents per
in the region served by our
share for this year's first half,
stores. We are confident of compared with $316,995 or 17
another highly successful
cents per share for the same
year
period last year.
For the first half of the fiscal
The dividend declared by the
year. the five-state chain
directors at their meeting here
was 242 cents per share of
common stock, payable July 31
to stockholders of record on
July 18.
The new Tuscaloosa Big K
I6
5
announced today is planned for
th
opening during 1974, Kuhn said
th
and is the 10th location for
St
which the location for which the
Company has signed a lease in
Peoples'Str
St
next year's new store program.
Bank
The store will include 60,000
Enix
square feet, and will be located
Warehouse
in a shopping center under
development on McFarland
(U.S. 82 By-pass),
Ph. 753-8030 Boulevard
MURRAY
between 13th Street and

Tenn.,—
NASHVILLE,
Kuhn's-Big K Sotes Corp. has
reported increased sales and
earnings for the second quarter,
with net income up 45 per cent.
The Company also declared the
regular quarterly dividend, and
announced plans for a new Big
K store in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Jack W. Kuhn, president of
the regional retail chain, said
net incomiefigethe three months
ended June 30 reached $554,729,
or 33 cents per share, compared
with $382,796, or 23 cents per
share, for the same period of
1972.

Is HereA
—Enix Warehouse

L

I
Main

Eastwood Homes.
Kuhn's Big K opened six new
Big K's during the first half of
this year, expects to add eight
more by year end, and a total of
'
12-14 during 1974.
Bobby Goldsboro, a FloridaThe Company currently
singer and writer, will be
born
operates 49 Big K stores and 28
at the Kentucky
appearing
Kuhn's Variety stores in Tenon Friday, August 17,
Fair
State
nessee, Alabama, Georgia,
at 8:00 p.m.
Kentucky and Mississippi. The
Although it's been almost 10
expansion this year and next
since his first hit single,
years
also includes three states for the
the Funny Clown,"
-See
Company—Arkansas, Missouri
Goldsboro's following has
and Indiana.
continued to increase conKuhn's-Big K stock is listed
sistently. Such singles as
on the American Stock Ex"Plead of Love," "Honey,"
change.
"Broomstick Cowboy," "The
Straight Life," and "Watching
Scotty Grow," have assured
him a place at the top.

StJ-1
) No. 5th Street

Russians warn seamen
of exploding icebergs

Tass news agency says that
Soviet Scientists have warned
seamen that some icebergs in
antarctic waters may "blow
ula.•"
An iceberg fragment found
near the Mirny Observatory
began sputtering like butter in
a frying pan when warmed
and burst with a terrific noise
when researchers tried to
split it. — CNS

MONKWE OPEN SUNDAY
JULY 15th
12 Noon to 5 p.m.

NEVER BEFORE SUCH LOW PRICES... NO LIMITS!!

DRAPERY REMNANTS
Prints & Solids in Blends & Scotch Guard Finishes
Cotton/Polyester
and Acrylic Blend
In Full Bolts of Solids and Prints, 60" Wide

KNITS!

GINGHAM CHECKS-1Seasonal Favorites, 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton

BROADCLOTH!

NOW

57c

NOW

yd.

yd.

NOW

Brilliant Colors in Polyester/Cotton Blend

UNIFORM FABRICS!
.
E4sy-Care 100% Nylon, 45 Inches Wide

DOUBLE KNItSAMPLES!

yd.

NOWO
8
984

yd.

DOUBLE KNITS Full Bolts!

$966
NOW AMR

60" Wide, 100% Polyester. Reg. '3.98 yd.
EXTRA HOURS!

5 BIG DAYS ONLY!

EXTRA SALES HELP'

BUTTONS

LACE
t Your •
Own
yd.
Now 1 /

By The

50

ful
Hind-

THREAD
Black /White _
Spools at
Terrific for$
Savings‘i

NOTIONS
Special
C
,0 $
Selection ‘
for
Your Choice

...
-4 SPECIAL FABRIC PROUPS
S!!
SAVING
REGROUPED& REPRICED FOR SEASONAL
SPORTSWEAR

Prints, Flocks,

4/$1- suitings.

Values
te
$1.78 ya.

Values to
'1.29 yd.

yd.

THRU SUNDAY, JULY 15th

CENTRAL CENTER
MURRAY, KY.
Open: Monday thru Saturday
10 AM. to 8 P.M.

PANTYHOSE
Limit 2

IC4Pri

AP) —
COVINGTON. Ky
The Kentucky American-Legion
elected five state officers Sunday before ending its 55th annual convention_
Elected were:
—Norm Gadledge, 1.ouisville,
alternate national executive
- - committeeman.
..-.Pat Rachford. flismore,
department commander
—Harry Greene. Mayfield.
national executive corn mitteeman. reelected.
—William Chester. Louisville.
chaplain. reelected.
-Tom Brown. Madisonville.
sergeant at arms

1111

13'

Coupon Good July 13th Only
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TAMPAX

Transmission
Fluid or
Windshield Washor

10 to Pkg.
Reg or Super

13,

Your
Choke 1
Limit 2
Coupon Good July 13th Only

Coupon Good July 13th Only
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Limit

A •A1212132n

IPANA

VV

13

1 Pint

1

Limit 2

Number two tee
Paulk, Phyllis Ka
Ryan, Beverly Span
Number three t
Thurman, Agnes Pi
Miller, Betty Hinton
Number four tee
Lassiter, Toopie Th
Robinson, Nancy fi
te
Number five
Billington, Inus
Spann, Sue Brown.
Number six tee —1
Peggy Billington; Jo
Martha Ryan.
Number seven te.
McCutcheon, Rae
Chester Thomas,
Slusmeyer.
Number eight to
Roach, Catherine Ga
Cr, Marilyn Adkins
Number Nine te
Emener, Mary Wats
Parker, Marie La.si
Number one tee Knight, Euldene 1
—Jack Shell, Betty Lo
Number four tee
Payne, Lanette lbw
.11avergtock, Franca
Number seven tee
Doran, Billie Cot
Stewart, Sue McCoa
Number one tee
Adkins, Marilyn Pi
Garrott, Annie Knig

ALCOHOL

MOUTHWASH
is* oz. Size
Limit

Coupon Good July 13th Only

CLOSE-UP OR GLEEM

TOOTH PASTE
3-oz Size

-

Limit 2
Coupon Good July 13th On

.47:‘(1)ECEMI
BAND-AID

—
••• COUPION AAA
V •
•-13131111tE

No. 4614
4-In. Strips
3
20-/

12-oz Box
—
terns No Bathtub Ring

10-Juniors
Limit 1

Limit

13;

Tom Hel
At Padu

13;

By JANE BR,
A special purse o
paid at Paducah I
Raceway Saturda
celebrate the Four'
Of that purse, $1
the feature race
winner was Torn
from Evansville, Ii
Twenty-one cars
race, but less than
number finished.
Paul Hogue,88 of
was running a at
when Car 18 decide
right hand turn, le
with only one way t
was into 18's side,
Hogue's radiator 1
things and puttini
for the night.
Next, Jesse Lad
though he woul
retaining wall andl
strong and he wa
race.
Billy Hay, in (
bounced against t
was taken to the I
neck injuries.
Cotton Glisson,
winner of the slow
Morton, 25, took t
The losers' race
be quite a show in
pile-up between t
second curves and
on the third curs
flying in every dir
In spite of all
Taylor, 90, was th
on the survivor.
Bill Hay,97, won
race after quite i
Car 70.
W.L. Doughty, 7
winner of the hot
race and Billy Ke
the hobby car fey
Slow heat—Cot
44; Wayne - Ceedd
Turpin, 11; Norvi
and BW Keeling,
Fast heat—Al
Tom Helfrey, 70;
33: Jesse Ladd, '
Inman, D-7.
Losers' race—DI

Coupon Good July 13th Only

Coupon Good July 13th Only
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COUPON

LADIES SCARFS-

July 6, 1973
ADULTS 106
NURSERY 6
NO NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Master David William Smith,
1621 Loch Lomand, Murray,
Ivison Young Lovett, Route 1,
Almo, Mrs. Bonnie Mae Butler,
Route 1, Hardin, Mrs. Dorothy
Mae Sheeks 1301 Main, Murray,
Paul Simon Von Schoech, 742
Nash, Murray, Mrs. Annie Lee
Wyatt, New Concord, Mrs.
C1onley Louise Paschall, Route
7, Box 67 Murray, James Vinti•
sey Goss, Hales Apt. Murray,
Smotherman.
/drs.
Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Evelyn
Coptaon Loutas, Route 3,
Murray. Mrs. Rebecca Lee
Moore and Baby Girl, 514 South
6th Street, Murray.

Five State Officers

SALE NOW IN PROGRESS
MON IQS_JE

Unlike most performers and
singers today, Goldsboro's
success has not been limited to
any one catagory of music. He
is one of the few contemporary
artists capable of captivating
"pop," "easy listening" and
"country" audiences with equal
success.
Goldsboro has chalked up 21
BMI songwriter awards in his
career, earned 5 Gold Singles
and 4 Gold Albums, and now
hosts his own nationally syndicated television show.
Whether performing his own
songs or those of others, he can
keep any audience interested
and entertained with a routine
of candid ad-libbing and a
sensitive treatment of lyrics.
will
Goldsboro
. Bobby
headline the Friday night show,
preceded by the Stetter
Brothers.

American Legion Elects

Denims,
Shirting',
( Jerseys,
Crepes, K nits,75
Sr° yd
Knits.
Valuos to
yd.
$1.69 yd. Ycl• Values to '1.98

The fourth and fir
et twilight golf at t
Country Club will
Friday, July 13. 0
the event, Richard 1
Jack Shell, have req
all players be at the
by 5:30 p.m. for U
start.
Trophies will be p
the three men and It
wnose averages fa
weeks of play rank
the field. The troph
presented following
Friday night.
All members of th
been invited to join
and their families fo
dinner following ti
night's play. Those I
attend should bring
of salad, vegetable, a
dessert.
This Friday night
and starting tees are
Number one tee
Cohoon, Beverly Par
Kain, Nell Roach.

0
Coupons Good Friday, July 13th
vv•vvviornmy.....

Hospital Report

1 66—
yd.

100% Polyester in Fashion Lengths, Reg. '2.98 yd.

--

•

NOW

NOW

CENTER

Burial benefits for veterans
were brought under the single
management of the VA by the
National Cemetery act signed
June 18, by the President.
Transfer of cemetery and grave
marker functions from the
Department of Defense is effective September 1.
Burial benefits, in addition to
the burial allowance of $250,
under the new law provide for a
plot or interment allowance of
$150 for an eligible veteran who
is not buried in a national
cemetery. Burial benefits up to
$800, in lieu of any other burial
are available to
benefit,
veterans, who die of service
connected disabilities.
Eligibility for burial In
national cemeteries remains
unchanged. Veterans,as well as
servicemen who die during
active military, naval or air
service are eligible as are
members of the reserves of the
army and air national guard
when death occurs while on
active duty training, inactive
while
duty
training or
hospitalized or being treated at
the expense of the United
States.

of yards of materials.
4, Come around to the back door of our stock room and choose from thousands

Final Ni
Of TwiIi
Golf at

9-9 Mon.-Thurs.
9-10 Fri-Sat.
1-6 Sundays

CENTRAL SHOPPING

Veterans Burial
Benefits Under
Administration

BACK DOOR
FABRIC SALE!!

PAGE FIVE
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Assorted Colors — Sheers
Limit 1

Coupon Good July 13th Only
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100 SPECIAL

MOTOR OIL

SOAP

1

Limit 5

Coupon Good July 13th Only
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HI

ICE CUBE
TRAYS

MI

Coupon Good July 13th Only
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FLASHLIGHT
BATTERIES

13;
2limit :
toupon Good July 13th Only
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Non-Detergent
SAE 30

Bath Size
Limit 2
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D Cell or C Cell
Lrr2nit
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Big M Club: Big Factor
hi-lacer-Grid Pro

Final Night
Of Twilight
Golf at MCC

The fourth and final evening
of twilight golf at the Murray
Country Club will be held
Marshall Gordon and Dan
By MIKE BRANDON
Friday, July 13. Chairmen of
Hutson.
&
Times
Ledger
Sportswriter
the event, Richard Knight and
"We are extremely fortunate
With the completion of
Jack Shell, have requested that
be
to
expected
as
an athletic department to
Stewart
Stadium
house
club
the
at
all players be
soon, a fever-pitch attitude is have a group like the Big M
by 5:30 p.m. for the shotgun
now present in the athletic staff Club," said Murray State
start.
and
football fans of Murray Athletic Director Cal Luther.
to
presented
Trophies will be
State University,
"They have volunteered to
the three men and three women
The Big M Club, which assist us in the promotion of our
wnose averages for the four
dedicates its services to the football program and through
weeks of play rank the best in
football program, is now in the donations and the promotion of
the field. The trophies will be
final plans of setting up a season ticket sales," Luther
presented following play this
system for the solicitation of added.
Friday night.
tickets.
"I think that there is no
All members of the club have
the seliettedan if
A statement will be released question that all of us realize at
BIG M CLUB OFFICERS-The Big M ChM is presently involved in planning for
been invited to join the players
Stadium at Murray State University, Top shortly by Murray State this point that we are in a very
and their families for a potluck football tickets for the coming season In the new Stewart
football coach Bill Fergerson and Resold University as to the exact plan critical time. We feel that with
MSU
Oakley,
George
Adkins,
Clyde
right,
to
left
from
row,
dinner following this Friday
Dick Stout and Bobby Grogan.
for the selling of the football the opening of our new six
night's play. Those planning to Churchill. Front row, Will Ed Stokes, Bill Fandrich,
(Wilson Woolley Photo) tickets.
million dollar stadium, we will
attend should bring two,dishes
The Big M Club has been have a golden opportunity to
of salad, vegetable, and dessert.
active in the Murray State help our football program,"
dessert.
program for the past Luther concluded.
football
This Friday night's pairings
SIX Or seven years.
"Our new stadium is going to
and starting tees are as follows:
Today, with the new 20,000 be second to none," Coach
Number one tee - Vernon
completed
almost
seat stadium
Furgerson said.
Cohoon, Beverly Parker; Royal
and a new era in Murray State
-There is no question that it
Kam, Nell Roach.
football to soon begin, the Big will be the,class of the Ohio
M Club is becoming even more Valley Conference."
Number two tee - John
active.
Paulk, Phyllis Kain; Louis
The seat risers are almost
"The Big M Club is becoming finished and the aluminum
Ryan, Beverly Spann.
more active now because we bleacher seats are begiinning to
Number three tee - Bill
Bill Creasy, executive pro- .have finally gotten to the point
BALTIMORE ( AP ) - An was -bound by its rules and
Thurman, Agnes Payne; L.D.
be installed. Early next week,
offtrack loss by super horse regulations which provide that ducer of the Sports Illustrated where we are going to move in
Miller, Betty Hinton.
Number four tee - Jiggs Secretariat may be remem- the official time of any race is show for CBS-TV, said there to the new stadium and we will
Lassiter Toopie Thomas; Don bered as long as his 1973 clean that which is clocked by the of- was no attempt to establish an have something to offer the
exact time for Secretariat but public," Murray State football
Robinson, Nancy Haverstock. sweep of racing's Triple Crown. ficial timer."
electronic
Visumatic
merely to prove that be rad coach Bill Furgerson said.
The
was
War
o'
Man
Bob
great
The
tee
five
Number
than Canonern._
"The club has pledged its
Billington, lints Cr; Buddy dealt his only defeat by the ap- timer at Pimlico clocked SecreSandy Grossman of CBS ex- Interest and services to the
tly named Upset in 1919, and tariat for the 1 3-16 miles in
Spann, Sue Brown.
Number six tee - Ed Watson, the only blot on Native Danc- 155, but two days later the plained the technical aspects university to assit them in any
Peggy Billington; Joe McCoart, er's record was a 1953 loss to stewards lowered the official involved, and contended that way that would be needed to
time to the 1:54 2-5 recorded Secretariat had run faster by help set up the new program in
Dark Star.
Martha Ryan.
with a stopwatch by E.T. four-fifths of a second.
defeated
been
has
Secretariat
Gene
tee
seven
Stewart Stadium"
Number
.1. Newton Brewer, chairman
The Big M Club meets each
McCutcheon, Rae Emener; a couple of times during a McLean Jr , Pimlico's official
of the racing commission, said Monday night at 7:30 p.m. and
Chester Thomas, Elizabeth spectacular two-year career,
But that didn't satisfy what there was no quarrel with the all people are welcomed to join
but his most famous setback
Sluszneyer.
Number eight tee - Jack may have come at the hands of the commission apparently re- CBS presentation but noted the and participate in the activities
network has no official posi- of the club," Furgerson added.
Roach, Catherine Garrott; Dick the Maryland Racing Commis- garded as outside interests.
Two clockers for the Daily tion."
sion.
E. Dick Stout serves as the
(rr, Marilyn Adkins.
Later, in its statement, the president of the club while
Following two hours of testi- Racing Form reported soon
Number Nine tee - Bill
Emener, Mary Watson; James mony Tuesday, the five-mem- after the Preakness that they commission said: It was ac- Clyde Adkins and Bill Fanrich
ber commission blocked a had timed Secretariat in 1:53 knowledged by several of the are the vice presidents.
Parker, Marie Lassiter.
Richard
move to change the listed time 25, well below Canonero's 1:54. witnesses including those perRonald Churchill is the
Number one tee Then, after Secretariat be- sons representing CBS that to secretary and Ted Billington it
Knight, Euldene Robinson; for the May 19 Preakness and
came the first Triple Crown change records established by the Big M Club's treasurer.
give Secretariat the record.
Jack Shell, Betty Lowry.
winner in 25 years by adding the official timer because of
evivideotape
viewing
After
James
Will Ed Stokes is the sergeant
Number four tee Payne, Lanette Thurman; E.J. dence presented by the Colum- the Belmont teuutd to the one later electronic analyses of of arms and George Oakly is in
bia Broadcasting System, the he already set in the Kentucky such events would be destruc- (fc!lisrge of publicity.
Havergtock, Frances Millar.
Number seven tee - Wayne commission acknowledged that Deeby, many persons clamored tive of the integrity of all sportMarshall Gordon serves as
con-tro- ing events."
the faculty representative while
Doran, Billie Cohoon; Lee Secretariat probably ran faster for a review of the
Quantities
than Canonero II, who set the versial Preakness time.
Stewart, Sue McCoart.
Jim Boone and Pete Waldrop
_ limited
Number one tee - Clyde Preakness record in 1971.
Penny Tweedy, owner of the
are in charge of the social
In a unanimous opinion, how- Meadow Stable colt who has
Adkins, Marilyn Paulk; M.C.
committee.
ever, the commission said it been syndicated for a record
Garrott, Annie Knight.
Chairman of the membership
Pony League
$6,080,000, made a formal reW L committee is Bobby Grogan.
quest after CBS showed a split Indians
7 1 Members of the committee
screen tape of the 1971 and 1973 Dodgers
6 1 include Larry Mayfield, Tom
races on June 17.
4 4 Rushing. Pete Purdom, Don
Orioles
34 Robinson, Harold Hurt, Bill
The same tape and additional Ps
3 6 Fandrich, Ronald Churchill,
evidence was presented at the Meta
1 6 George Oakley W. C. Elkins.
Astros
hearing by CBS.

Secretariat Denied A
New Preakness Record

the work crew from White & was for offensive and defensive
Congleton Construction Com- backs.
One of the recruits is 6-3, 215
pany will begin installing the
Pound Dwayne Jenkins from
chair seats.
—r-d- the Cleveland.
The press box are
Jenkins, a running back, does
stadium will be the last to be
the 100 in 9.7. The Racers also
completed.
Presently, members of the picked up two outstanding prep
work crew are forming and performers from Maryland.
pouring the third level of the 'They are running back Mike
Murray and quartib.ck I.a,ry,
press box area.
Foxwell.
With the completion of the
llent recruits
Several
elevator shaft in the press level, have come from the western,
from the ground level to the top Kentucky area.
of the elevator shaft, Stewart
Ivan Baker, a fullback from;
Stadium will be equal in height the state champions of Class Al'
to a 10 story building.
football for the past two years,
Of course one of the math Trigg County, has signed with"
question everyone is asking is Murray State.
what kind of a team are the
Two recruits are from Union
Racers going to have.
County High School.
Two top quarterbakcs will
They are Robert West anct
return to form the nucleus of the David Timmons.
offense. Don Clayton, a running
"Several other young men,
back, also returns.
from the area are going to be
One of the heaviest losses was given the opportunity to make
that of running back George the team also," Furgerson
Greenfield, who was drafted by added.
the Cleveland Browns of the
The Murray State season will
National Football League.
open in the new stadium SepThe emphasis in recruiting, tember 15 against Western
according to Caoch Furgerson, Carolina.

Truckload

Sears

SALE
This is the great sale you
have been waiting for...

THURSDAY • FRIDAY
SATURDAY July 12, 13, 14

nunr

Standings

Torn Helfry Wins Feature
At Paducah International

117
To
'93
OA
TV's

Pick Up Players
Star In The A.L.

Leman Corm 55; Charlie Jett,
By JANE BRANDON
A special purse of $2,500 was 60; Wayne Harris, 86 and Ron
paid at Paducah International Hammon, 18.
Winners' race-Bill Hay, 97;
Raceway Saturday night to
Tom Helfrey, 70; Jesse Ladd,
celebrate the Fourth of July.
Of that purse, MOO went for 77; Jerry Inman, D-7 and Bill
the feature race and the big Keeling, 24 Jr.
----t winner was Tom Belfry, 70,
Feature race-Torn Hellrey,
70; Don Taylor, 90; Don Turpin,
i from Evansville, Indiana.
Twenty-one cars started the 11; James McKinney, 78 and
By FRED 1ROTHENBERG
ond and Rod Carew's siagfiln
race, but less than half at that and Charlie Jett, 60.
Associated Press Sports Writer the ninth.
= number finished.
Somewhere out in baseball
Tient pitched Boston into first
Paul Hogue,Ill ei kfeiropolis,
land there are six laughing place in the American League
was running a strong second
American League general man- East, three percentage points
when Car 18 decided to make a
agers.
ahead of the Yankees, by besright hand turn, leaving Hogue
National League
Not only did their teams ting Jim Kaat's five-hitter.
East
with only one way to go and that
W. L. Pct. 0.8. score more runs than the other
"It's always great beating
was into 18's side, thus bursting Chicago
50 37 .575
always your former teammates" Bah44 40 .524 41/2 guys Tuesday night,
Hogue's radiator among other St Louis
40 43 .492
nsen said after doing just that
cause for a grin "
things and putting his car out Montreal
38 44L .463
Pittsburgh
But the real side-splitter 'la "aril knocking the Yanks down
' for the night.
17 11
38 47 .4,
Philadelphia
2 that players they picked up to second place.
/
36 46 439 111
Next, Jesse Ladd in Car 77, New York
White Sox player. Buddy
from other teams were inthough he would test the Los Angeles West
SA 34 614
those victories.
Bradford, whose major league
be
retaining wall and found it to
2 strumental in
1
49 38 .563 4/
Cincinnati
2
1
-Boston's Luis Tient, who
strong and he was out of the San Francisco 49 40 .551 5/
2 was unconditionally released by
1
47 44 '516 8/
Houston
race.
41 49 .456 11
Atlanta
Minnesota two years ago, two31 55 .360 22
Billy flay, in Car 97, also San Diego
hit the Twins for a 2-1 victory..
Wednesday's Games
bounced against the wall and
Houston (Roberts 7.7) at New
-Chicago's Stan Bahnsen, a
—411e1 taken to the hospital with York (Koosman 7 7)
Yankee, beat New York
former
,41141
(Jenkins
1
9-61 11
Chicago
inhiries.
SAN DIECr0( AP)- A judge
[Min 8-53
2-T.
Cotton Glisson, 44, was the Francisca.
Atlanta (sheer° 9-4) at Phila--Cleveland's"Rusty Tares, has refused a request by the
winner of the slow heat and Al delphia (Wallace 1.1), N
Cincinnati (Norman 64) at another ex-Yankee, hit a three- city of San Diego to block the
Morton, 25, took the fast heat.
Montreal (Renito 8.5), W
run homer in the ninth, rallying San Diego Padres' sale to a
The losers' race turned out to
Pittsburgh (Briles 71) at San
Washington, D.C., group.
the Indians over Oakland 7-5.
N
car
(Arlin
55).
four
a
Diego
with
show
a
quite
be
However, Superior Court
at Los
a
8)
8
Stanton,
(Gibson
Louis
St
Lee
-California's
and
pile-up between the first
Angeles (Sutton 105). N
refugee from the New York Judge Eli Levenson Tuesday
second curves and a car stalled
American League
Mets, belted three home runs in extended a temporary restrainEast
on the third curve and tires
Angels' 10-inning 10-8 deci- ing order 10 days so the city
the
W.
Pct,
L.
G.8.
flying in every direction.
Boston
45 38 5/2 —
can appeal his denial of a presion over Baltimore.
In spite of all this, Dean New York
18 41
539 —
Sharon, for- liminary injunction against the
Dick
-Detroit's
42
38
driver,
11
Baltimore
525
2
/
top
the
was
90,
Taylor,
44 41 .512 2/
Detroit
2 mer property of the Pittsburgh sale.
1
an the survivor.
47 43 .494 4
Milwaukee
City officials contended in the
two homers
30 56 349 16/
2 Pirates, slammed
1
Bill Hay,97, won the winners' Cleveland
5-4 victory over suit that the Padres should not
Tigers'
the
in
West
'
-•
with
battle
a
quite
race after
01 39 552 —
Oakland
be allowed to move because the
the Texas Rangers.
,Car 70.
49 41
Kansas City
544
baseball team still has 15 years
Piniella,
Lou
City's
Kansas
45 39 536 1 ,,
W.I.. Doughty, 77 Jr., was the California
Cleveland to go on its 20-year lease of San
45 40 519 1
to-call
Chicago
usedwho
heat
car
hobby
the
of
winner
Minnesota
43 40 518 3
home, crrOve in three runs to Diego Stadium from the city
race and Billy Keeling, 7, won rp,as
30 54 357 16/
2
1
help the Royals defeat Mil- But Levenson said monetary
WedrigsdarS
the hobby car feature race.
at waukee 5,1.
.
damages were the only remedy
13-3)
Oakland (Hunter
Gliason,
heat-Cotton
Slow
Cleveland (Perry 8-73)
talk,
for any breach of contract.
n
player-transactio
In
Boston (Curtis f-ri•'et NPIV
44; Wayne -Coakley, 33; Don
Padres owner C. Arnholt
that's called the last laugh.
(Blyleveo 114)
Turpin, 11; Norvil Zackery,.56 nesota
Califorma (Ryan 10-10).„,..at
looks super good," Smith has agreed to sell his fi"Tient
1'.
24
and Bill Keeling,
_Baltic:ogre LCuelJAL 4.9L.H
Id Twtts' designated hitter nancially troubled team to
Texas (Allen 03) at Detroit
Fast heat-AL Morton,
8I), N
(Perry
Oliva, who joined seven Washington group for $12 milTony
Tom Helfrey, 70; Kenny Yates,
Kansas City (Wright 5.2J.-at
Twins with zeroes after lion, but the National League
.6ther
Jerry
I
N
0),
and
(Rodriguez
77
Milwaukee
33: Jesse Ladd,
York 'Peterson 6-103,.4t_ their name. The only two hits isn't expected to approve the
New
Inman, D-7.
ChiCag0 (Stone 4 4 or Fisher 6
were .i.oe Lis' double in the sec- sale until the lease is settled.
Losers'race-Don Taylor,10; 71.N

Standings

Judie Turns Down
San Diego Request

•

EA

.
FENCING
GOTEBORG, Sweden - Rolf
of Sweden beat Olympic
champion Cuba Fenyvesy of
Hungary and won the men's individual foils title at the World
Fencing Championships

4357

styles
4158 43551 4356 1
console cabinet
4359 4154 1 4351
Selection of 7
Alt-these TV's have 25,000-volt chassis;
handsome cabinets. Most have one button
311111X1
tuning and black matrix screen.

11

stops include Cleveland and
Cincinnati, scored the tying run
and batted in the winning run
while running his hitting streak
to 11 games.
Sharon, who started out the
season on Pittszurgh's roster,
didn't expect to be in a major
league city, much less go fourfor-four with two home runs in
a Detroit victory.
"I never did that even in the
minors," Sharon said "My best
was four-for-five.
Stanton belted three home
runs, including a two-run game'winner in the 10th for the decision over Baltimore.
His first two homers came off
Jim Palmer fastballs. "I'm always• looking for a fastball
from that guy," Stanton said.
Piniella, whose three RBI
came on a twO-run homer and
a single, provided Steve Busby
with the margin of victory.
Busby did the rest himself,
striking out 13 Brewers to set a
Kansas City record.
Torres' three-run homer was
the final blow in an Indian
comeback which wiped out a 50 deficit.
In the National league it was
New York 1, Houston 0; C
icago 4, San Francisco 2; Pitsburgh 4, San Diego 3; Atlanta
4, Philadelphia 2; Cincinnati 6,
Montreal 2 and St. Louis 5, Los
Angeles 4.

COLOR

25-in.

L155
t

AO

_

Soars Has•Credit Pion
to Suit Your Needs- -ask tor detaits

164

7.

CUT $43
20.0-a. ft. FREEZER
'c •Sews LOWEST PRICE EVER

CUT $40 22.1

FREEZER

es this freezer
•Cosvestiossl defrost

• Sears LOWEST PRICE EVER tor this FLASH
lIffROST FREEZER

•Perceleis emonel
trier is hilly lighted

• MCMASTER INTERIOR - 1 roller baskets
for eats sass cud coovenieoce

Here's Jest a Saagge_ei_tile-liaadreds of Bargain Buys
PRICE CUT

ITEM and DESCRIPTION

CUT $30
CUT $40
CUT $42
CUT $20
CUT $20
CUT $30
CUT $50
CUT $20

= Portable Color TV No 41111
17.1 c.`,1 Frostless Refrigerator -freezer No 62141
5-cycle Portable Dishwasher No 12051

5-cvde, 2-speed Kenmore

Washer No 22101

Matching Wrinkle Guard Dryer No 61101
30-in. Self-cleaning Oren Range No 93331
Stretch Stitch Zig-zag Sewing Machine No 1601
Canister Vac with Powermate Unit No 2391

Ask for Sears Low INSTALLED Price on Your Appliance at

CATALOG SALES- OFFICE
AIs 11011.11( Cat *MO CO

Southside Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.:

Phone 753-2310-
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Kentucky State Fair Is Now In The Final Stages Of Preparation
be 1973 event will continue all week
field and seed Crowning, Pipe Smoking certified gold, are sure to
Kentuckyri—grilitest annual trophies will be awarded within Wing includes
with afternoon and evening
Contests, Military Displays, Stadium crowd pleasers.
fruits,
honey,
and
bees
grain,
event, the Kentucky State Fair, each category. Competition and
favorite The 5th shows. Culminating the exother
free
atmany
and
perennial
A
always
The animals, weighing betthe
and
Five beef breeding heifers,
is in the final stages of judging for both contests will be and vegetables,
citement will be the prestigious valued at more than $7,500 have ween 600 and 700 pounds
Show. tractions all being part of the Dimension, headlines musical
Ham
Kentucky
field
popular
Statdium
the
of
on
worlds
held
preparation. The
1973 Kentucky Stat. Fair.
activities August 24th at the $10,000 World's Championship been presented to Murray State each, include one bred heifer.
4-H and commercial entries
commerce, agriculture and during Band Day, August 23.
Fair. A Five-Gaited Class on Saturday
for
of
variety
musical
wide
A
Kentucky State
exhibits
Wing
East
University by Banner Herd- The others are ready
Like to talk to the animals? round out
entertainment will meet at the
and night.
style
found
vocal
among
is
entertainment
distinctive
breeding, Downs said.
year.
this
of
and
s,Inc.,
Louisville
Joe
again
The
chance!
Exposition
your
Here's
and
Kentucky Fair
the many paid attractions at dazzling choreography make a
A fair just isn't a fair without Lexington.
The Simrnental breed, which
The younger set will enjoy
Center August 16, through 25. Frisco Exotic Animal Petting
The 5th the bright lights and excitement
by
Fair.
this
year's
performance
a
in Switzerland and
Gang,
originated
Pollution
the
The heifers, which are half
is open daily and free on the Annie and
More than one half millio1.
Opening the Fair music scene Dimension an event fair-goers of the midway,and this year the
performing six
where the basic foundation herd
show
Hereford,
and
half
marionette
Simrnental
zebu,
a
know
to
Get
Lawn.
Commonwealth
West
the
people from
Lawrence Carr Shows bring were presented to the university Is today,is a realtively new beef
throughout the fair this year is the popular Texas will long remember.
and surrounding areas will a kangaroo, a yak, and even a times daily
Mac
Annual Country such spine-tinglers as the
born singer-songwriter
Third
The
Lawn.
West
by John Downs, president of the cattle breed on American
most llama. If your taste in animal on the
Kentucky's
attend
Davis. Mac brings his easy style and Western Spectacular, "Turbo," "Spider," and the
Banner
domestic,
organization and a farms.
more
little
a
event.
is
life
10-day
spectacular
Returning to the Kentucky and smooth sound to the August 25th, brings to the Fair ever popular "Sky Wheel," to
Its most beneficial characnative of Calloway County and
This year's Fait promises an this year's State Fair also State Fair, after a three year stadium stage August 16th.
Country
in
The
names
the Kentucky State Fair.
top
many
are fast growth and
teristics
of
the son of Mr and Mrs. J.D.
almost unlimited variety of promises the very best
absence is Your Father's
Following on August 17th will music, including George Jones, midway will be open every day.
good milking ability, Downs
Downs of the Concord area.
ertertainment and activities for Kentucky's livestock. Quality Mustache, a rag-time musical be the Bobby Goldsboro Show. and Tammy Wynette, along
pointed out in making the
Advance tickets for all these
the entire family. And, keeping competition begins with dairy group, whose foot-stomping Widely acclaimed for both his with Faron Young. These
Friday at the
presentation
midway
except
performances,
the family budget in mind, cattle judging Thursday, music can be enjoyed free at
writing and performing talents, performers have enjoyed years attractions, can be obtained by
university's 365-acre laboratory
many of these are free of August 16-20. 'Me 4-H and FFA the Fair, August 23-25.
Bobby, who is now star of his of success and are certain to mail from the. Kentucky Fair
farm one mile west of the
Sheep judging takes place in the
charge.
The cameras of WAVE-TV
own nationally syndicated TV show the Stadium crowd why and Exposition Center box
campus.
Pavilion
Heading the list of attractions West Wing Sheep
will focus on Fair activities as show, will appear in the they remain among Nashville's
Banner Herds, Inc., an inTaxpayers
office.
—
LOUISVILLE
is the 15th Annual Kentucky Friday, August 17, and con- TV Showcase returns
with Stadium along with Nashville's top attractions.
management
vestment
and
Show.
Fair
Inand
Kentucky
from
The
Wednesday
Horse
notices
Tuesday,
Quarter
receive
tinues
who
State Fair
programming Statler Brothers.
special
State Fair Exposition Center is only a ten
sells
Kentucky
The
which
organization
Wing
Centers
West
ternal Revenue Service
Horsemanship judging and Thursday. The
throughout the Fair. WAVE's
Vintage Rock and Roll is the offers more than just concerts. minute drive from downtown
herds in beef
can be assisted more promptly managed breeding
perforrnanc class competition Swine Pavilion features Swine Morning Show, will originate
order of the day August 18th as Rodeo fans will thrill to the Louisville, as well as being near
an 867-acre
If they return the extra copy of cattle, also operates
take place in the Coliseum competition from Saturday, from the Fair daily August 20- the
Fair brings excitement of the championship
State
Kentucky
east of
County
Calloway
in
farm
ride
acbus
easy
Thursday,
an
and
replying,
the airport
the notice when
August 14, 15, and 16. Free pre- August 18, through
25.
Sha Na a to town for two show in Freedom Hall, August
Murray.
any
from
Director
buses
Fair
special
on
District
to
cording
fair activities also abound. August 23. Rabbit and Pigeon
Fair regulars should not be shows. The twelve members of 17-19. Five performances bring
Managed by Dwight Wolfe,
point in town. Entry is simple, Paul Niederecker of Kentucky.
These include the annual judging begins Sunday, August overlooked, with 4-H and FFA
who put their act bareback riding, calf-roping with five convenient gates, and
Na,
Na
Sha
received his masters
who
on
poultry
many
Niederecker said
Sheriff's Posse Trail Ride on 19, followed by
exhibits, Livestock Displays, together while students at and thrilling bucking broncos to
for taxpayers are replying to degree from Murray State in
parking
ample
is
there
Sunday, August 12, the Annual Monday, August 20.
(Natter Horse Shows, Rooster Columbia University, rock on the Fair's arena. Featured
27,000 cars on paved lots. Week- notices without identifying their May, the farm eventually will
Over 45 years ago the idea of
Quarter Horse Show Queen
in both an afternoon and during the rodeo will be Country days a admission is only $1 a
fair
a
to
theater
account. This can cause a be stocked with approximately
Contest to be held in bringing live
evening performance at the and Western singing star carload before 11:00 a.m.
serious delay in resolving their 500 head of the Simmental
Newmarket Hall, August 13, was introduced at the Kentucky
Fair.
Charley Pride, whose recent
rattle Downs said.
The 1973 Kentucky State Fair- problem.
and the 4-H Horse Show Judging State Fair. Since then, drama
pop ramie hit,
Both
and
country
"Kiss An Angel Good with something for everyone-is
7,irn
Imy
have
arts
and
fisual
the
By returning the extra copy of
August 13, through 15, in the
fans will want to be on hand Morning," has been added to his truly a "family af-Fair."
Theile,Cattle will be used for
Exposition Center's East Wing. become a part of our fair, ADULTS..85
the Service Center notice with
August 20th as the Fair hosts- already long list of chartstock on the Murray
RSERY
breeding
be
Kentucirrit-,-NU
can
year
taxpayers
This
tradition.
reply,
their
Come and get that sumNEWBORN ADMISSIONS - -- Donna Fargo and Dawn topping Country tunes.
to
more speedily, State farm, according to Arlie
much
assisted
EATERS
BEEF
mertime circus feeling as pioneer heritage again comes
The week of August 20-25
Mrs. Beverly Myers Bolen featuring Tony Orlando. Miss
presentations
said the IRS Director. Mail Scott, an associate professor in
Americans consumed 82
"Smiley" the Clown greets you life in dramatic
8, Benton.. Fargo, whose "Happiest Girl In offers the Kentucky State Fair
Route
Girl,
Baby
and
Players.
Boone
Daniel
the
by
should be addressed to Internal the Department of Agriculture
be
pounds of beef per person in
on the Midway. He'll
the Whole USA" topped both World's Championship Horse
DISMISSALS
be staged
Revenue Service Center, 3131 and who supervises the
coreaunption
1972,
in
1992;
spreading sunshine every day of Other offerings will
cattle
beef
Miss Rozella Henry, 107 N. country and pop charts, and Show. The 1973 event will
Story
Foster
Stephen
the
by
Democrat Road. Memphis, university's
perper
pounds
116
to
Inup
was
Circus
M's
the fair. M &
Dwain Dawn, whose "Tie A Yellow continue all week with afMurray,
St.,
17th
operations.
Playhouse.
Pioneer
and
increase.
Players
38110.
cent
per
Tenn.
37
an
—
son
ternationale pitches its candyRibbon" has recently been ternoon and evening shows. The
This year's Kentucky State Nicholas Ross, Hardin, Miss
striped tent on the East Lawn
1,
Route
Knight,
Lee
Shannon
this year, with family en- Fair also sponsors numerous
Alm°, Miss Jill Robin Estes,
tertainment and death-defying art displays and 4-H Variety
Missouri, Robert Halton
Illrno,
is
more
and
this
of
All
feats daily at 2:30 and 830 p.m. Shows.
Banks, 77 Riveria Ct., Murray,
public.
the
to
open
and
free
of
sounds
the
to
addition
In
Falwell, Route
As in past years, a wide William Fayne
the calliope will be the ragtime
Mable Mae
Mrs.
Murray,
3,
be
music of Your Father's variety of entertainment will
Sykes, 210 Woodlawn, Murray,
Mustache August 23-25. Per- provided by the Kentucky
Mrs. Virginia Edella Blanton,
formances are at 3:30 and 7:30 Hotel-Motel Association,
5, Murray, Keith LetRoute
Fish
of
Kentucky Department
p.m.
terman, Route 2, Murray, Mrs.
Good food and good fun have and Wildlife Resources, Traffic
Jean Knight, Route 3,
tong_ been a part of Kentucky's Safety Committee of Kentucky, Shirley
Right
Mrs. Carolyn Kay
Murray,
Department
State Fair tradition. Both in- and the Kentucky
Dillhunt, Route 3, Martin,
Guard
featured August V.at 7:45 a.m. of Mental Health.
RIGHT
August 16th through 22nd the Tenn., Donald Wayne Dugger,
at the Kentucky Country Ham
GUARD
Deodorant
3, Murray, Herlie Landol
Breakfast. Auctioned during the Chieftones, an all-Indian Route
Route 5, Murray,
1 01
breakfast will be the Grand musical group from Canada will Chadwick,
2-ce. Loiarv.,
Route 3, Box 428,
51 59
•
Champion Ham. All proceeds go be performing free of charge for Leon Boyd,
Wade Roberts,
E Ise where
to charity. The price per powid fairgoers. Also appearing daily Murray, Ira
'1.59 Value
Murray, Mrs. Madre
of last year's ham was $350.00. throughout the fair will be the Route 5,
Baby Girl, 1309
Multiply that by 15,,2 pounds Bluegrass Affiance, a nationally Loy Barnett and
Edgar
Murray,
Sycamore,
enworth
Bluegrass
ham
a
recognized
get
and you
semble, and The Volantes, a Robert Coles, Route 2, Hazel,
$5.42411:
The Kentucky Rural Electric variety act that includes ac- Edgar Hubert Cole, Route 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Lola May Barnett,
Cooperative Corporation will cordion playing unicyclists.
sponsor a beauty contest on the
A popular feature returning Route 5, Murray. Mrs. Grace
Stadium Stage. August a at to the East Wing this year is Louellen Jones, Martin, Mrs.
2:30 p.m. Winners of local Safety Town, sponsored by the Lola Jane Fisk, 804 N. 16th St.,
Central Shopping
pageants throughout the state Kentucky Department of Murray, Albert Perry Farris,
will contend for the title of Miss Public Safety. Youngsters, Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Core Lee
driving mainature cars through Miller, 206 S. llth St., Murray,
Kentucky RECC.
Futrell, 1505
The 1973 Fair will again simulated traffic situations, are Mrs. Recie
GASOLINE CAN
SAVE
Dr., Murray,
Hours:
sponsor the High School Mar- given lessons in traffic safety Stadium View
TOILET TISSUE
Route
Colson,
AT
'1.49 Volu,
under the guidance of the Mrs. Core Abera
ching Band and Majorette
99. vow.
Freeman
Effie
Alm,
Mrs.
1,
Police.
compete
State
Kentucky
contests. Banis will
9 a m.-9 p.m. Daily
A showcase for individual Byers, 621 Ellis, Murray,
for the Doc Casaidy Memorial
711
RAWLFarSweepstakes Trophy along with skills and interests is provided Clarence Klag, Route 1,
12 Noon-7 p.m. Sunday
Hargis,
Lucille
Mrs.
mington,
section,
Hobbies
and
place
Arts
the
by
third
first, second and
Mrs.
Gladys
Murray,
3,
Route
Thru 7/75/73 While Quantities Last
trophies. Majorette competition featuring crafts and fine arts,
- Quantity Rights Reserved
Brown, 405 S. 2nd., Murray,
is divided into three classes culinary textiles, plants,
•
Miss Clairol
Robert Hamer Williams (exaccording to the number in each flowers, and hobbies.
JANITOR IN el'
Murray.
St.,
5th
N.
315
Toothbrush
pired),
Pepsodent
the
in
East
Other
competition
Formula
Shampoo
corps. First through third place

Tennessee Valle
reached a record-bre
for the fiscal year
30, resulting in new
TVA's flood control
electric power ope
well.
Rainfall across
averaged just over 7
the past 12 months, b
old record by a wi

Notices Should Be
Returned To IRS

_Hospital Report

STAMPING OUT HIGH PRICES

A PORTR)
SPECIAL
FOR EVERY1
AT

99t
75. fer

TM* very epeeist orle
seated as an orprei
our thanks for your pa
• GENUINE hi
Not the olo sty

• SELECTION
• FOR ALL AI
Groups riSot Ora

• FREE TO Al
Erre 8.10 Irrini

• LIMITED OF
• Advertised Seer

TELL YOUR FRI

Sav-Rit
. E

Fri. & !
July 1:

Anr

AND -op

DRUG

STORE

A DRUM

Adult
Hard
Medium
and Sett

-ma

32-ez.

Saccharin
Tablets
grain

$2 25

1000 $

Elsewhere

$1.33 Value

Miss Clairol

Creme Formula
Overnight

124
esic

Elsewhere

Massengill Hygiene Powder

• It's

91.90 Elsewhere

Limit 1

Begley's Baby Oil
le ca.

and

Unburn
Spray
99C Elsewhere

Shell
No Pest Strip

SPORT
MATS

Photo
Developing Special

•

Ii 98
Etsewhi•iv

Color tithi.u.
Negative

;

49

Good Thrt,
7 11 ".

81.69

4 oz

wi

• RI

One BOO Photo

or

$2 00
Elsewhere

Li** 1

Value
Gallon

As Low As

Picnic Jug

Susan
Leigh

$500

Nail
Polish
Remover
6 or
50C Velue

200 PAIR

$299
Elsewhere

Charcoal Lighter
14"
2 Speed

‘/S Gallen
$1 19
Elsewhere

AIR MATTRESS
99C

R•gular
Of

Flavored

4 or
57C Elsewhere

14 or
27c E Ise where
with $2 00 purchase
Van Camps

35C Elsewhere

1200 Sport cot

with $2 00 purchase

H

5145 I ISPV, hPr

to These Low Prices . . . * Nii'Alterations
* No Exchanges or Refunds * All Sales Cash

Stokley
Ketchup

Phillips
Milk of
Magnesia

Pork
and Beans

75-s30-

Preparation
Ointment
„,

American Pickles
riNti Sweet Pickles
16 or
Dill Pickles
tam
22 or
1.7
59C Elsewhere
with $200 purchase

Elsewhere

Price

•

58 49 Elsewhere

$18 99
Elsewhere

FLORSHEIM
SHOES
2

LUX
• vy

Play Balls

51 16
Elsewhere

1 5 or
Plastic Bottle
Si 79 Elsewhere

SUITS

• Ne

Color
Sail,

Nair

302

Murine
Eye
Drops

The
econor
It ha
social
from a
it has I
. PERU
• NE

51 09
Elsewhere
S2 29 ElsevOhere

\

Limit 1

with $2 00 purchase
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Valley Rainfall Sets New Record
Tennessee Valley rainfall
reached a record-breaking total
for the fiscal year ended June
30, resulting in new records for
TVA's flood control and hydroelectric power operations as
well.
Rainfall across the Valley
averaged just over 70 inches for
the past 12 months,breaking the
old record by a wide margin.

The previous high of record for
a July-June fiscal year was 62.3
inches in 1949-1950, and the
record for a calendar year is
64.6 inches in 1957.
March was the wettest month
of the past fiscal year, with
Valley rainfall averaging 11.4
inches-largest for any month in
the past 36 years and a March
record

BIG 8 x 10

LIVINO COLOR
PORTRAIT*
A PORTRAIT
SPECIAL
FOR EVERYONE
AT

• GENUINE NATURAL COLOR PORTRAITS

Net the pad style bated or painted Black & White photos:

• SELECTION OF PROOFS 4-6 Poses to choose from
• FOR ALL AGES Likes children. adurts.
Groups Photopraohed at an addobanal small char.(

• FREE TO ALL SENIOR CITIZENS
Free 8o10 hying

COW, peered

• LIMITED OFFER!

to all customers over 60 rein of ode.
subject. cot per !Joule.

Oft OK

• Advertised Utast Neal & Shoulders Only

TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT THIS SPECIAL OFFER

Say-Rite Discount Drug
. Bel Air Shopping Center

Fri. & Sat.,
July 13 & 14

11 to 2

3 to 7

March also was the mon- the highest previous damage
th that saw Menge rainfall from reduction of
that type. That
a two-day storm that spread makes a total
of more than $63
across most of the Valley, million in damages
averted
producing widespread flooding downstream by TVA
operations
and the most demanding river, sInó Xastucky Darn went
into
control operation TVA's River serviCa7
Control Center has faced.
Hydroelectric generation
Without that flood regulation from the 48 TVA, Corps, and
by the agency's system of dams Alcoa dams supplying power to
and reservoirs, the Tennessee the TVA system totaled a
River at Chattanooga would record 24.5 billion kilowatthave reached a level that would hours for the fiscal year, up
have flooded about half the city from the previous record of 21.3
and caused an estimated $500 billion kWh a year earlier. Even
million in damages. Actual with this increase, hydro power
damage was estimated at $35 still accounted for less than onemillion, with part of that fourth of the past year's total
damage
resulting
from generation on the TVA system,
separate flooding on local however, as rising demands
creeks.
required
increased
also
Other TVA flood control production from the coaloperillOns In December and horning plants that provide
May held the river at Chat- most of the system's power
tanooga to nondamaging states. supply.
The Corps of Engineers
December's hydro generation
estimates that operation of the of 2.6 billion kWh was the
TVA reservoir system averted highest for the year, and a new
more than $15 million in one-month record.
damages during spring flooding
June rainfall across the
on the lower Ohio and Valley averaged 4.6 inches, just
Mississippi Rivers. During slightly above the normal 4.3
flood periods on those rivers, inches. The highest June total
TVA reservoir operations are was 10.02 inches at Johncoordinated with the Crops' sonville,
west of Waverly,
operation of reservoirs on the Tennessee. The lowest was 1.20
Cumberland River.
inches at Bone Cave, about 18
In this operation, much of the miles southwest of Florence,
floodwater moving down the Alabama.
Tennessee River in late March
was stored in TVA's big Kentucky Lake, holding it out of the
Ohio-Mississippi flood. As a
result, the lake level, at Kentucky Dam reached its highest
point since the dam was closed
The World Wildlife Fund
in the mid-1940's.
The $15 million reduction in has discovered "an alarming,
Ohio and Mississippi River almost desperate" du-eet to
flood damage credited to the British animals, including
TVA system was nearly ckwiliie Lewis Carroll's famous dorand
Kenneth
the highest previous damage mouse
reduction that that type. That Grahame's Mr. Badger, both
makes a total of more than $63 high on the list of endangered
million in damages averted species.
Other species threatened
downstream by TVA operations
are otters, several types of
since Kentucky.
butterflies, pine martens, and
The $15 million reduction in
some plant life including wild
Ohio and Mississippi River daffodils
and snowdrops. —
flood damage credited to the CNS
TVA system was nearly double

Dormouse, badger
are endangered

Mid-Summer
CENTRAt. SHOPPING CENTER
9-9 Mon.-Thurs.
9-10 Friday & Saturday
1-6 Sundays

SPECIALS
WESTERNER
TENT
8' x 10'
Full 7'6" Center
Waterproof Finish

% Polyester Screen
Windows & Doors

ICE CUBE
TRAYS

ICE CREAM
FREEZER

v Magic Touch
v- Easy To Fill
v Non-Stick

4 Quart
Polyethelene

GARDEN
HOSE

Ul. Approved

&IL 11.99

50 Feet
Strong Vinyl
Reinforced Hose

Reg. '11.92

Rog. *1.77
$

47

19"
CHARCOAL
Government report
: proves Datsun Saves!
The government's Environmental Protection
Agencs,
has run fuel economy tests on all cars sold in the U.S
The Dotsun 1200 came out on top, delivering better
gas mileage than any other car sold in America'
The new Datsun 610 Wagon is -a' luxury
economy car. A Datsun Original.
It has more power, more luxury, more of the
social graces than you could reasonably expect,
from a wagon in the economy price range. And
it has Datsisn's usual design sophistication.
PERFORMANCE
• New 1800 cc overhead cam engine.
---• New posver-assist -front-disc brakes-• New rulwed Unibody construction
• It's the perfect performance
-ccinthinationtLUXURY
• Whitewalls and deluxe
wheel covers
• Fully reclining bucket seats

• Tinted glass
• • Rear window defroster
• Custom vinyl interior
,The new Datsun 61-0. It's a s
eliy ou can
take to nice places. It's so different you've got to
drive it to believe it. See the 610 4,.Door.Sedan
and 2-Door Hardtop, too! Try one yourself and
you'll see why we call it a Datsun Original.
flirt a _Datsun..,,then decide. '

GRILL

v Adjustable
Made of Strong Plastic
$/ 4 12-oz. Tumblers
v 1-Gallon Decanter

Reg. '3.93

Reg.

92

99'

BOY'S

10-SPEED

"BIKE
Regular '88.00

5,11) 2-1)r T.:Jan

Sill 2-Dr. Hardtop

610 4-Dr. Scdan

610 5-Dr. Wagon

COLEMAN
COOLER

WINO'
Paper Plates

50 Quart Snow-lite

15 to Pkg.
_Compartment Plates
Reg. 63'

Polyurethane
Insulation ,
Reg. '23.88

ICED TEA

GLASSES
3 Styles - Permanent Design
Weighted Bottoms • 25-oz.
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Milk May Be Rationed
For Bottle Use Soon

THEN AND NoW -4lay Bolger. left. as the Scarecrow in -The Wizard of Oz," still gets fan mail for his performance
the movie is show n on TV. Right, -Rubber I egs," proves he can still kick up his heels.

CS en

time

Ray Bolger still has rubber legs
White Scandals of 1931," "Life
Soon he was not only doing
.ne before, bringing Bolger
Bowls at 8:40," "On Your
the latest ballroom steps with
another freshet of fan mail for
Toes- and the superbly popuenthusiastic agility but was
his performance as the scarelar "Where's Charley", an
practicing original soft-shoe
crow.
HOLLYWOOD
Ray Boladaptation of "Charley's
!ir•,- that happens every routines in his spare time.
ger, his dancer's grace intact,
Aunt" to mention but a porhe
time the picture is shown,"
took a smooth swing at the
One Senia Russakoff, protion
of his credits).
said with pleasure. "I don't
ball and said:
prietor of the Russakoff RusIt was Hunt Stromberg who
Wizard
for
'The
residuals
get
"Go ahead and ask cluessian Ballet School, saw him
introduced him to Hollywood
of Oz.' but I get something
Wm. It doesn't bother me to
engaged in the latter and ofsigning him for a spot in "The
knowledge
the
much batter,
talk while I'm playing golf.'"
fered Ray dancing lessons in
Great Ziegfield."
that nieTittpecl make a lot of
His club connected with the
exchange for huskervicas
- Later Bolger was signed to
happy.
people
pellet and sent it soaring to- •*1
bookkeeper.
a five-year contract by MGM
"It's nice to know that you
ward the mauve-smeareil
Bolger accepted the deal
which cast him in "Rosalie"
the
most
part
of
one
of
'sere
mountains east of Palm
and for two years totaled figwith Eleanor Powell and Nelures for and took instruction
SPrIrt86.
son Eddy but then cut his footbeloved films of all time.
Bolger was on a practice
age out of the picture and left
-I'd rather have that from Russakoff.
range, warming up for his
As his dancing improved,
him sitting around with othknowledge than residuals."
participation in the Colgateing to do until he was thorBorn in Boston, the son of Ray performed in amateur
Dinah Shore pro-celebrity golf
oughly disenchanted with film
James E. and Annie C. Bol- productions, drawing cheers,
tournament. He was due to reuntil he decided he was good
making.
ger, Ray didn't begin dancing
port to his first tee in another
He grew so bored, in fact,
- wail he was 16 years old and enough ta ,sptsrlain profes20 minutes.
'
that 'Oen RKO signed him to
was briefed for his senior
1'4
"I still live up in Beverly
He joined Bob Ott's Musical
prom by his mother who
a contract he insisted upon a
Hills," the limber-legged
Comedy Repertoire Co. After
stipulation that he be put to
taught him to waltz.
dancer said, "but I stay down
that he became Bolger of
That was all. The waltz.
work within two weeks.
here so much some people
"I'd taken a girl to the "Sanford and Bolger, A Pair
Among the pictures Bolger
think I live here. Isn't Palm
of Nifties," and was dubbed
dance," Bolger says, "a little
has made are "Sunny,"
Springs great?"
by vaudeville critics "Rubber
honey. But I douldn't dance
"Four Jacks and a Jill," "The
"The Wizard of (k" had
Legs."
with her, because they never
Harvey Girls," "April in
played on television a short
H even tried producing twoplayed the waltz. I spent the
Paris," and, of course, "The
reel movies with himself as
evening between the faculty
Wizard of Oz."
star.
and the punch bowl."
"I enjoy Palm Springs," he
Finally, after some unsucAs a result of this fiasco,
said. "In fact, I enjoy myself
young Bolger determined to cessful state at The Great
most of the time. I like to keep
White Way, he clicked on
busy. I retired once for a little
overcome his social deficienBroadway appearing in
cies by enrolling in the
while and I think I bit my
"Heads Up," "The George
nails to the elbow."
(YBrien Dancing School.

Freati milk supplied itandiers
and processors by dairy farm
families in 12 Southeastern
states through their milk
marketing cooperative,
Dairymen, Inc. may be rationed
in the near future. This will be
determined by the supply of
milk available. -In making the announcement,
Hen-F. Morgan, Jr., Executive
Vice President of D. I. said
"With a short supply of milk
available in the United States
and especially in the Southeast,
our first concern is to supply our
handlers and processors with an
adequate supply of fresh milk
for fluid products for the consuming public."
Morgan went on to say that if
any milk was available for
cottage cheese, ice cream and
similar products after the milk
requirements were met for
bottling, it would be prorated to
the processors based on their
usage in the past.
Poor crop conditions, soaring
feed costs, and governmental
programs have contributed to
the current milk supply shortage and to the accelerated
liquidation of dairy herds which
are now being depleted at an
annual rate of about 12 percent.
The demand for milk has been
strong, with sales of fluid milk
in the Southeast running about 3
percent above a year ago.
At the same time, milk
production in the United States
has dropped each month since
November, 1f12.41ild that trend

has since accelerate& For the
first five months of this year the
drop in milk ii3roduction
amounted to over 116 million
gallons or enough to supply 1.8
million people with their yearly
supply of dairy products.
Production in the Southeast is
down about the same as U. S.
Dairy farm families realize
that inflation is a major
problem facing this country and
be
drastic action may
necessary to control it.
However, the timing of the
"freeze" has trapped dairy
farmers in a cost-price squeeze
that will accelerate the already
alarming rate at which milk
production is declining.
-The inability to adjust prices
under conditions of rapidly
rising
production
costs,
declining supplies, attractive
alternative uses of resources
and an increasing demand runs
directly counter to our understanding of the President's
stated objec,tive of increasing
food supplies", Morgan said.
Dairy farmers have no choice
but to react to the cost price
squeeze by ( 1) liquidating
entire herds and shifting to
ocher endeavors, ( 2) culling
cows that cannoth now pay for
high feed costs and beef prices
are high, and 3) reducing rate
of feed and substituting low cost
and hence low quality feeds.
To further confuse the
situation, dairy farmers have
no idea of what to expect after
60 days of ceilings.

WIND P0WER-Henry M. Clews of North Orland, Maine,
climbs tower to service one of two foreign-made windmills used Is
generate power at the Clews homestead, a 50-acre farm. The 28sear-old aeronautical engineer's interest in wind power was
spurred last year when the local electric utility told him it would
cost 83.000 to extend its power lines to his new home.

DRUG
WALLIS
PHONE 753-1272
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
ill et It-Or It Can't Be Had
v I -

By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service

THANK YOU
for your Patronage through the years. In many instances
it has been the second and even the third generations.
It has been gratifying to have served you!
To Each of You, Our Very Best Wishes
_
SINCERELY,ROBERT SWANN
_JAMES SWANN
MARY LOU SWANN

Rodeo To Be
Featured
At State Fair

The 1973 Kentucky State Fair
is proud to announce that it will
again feature five all-new
Rodeo performances August 1719. at Freedom Hall.
Daredevils, cattle and horses
always
figured
have
prominently in Kentucky's
Stair Fairs, but nowhere are
they brought together so
dynamically as at the Rodeo.
Professional cowboys will
compete in events which include bareback riding, calfroping and bronc riding. The
rugged skills of the Old West
come alive to entertain the
entire family.
Ever seen a barrel race?
Come watch as rodeo ladies ride
against time in one of this
year's most colorful Rodeo
events.
In the past, music has always
adaed to championship rodeo
excitement.
exception and Country and
Western singing stat Charley
Pride is featured at. each performance. Such top-of-the
charts songs as, "Kiss An Angel
Good Morning," and "Don't
Fight," are proof enough at Mr.
Pride is one of the most popular
Country and Western performers around today.
The Rodeo show times are
Friday, August 17, 8:00 p.m.;
§aturday, August 18, 2:30 and
8:00 p.m.; Sunday, August 19,
1:30 and 5:30 p.m.

This roadblock
has a stinger
ouerturried near Caceres, releasing a cloud of angry bees.
Hundreds of motorists were
stung, and a crew attempting
to right the truck was beaten
back, until the bees flew off at
sunset. - CW9

Reg.

Now

Now

60.00
50.00
42.40
37.50
27.54.

'85.00
130.00
125.00
85.00
80.00
120.00
110.00-115.00 70.00
100.00-105.00 65.0
90.0(05:1)0
75.00-80.00 50,00

1V-ow

35.00
30.00
28.00
26.00
25.00
22.00

'18.50
1 6.50
15.00
14.00
13.50
#2.00
-1 1.50
10,0Q
9.00
8.50
8.00
7.50

20.00

••••

One Rack of

- SUITS
'10* to '19's

Reg.

Graham &Jackson

16.00
15.00
14.00
12.00

Our New FAniuus Brands

REDUCED

1/3

Knit Golf, Tennis
and Casual
Wear

-

_

Prices Good Thru
July 17th

Limit Rights Reserved

IVIER FOODS
AT FAIR SOW11101
HOURS:

FOOD
STORES

Except Sunday

7 a.m. til 9 p.m.

* Open Noon Sundays *

JOHNSONS

--where fliendly people
help you save I

me,
A to
•28-

WEDNESDAY—JULY 11, 1e73

KY
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Folgees Instant

%as
Mid

119

Coffee
Coffee
Viéñna Sausage

10 Oz. With Coupon
$

Folger's Reg. Drip, Fine Electric Perk

F AMES
te!Sr,

2 Lb Wrth Coupon$149

P

1401 PINTO BEANS
1401 RED BEANS
14 OZ. GREAT
NORTHERN BEANS

2/-89'

Catsup nbFulI
kmoues 24 Oz. Can

Beef Stew
Flour...

14 OZ. BIACKEYE PEAS
14 OZ. SPAGHETTI
1401. NAVY BEANS

MIX OR MATCH
YOUR CHOICE OUR VALUE AND RED & WHITE CANNED
GOODS SALE

Canned Hams'
Bologna
Frosty
Bacon
F N"
Wieners' Bryan Ail-Meat Chunk

Chips

394
'.
69
21294

2 Oz. . . . with coupon
1
....Betty Crocker 9/
161:3ILus deposit or bottles

8 Pack

Meat - Chicken - LiVer
Friskies 15 Oz. Carts

6cANssl

* Pro dtic e

AJAX GIANT SIZE

WITH COUPON BELOW

Safeguard PIA, White

JOHNSONS

Bath Size

39'

.FOU:SM

its. 05W, ME ELICTIN
Rs
PM

tt11

COFFEE 1149

RED 8,
WHITE

4
0,

JOHNSONS
Selgarard

SOAP

Plat isms

11111
'3kr* aw 49'
7-17-73

* Frozion Fools

Ritz

. .29 Oz. Red & White . .

• RED
WHITE

39' lb
19' lb.
10' lb.
.59'lb.

Wings
Backs
Necks
Gizzards

s1

Krinkle Cut

38 Oz.

KO

29'

Brillo .Padt—ToTack

65
89'

$169
readed Shrimp
Fr. Fr. Potatoes3/
PieSheIIsPet
35'

lif 28 Oz... .

liqUid

89'ft).
Breast
Thighs----..79' lb.
Legs
69'lb.
sr lb.
Livers

MIX OR MATCH

99'
Peanut Butter .
89'
Crisco Oil
Tea Mix
ioo49
Creamer..
Hershey .25'
Choc. Syrup
29'
Pork&Beans

P.._
Ajax

12-oz.

CHICKEN PARTS

1401 LG. BUTTER BEANS 8 OZ. SLICED PINEAPPLE
8 OL CRUSHED
14 OZ. KIDNEY BEANS
PINEAPPLE
1401 HOMINY

69'

2 Gal.
1
Kraft Pure Orange /

79$

124g. 'et

ik

S
Plain Ot Self Rising . . . . 5 Lb. With Coupon49

Juice

lb.

$399

Mc"

Gold Mettai

Pepsi
-Dog Food

3 lb.

Lettuce
Celery
Onions—
Peaches
29,

2 Pack

*
Head
Stalk

29'
25s _

1.111i.ge

RE D
WHITE

JOHNSONS
Gold Medal
Mar or Ulf
ArlHiS

ie

5 ut 84r 494
q
es 7-17-73

RIDSA
WHITE

PKG.
0F12

CliqL•931.0.1111

JOHNSONS

Instant Folgeri
COFFEE
Re
1901 jig $119

.11
4111111.49:1001111

REDO
WHIT

AMMONS

«s=
JOHNSONS

RED&
WHITE

Expire!! 11-111-7,

•

SUPER
NEW FREEDOM

WHIF

4
Girt SUT511)
WM Cocoon

CHIPOS

Expires 747-73

99,
tr, q

0.39
7-17-77

--o.
JOHNSONS
Iced Ti. Mir

&try Crocker

RIO

REGULAR
SLENDERLINE

(REDS

LPTON
R25

69c

24W.
No. TO17

Expires 7-17-73
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RIDING mowers, $39.95
EPPING stones
CONCRETE
and up. Murray Supply, phone
and eencrete splash blocks.
7534361.
August8C Murray Lumber Company, 104
J11C
Maple Street.
SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece
tub, $172.50, white and colors.
REDUCE SAFE & fast with
Murray Supply,753GoBese Tablets fe_gap ''water
3361.
_ _ August8C
pills" Holland Dru Store, 109

J11C FULL SIZE bedspread and
South 4th.
SPECIAL 34"132" one piece
draperies. Lady's clothes, size 12fiberglass shower stalls. Special
14. Phone 753-5544.
JI1C
2112.00. White and colors. Murray
now someone
FISHING
Supply,753-3361.
BOAT
14'
V
bottom, 18
August8C
H.P. Johnson motor, new tilt GARAGE SALE Friday and
who'll soon
Saturday. Appliances, furhiture,
BE GENTLE, be kind to that trailer. All in excellent condition. clothes ( all sizes)
and junk. 903
Phone 753-1812.
celebrate a
J13P
expensive carpet, clean with Blue
N. Nth.
J13C
It Lustre. Rent electric shampooer YAMAHAS- 125MX, 125 Enduro,
birthday?
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
175 Enduro. 125 Penton. Three TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
Center.
J14C
bike trailer. 1957 GMC panel Edison air conditioners. 10,000
Phone 753-9761 or 753- BTU,$184,25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh truck.
JI1P 20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
.
•
*
hearing aid batteries for all make 8167.
4g. Send them greetings
$285.00. 26,000 BTU $318.40. Roby
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J11C
TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstong Sales Highway 68, Benton,
iti with a Happy Ad in !„4
July 17C
Kentucky.
FOR LONGER wear keep car- turck tires, first line;
K our Classified Section- pets clean with Blue Lustre. Rent 825x20 - 10 ply $46.90 + $6.14
electric shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik 900x20 - 10 ply $59.18 +$7.33
VICTORIAN FAINTING couch
1000x20 - 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
Market,Five Points.
and matching ladies and genJ14C
Armstong's best highway tread tlemen chair and
ottoman rose
Just call
truck tires;
n
color cut velvet upholstery.
825x2010
ply
$54.16
+
$6.14
0
753-1916
Beautiful mahogany wood trim.
k
900x20 - 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
Perfect condition-$600.00, 7531000'20 - 12 ply $76.68' + $9.10
L'Ili to place your adi
2587.
J11NC
Armstrong's best traction type
g.
truck tires;
SPECIAL 14 H.P. John Deere
*
A
825x20. 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
lawn and garden tractor with
Ledger
m The
900x20 - 10 ply $71.14 + $6.51
number 48 mower, Regular
1000x20 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52. $1965.00. Through July or while
Ti m es .':11i
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, aiNtply _ lasts _81696.09. Murray
Ky.
July 14NC -Supply,/WOK. • • --August0C

&

t:.?::'

GUTIERIING BY Sears. Sears
seamkss gutters, installed per
your specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
TFC

WELL--

KARL, STICK 70 YOUR.
GUNS--THESE MEN
ARE TRYING 10 CHEAT

REAL ESTATE

KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
rug specialist that adjusts to any
carpet. New and used vacuums
for sale. For demonstration
phone Mike Hutchens, your local
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 7530359.
Jul31C

IRISH
SETTER
puppies,
champion blood lines, all shots
and wormed. Eight weeks old.
Phone 753-4825.
J11C

Let extra income make payments on an extremely nice
home. On main floor are three bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths,
formal living and dining rooms, large paneled family
room, complete kitchen with birch cabinets and family
eating space, extra large utility room with cabinets and
walk in closet. Central air and heat. Near campus. Walk in
basement has 6 rental rooms, completely furnished. Out
of state owner will sacrifice this lovely home below cost
Phone 436-5471.

BOY'S BICYCLE, used, ::6".
Excellent condition. Kodak
Brownie movie camera with 3"
lens. Photo enlarger. Phone 753J13P
GARAGE SALE, 1616 Main. 5447 after 5:00p.m.
Three bedroom house and all
G.E. REFRIGERATOR, used,
furriture.
J16P
green. Air conditioner; chain
1972 HONDA 350, 1100 miles. saw; 1961 Thunderbird car;
Helmet included. $600.00. Also motor boat. Phone 436-2197 after
J17C
1965 Mustang 260 automatic, 8:30p.m.
excellent condition, $700.00.
Phone 753-4770.
J12C ROAD BIKE-250cc, $250.00. 1972125 SL Honda, $400.00. 1972,125
Yamaha Enduro,$425.00. 1971-100
AIR CONDITIONER, 14,000 Kawasaki Trair Boss, $250.00.
BTU, used. Good condition. Excellent to new conditiion.
Phone 492-8473.
J12C Prices firm! 812 Olive Street.
J13P

OUT!

KENIANA SH
wooded lots for
$895 with $10
month-central wa
all weather stree
Concord drive N
five miles and to
signs to office.
INCOME PROPE
trade partially
air and heat. Ex
immediate
income $570. Pr'
located 1626 Hami
_
$10.00. DOWN
month will buy a
• at Keniana
- central water
streets. Phone

DODGE CORONET-1965, four
door sedan, $100.00. Also two
piece living room suite, good
condition,$75.00. Phone 7535945.
J12C 14'
BOAT,motor and trailer. Also
1972 SL100 Honda. Phone 753.
J13C
TRAVEL TRAILER-1970, 1791.
Aristocrat 12'. Sleeps six. Has gas
stove, refrigerator and heat. Also CARPORT SALE,July 14, Henry
toilet. If interested phone 753-0437 Billington's at Shiloh, Highway
or 753-5870.
JIIC 464. Phone 753-5513. Good
women's, men's and children's
clothing. Other things.
J13P

YAMAHA-1971 250 MX, rebuilt
engine. Also 1973-750 Yamaha,
under 2,000 miles. Also motor- IRISH SETTER, 9 months old,
$50.00. 1962 Pontiac Tempest, fair
cycle trailer. Phone 395DAY CRUISER, 18' wood and
4264.
JI1NC condition, 225.00. Phone 4365849.
J 16C fiberglass, 1967, 46 H.P.Motor,
single cable steering, tandem SIX-8 week old pigs. Phone 753
J12C
trailer.
Will trade for pickup. 4016 after 6:00p.m.
MAGNA
Phone 753-6778.
turnta blereensek. Dist
J122
pecan, 66's 30"x19",
Mediterranean style, $200.00.
TOY POODLES, AKC registered,
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gut- Phone 753-4783 after 5:00 p.m.
six weeks old. Three male, one
ters. Baked on acrylic finish. J12C
female. Phone 753-9069 after 5:30
Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for
J12P
free estimate Dale ('-n
753- VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe Store- p.m.
7775.
July 20C Western Store and Shoe Repair.
Now open at their new location
1972 HONDA 250 trail bike. Good
641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel on Arcadia, off 641 North, acr
condition. Phone 753-1829. J12C
puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish from Central Shopping CanTF
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753- ter.
PANEL TRUCK-1957 GMC. ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
9457.
July 24NC
TEN SPEED bicycle, new, white. Overhauled engine. 1960 Triumph large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
J12P kitchen and living area, breakPhone 767-2555.
J12P TR-3. Phone 753-9761.
fast bar, fireplace, central hest
and air, boat dock, large patio.
COLOR TELEVISION, 23,"
$35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. J13C
G.E., six years old. In good
condition, $75.00. Phone 435.112C
FOR SALE E Gleaner Combine 4492.
in real good condition with cab,
robot contort, and grain head. FIBERGLASS BOAT,15,35 H.P.
For further information call 753- motor with trailer. Must sell to
On Left of Skyline Drive
5602 or nights 753-4672.
JI2C settle estate. No reasonable offer
will be refused. Phone 436Lots 242, 241 2U
5881.
J16C
FURNITURE, USED and new.
LOT 242: •
Used bedroom suite, also new
90' frontage, 155' side,
dinette and couch with floral WORK MARE, three years old.
Gentle
enough
for
children.
118.2' side, 100' back
pattern, and complete bed. Call
J12P•
Jl2C Phone 753-5513.
after 12 noon 474-2382.

700 HEARD THE •
LADY-- you Gar
Narmima TO 5AY
HERE -- EIET

WATER FRONT
choice area, Pho
7 p.m.

LARGE BRI
three bedrooms,
wall to wall
11
/
2 blocks
tractive te
couple who
rental rooms in
1626 Hamilto
5479.

SLEEPING
furnished, priv
conditioned,
Zimmerman
16th. Phone 7
FURNISHED
apartments.
Newly decora
Phone 753-7575
24C
NICE TWO
furnished
conditioned. T
family. $90.00
489-2505.

Panorama Shores Lots For Sale

$2,000

SLACT WO RP
$t6 6CIINVIlitti

I

•-3

r;)
oafip

HE KNOwE MORE ABOUT
TNROwING A 6)CizEvo5Ail.
THAN ANYONE IN E SEEN.'

I
'i

0
1
$0e
1
7

i

A,

tá

435

LOT-244:'

i

$2,500

-

•
•

SALE on TAPE

it44111
'

RECORD CARRIERS

Assorted Colors
,/ Holds 50

2.89
'

Cassette Lazy Susan
v Assorted Colors
Holds 24

6.99

Car Lazy Susans

kir

i TWO BED

- private
-at. Coup
Calloway. $
Phone Pa

50' frontage, 119.6' side,
98' side, 116' back,
adjoining TVA

-Plane 436-2322 for other details

-8 Tack Tape_Catt*`-ltdieilscc --45 RPM Record Cases

90' frontage, 118.2' side,
119.6' side, 106' back,
adjoining TVA

These lots have excellent water available upon
paying hook-up fee for use of Panorama Shores
well and paying small monthly charge.

and

4

••••

$27-5-00-

,

....j
AV

-

.

10

•
I

Tito
r$

i
i

1972-15 FOOT fabuglas bass
7-----boat and trailer, 1971-00 h.p.
• Mercury motor completly rigged
OM
or will take off part of equipment
for less. Phone 753-7728.
J12C

n' TAKE6 oNE
TO KNOW ONE

LOT 243:

20 GALLON aquarium. Colt 22
Western style pistol with holster.
Panasonic 8 track tape deck with
14" speakers. Glastron boat with
60 H.P. Johnson motor. 1966
Porsche 912. Phone 753-2930. J12C

BUILDING S
three floors s
.can be rented
% Z53-9885

1

•

from owner, J. D. Chadwick

MUST SF.1.1. Owner leaving town. Nice three bedroom
brick with 1 1 2 bath. Beautifully carpeted, Central heat
and air, in one of Murrayafinest subdivisions. Priced for
quick sale.
IMMEDIATE POSSEMIDN--Nice three bedroorri house
on a double lot.' Less than $14,000. Buy today.
move
tomorrow.
BEAT INELATION-Move to this two or three bedroom
home with Five acres of good pasture already fenced and
uith good barns. Rake calves and a garden with the enjoyment of country living.

FURNISHED
share kitchen.
5611.
•
_TV/ei..BEDR
carpet, drape
range. Attac
water. Nice
garden for
miles north
way 641. $135
436-5479.

FOUR BED
gas furnace,
1000 Sharp S
8668. No stud

JOHN RANDOLPH REALTY
and AUCTION COMPANY
1111 SYCAMORE
John or Joretta Randolph 753-8382
Keith Hays 489-2488

PEST
FOR THE
service and
Superior'E
pany,753-

•r--

•-

•

-

-4

1973

75C371116

Sell It With A Classified

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
WATER FRONT large lot, a
choice area, Phone 436-2427 after
J18NC
7 p.m.
KENIANA SHORES-Largi
wooded lots for sale-as little as
$895 with $10 down & $10 per
month-central water-lake accessall weather streets. From New
Concord drive North East on 444
five miles and follow Keniana
July 25C
signs to office.

iciak
h 3"
753J13P

ised,
tain
car;
after
J17C

1972r2-125

ri-100

50.00.
:iion.

odes,
J13C

.Also
! 753..
J13C

-levy
twaY
Good
teen's
J13P

JI3P
e753
JUG

new,

r
JI3C

beds
ll'x14'
JLIC

iLE
four
large
tweakI heat,
petiar__14-L

is

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

AUTOS FOR'SALE

Another View

DODGE DART-1965, new
battery and engine, some body
damage. $250.00. or best offer.
Write P.O. Box 862, M.S.U. or
JI1C
phone 767-2414.

Night Manager Needed
Immediate opening available. Must be neat,enthusiastic
energetic and able to assume responsibility. Attractive
salary and other benefits offered. Applications taken daily 25 p.m.

Ad
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Call
753-1916
Ntrl'It'E

\llII(h.

Dance Pictures
Dance Recital

From the Lyndia Cochran
TRIUMPH GT6-1967, six
cylinder,four speed,60,000 miles,
$1,200.00. Phone Benton 527J13NC
7540.

Contact:

Mr. David Bradford

GMC PICKUP-1951. Good
condition, $200.00. Phone 7534483
J13C
or 753-5754.

In person or send resume to BURGER CHEF, 1304 W. Main,

INCOME PROPERTY for sale or
trade partially furnished central
air and heat. Excellent condition,
immediate possession. Monthly
income $570. Priced at 649,500
located 1626 Hamilton, Phone 436July14NC
5479.

CEMENT FINISHERS wanted. AVON IS calling you. We're
1961 LA SABRA Buick, must sell,
Needed now. Experienced in- looking for people who like
good condition. $150.00, call 753dustrial slab finishers only. people-and like making money.
J12C
0154.
Wanted at the Fisher Price Call 443-3366 or write Glenda
building on 641, two miles north of Duke, Box 3247, Paducah,
1972 MODEL 18 foot turbocraft
J16C
Route 121 in Muiray, Kentucky. Kentucky 42001
jet boat and trailer. Has been
Kuhn
Charley
See
hour.
$5.70 per
used 10 hours call 436-2427 after 7
$10.00. DOWN and $10.00. per 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. on the job or WANTED SOMEONE to live in
J12C
p.m.
month will buy a large wooded lot call 502-753-6478 after 9:00 p.m.,-home and do light housekeeping.
at Keniana Shores. Lake access- weekdays only. An equal op- References must be furnished.
DATSUN-1972-1200 coupe with
J12C
J11C Phone 753-1629.
central water-all weather portunity employer.
vinyl top, automatic transtreets. Phone 436-2473. August9C
and stereo tape player.
smission
HOUSE OF Lloyd now accepting
INSURANCE SALESMAN
T
In excellent condition. Price
"FILL
demontoy
for
ons
applicati
COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
Need two men or women in
J16C
1700.00. Phone 753-7930.
strators. Free training-top pay.
fireplugs. Extra large. High and
your area to help me
OFFERED
S
SERVICE
SERVICES OFFERED
Now through November. Call 443dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
service our present clients
RCURY COMET-1962, four
7009 or write, Mrs. Lewis, 720-F
August6C
Sam Harris 753-8061
full time. Commission plus
hardtop, 2250.00. Phone 489door
Paducah,
Lone Oak Road,
renewals and bonus. For
J16P
:174.
J14C
Kentucky.
full information and perFoR RENT
sonal interview write to or
SERVICES OFFERED
CHEVROLET BUS-1963, six
phone:
LARGE BRICK ranch home,
cylinder, 54 passenger. 902 Main.
R& R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
Mr. John W. Isbell
J12C
three bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
Phone 753-5750.
work guaranteed. Business and
Pyramid Life Inc. Co.
wall to wall carpeting, drapes,
residential. Free estimates.
Rex 442
2 blocks from campus. At/
11
CHEVROLET-1959. Excellent
* 23 YEARS EXPERIENCE *
Phone day or night Mayfield 247Fulton, Ky. 42$41
tractive terms available to
condition. Phone 753-7792 after
TFC
7201.
Plume 4724126
J16C
couple who will manage six
4:00p.m.
rental rooms in rear of building •
Dixieland Center Chestnut Street
NEW DAY care center to be
1626 Hamilton. Phone 4361964 Ford Falcon, runs good.
Phone 753-5191
J17C TWO CUSTODIANS wanted for opened latter part of August, now
5479.
J13C
$75.00. Phone 436-2448.
part time work afternoons taking applications for children 3
Will years to school age. Limited
weekly.
hours
30
Around
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
accept retirees. Apply at Stan- number. Phone 753-4478 or 753- SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest BUICK WILDCAT-1967, double
duplex apartment, central heat
pump repair Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South power and air. Highest offer.
dard Textile, 111 East Poplar.
9135 for more information. J13C Electric. Complete
and air, ceramic tile bath with
Let us check your old 13th Street, "every day you delay Phone 753-7530 or 753-0046. J17P
service.
J12C
shower. Carpet throughout, builtyou buy a lets bugs have their
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, pump for you before
in oven. $125.00. per month.
August6NC BUICK SPECIAL-1961 four
hour emergency way."
Grecian
24
one.6
at
new
WANTED
HELP
and
dirt
fill
gravel,
bank
also
J19C
Phone 753-7850.
14C
July
753-5543.
door. Phone 753-4891 after 9:00
Phone
service.
Steak House. Apply in pertopsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138.
in my home. Lm.
J13C
BABY-SIT
WILL
J17C
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, son.
.111C
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Phone 7884545.
living room, kitchen, bathroom
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
TFC
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY installation. Phone 753-7850.
and shcrwer and bath. One or two
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
ALUMINUM SIDING trim and SERVICE PROFITABLE acbedrooms. Zimmerman ApartTFC
489-2504.
Mister
exposed counts in your area!! "Walt
753ments, South 16th Street,
PAINTING-INTERIOR, ex- gutters. We cover all
Baked Disney Products". Unusually
trim.
fit
July 26C
Custom
6609.
wood.
Night Shift Cook
finishing.
rock
sheet
terior, and
All high earnings! Inventory insiding.
aluminum
additionsenamel
your
free
ALL
For
FOR
All work guaranteed.
vestment required 23,290 fully
le.
down
Dependab
and
time.
Full
gutters
men,
or
SLEEPING ROOMS for
remodeling, residential
estimates phone Sammie Atkins aluminum
Phone refundable. Income possibilities
estimates
Free
Free
old.
or
spouts.
New
l.
furnished, private entrance, air
437commercia
Decorating
&
Painting
Apply in person at
August8C up to $900 per month. Call Collect
TFC 4534.
July 20C 7534783.
conditioned, refrigerator.
estimates. Call 753-6123.
Mr. Donner(214)243-1961. J11P
South
s,
Zimmerman Apartment
July 26C
16th. Phone 753-6609.
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
NOTICE
NOTICE
NOTICE
TFC
Hazel Hwy.
Phone Paris,642-6551.

OP!"

BOB'S TV SERVICE

Pity Be Wed Up

Thursday July 12 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.;
Friday July 13 10 p.m. to 6 p.m.

•

•t Aar odiken

David Hill
1205 Melrose
Pease get your pictures as this is the only
time they may be picked up.

Prompt Service on All Major Brands

Help Wanted

11,

* Sale Starts Thursday *

JERRY'S

and
FURNISHED HOUSE
WILL DO trash and brush
apartments. Near university.
WANT TO BUY
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
TFC
753-6130.
July
753-0669.
or
Phone 753-7575
used furniture,
TO
BUY
*ANT
24C
any condition, no appliances. NOW IS the time for Experienced
July 23C work in landscaping, planting,
NICE TWO bedroom small Phone 753-8378.
furnished house, all electric, air
pruning, spraying and the
conditioned. To couple or small WANT TO BUY antique couch. making of flower beds. Phone
July 12C
family. $90.00 per month. Phone Phone 753-4399.
J12C 753-6051.
JI1C
489-2595.
SIONAL TENNIS
WANT TO BUY: Chrome high PROFES
TWO BEDROOM duplex, less
phases. Phone 753all
lessons,
chair, good condition. Phone 753J12C
than one year old. Phone 753-5998
weekdays or 1387.
p.m.
6:00
after
0889
JI1C
or 753-6231.
J17NC
anytime on weekends.
WILL DO barn painting and
al spraying. Rusty
commerci
BUILDING SPACE for rent, WANT TO BUY:Girls or ladies
roofs a speciality. Phone 753-0400
three floors size 33' x 68'. Floors
28-inch bicycle, must be equipped
August 13C
. can be rented separately. Phone with Bendix type brake, (not or 382-2299.
J12NC
' 753-9885.
hand brake). Call 753-7850 after 5
carpenter.
J13NC ROY HARMON finish
Houses trimmed -cabinetsTWO BEDROOM house,bath and
formica tops-doors-etc. Quality
private dining room. Electric WANT TO BUY used bicycles,
workmanship.Phone 7531618
only.
v_heat. Couples
J12C 0790.
26". Phone 753-7606.
August liC
41 Calloway. $70.00 per month.
.113P
4424016
Paducah
' Phone
MUSIC
FOR YOUR building -needsremodeling additions,new or old,
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
TUNING and Repair.
rIANo
block
lo
bedroom.
large or small jobs. Call 753extra nice, one
Jerry.Cain, 7534711 Registered
July 25C
7955.
from campus. Air conditioned.
craftsman Piano Technician
Available now. Phone 753-4478 or
TFC
J13C Guild.
753-9135.
•Papering
FURNISHED BEDROOM, will USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin
grand piano, console piano.
share kitchen. Phone 7531TC Lonardo Piano Company, across
5611.
from Post Office, Paris, TenJ13C
TWO BEDROOM _brit* home,
carpet, drapes, built-in oven and
range. Attached garage and city BA WIN PIANOS and organs.
water. Nice country home with Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
garden for couplconly. Located 9 Piano Company, across from
miles north of Murray on High- Post Office, Paris, TenJ13C
way 641. $135.00 a month. Phone nessee.
J24C
436-5479.

•Painting
•Paneling
•Ceiling Tile
Complete Home
Remodeling
FREE ESTIMATES

Bill Houghton
753-0961

JERRY'S REFINISHING &
TUNiNG-Repa ir- Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
PIANO
Prompt expert South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
rebuilding.
service. 15 years experience. Jerry McCoy, owner (502) 492TFC
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W. 8837.
Dyer, Murray,Kentucky, . Phone
FOUR BEDROOM brick home, 753-8911
TFC JOHN'S REPAIR Service
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
gas furnace, $110.00 per month.
1000 Sharp Street. Phone 901-232carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
J24C
SERVICES OFFERED
8668. No students.
753-7625 nights.

HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753lit
9131.

FOR SALE OR RENT
NICE MOBILE Homes for rent
also for sale. Sizes 10'155' Phone
753-1551 and ask for Mrs.
J14C
Dill.
PEST CONTROL
FOR THE best in pest contrail
service and termite control cal!
Superior Exterminating ComTFC
pany, 753-7266.

* SPECIAL!! *
Friday and Saturday, July 13 & 14

80r-B-0 itlbs EVERYONE INVITED!!
Large Table
60" White

Polyester bits
2.98 Yard
Their Open for Business in their New
Location, and they have 3 Stores in
One!

Real good for undorins

Nesbitt Fabric Shop
4 miles South of Murray on
Hwy. 641
Phone 492-8211

If You

Vernon's is located on Arcadia.icross from
the Central Shopping Center.
The newest addition is Vernon's Complete Western
Store with Tack for Horses and Western Clothes for
men anti women. - Of course .. . Vernon's still has the largest selection
'owes
of Western and Dress Boots and Shoes 'at
prices for the whole family.

Remember Vernon's Shoe Repair!!

WINNER OF the free fabric last
week at your local Singer Sewing
Center, was Loretta Downey,
Route 2. Register for free fabric
to be given away this week. JI1C
ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
repair and sale. New Concord
Road, phone 753-8114. August9C

cTION SALE
AUCTION SALE, every Friday
night, 641 Auction House, at
Paris, Tennessee. This week
another load from St. Louis. 1TC

Miss Your Paper

AUCTION SALE, July 14, 1973
10:00 a.m. at the late Tom Morris
home, LynnvWe, Ky. (next door
to Methodist Churdi).
_items-G:E
To list
television. Stove, refrigerator,
deep freeze, round oak table and
buffett, glass door china cabinet,
If No Results:
couch and chair, old library
table, other old fancy tables,
Photo'
antique poster bedroom suite,
trunk, old picture frames, old
wash bowl and pitcher set, china
p.m.,
bed pot, one let- of carnival and
depression glass, wash kettle, old
Then
jars, jugs and churns. Nice 1959
After 5:30 p.m. and
Chevrolet car. Many other items
numerous to mention.
too
p.m.
6:30
Until
Refreshments will be sold.
Come expecting an old estate
auction. Sale conducted by
Chester di Miller Auction Service,
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest Licensed in Kentucky and
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South Tennessee. Phone 435-4672 or 43513th Street,"very day you delay 4042. Lynn Grove, Kentucky.JI3P
lets bugs have their way " Aug4C

Please Phciiii
Your

Paper Carrier
First
7514916
fore 3;00

753-7278

Will the person who hit the 1971
Chevrolet Impala-green with a
black vinyl top, in the Houston
McDevitt Clinic parking lot,
Thursday, July 5, please call 7537673 after 5:00 p.m., before July
12 so we can avoid any postible
litigation. We have your license
J13C
number.

Have Your Air Checked!!
Automotive Air Conditioning
Repaired 8 Recharged

LOST & FOUND
LOST TAN and white dog,
Female, wearing flea collar. Lost
in Clarks River Bottom, behind
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Answers to name of Cindy. If
J12C
found phone 753-7950.

WANTED TO RENT
WANT TO RENT farm house
FOUR KITTENS and one mother within ten miles of Murray. with
cat will be given to persons for pasture for horse. Phorie"753J13NC
.112C 7771
pets. Phone 753-6577.

Lovett Brother's Gulf
309 South 4th Street

ALMO TRUCK STOP

Phone 753-5081

•

r•
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Legislation Being Propo
To Help Elderly KentuàkIons

Hanson Youth
Red Cross Board Has Quarterly
Killed Tuesday
s
ign
Res
er
Moy
y;
sda
Meeting Tue

An AP News Analysis

Harvest Report Raising
Hopes Of Lower Prices

Gregory Scott Hanson,
Red
y
teen year old son of Mr.
count
seven
recent
the
The quarterly meeting of the well as
ign
campa
and Mrs. W.A. Hanson of
the Cross fund raising
and 24 per cent more Soybeans
el- board of directors of
in Roscoe, Ill., was fatally injured
47
remod
$8251.
By DON KENDALL
of
of
cost
total
a
the
ating
homeof
design
se
for
becau
amendment"
Cross was
y
Red
Count
harvest than in 1972.
stead
way
for
Callo
there
AP Farm Writer
and pledges derived from in a truck accident
FRANKFORT, Ky. )AP) - owners over 65 so as to raise ing existing structures.
was a day that the op"This
held at 4:00 p.m. Tuesday in the cash
reA
AP)
(
ng.
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morni
s
proINGT
was
ay
person
WASH
being
Tuesd
which
-Helping elderly
More legislation is
exemption in properout on top," Don
House. the campaign
Court
the
came
of
$6,500
Room
the
timist
Jury
ated
lgradu
Agricu
the
just
ps
by
Hanson had
port Tuesday
reported short of the announced
posed to help elderly Kentuck- ty taxes as the cost of living tain telephone service, perha
director of
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USDA
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,
berg,
t
Moyer
Paarl
Rober
r,
mothe
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l low
ture Department predic
$10.500. Approximately from high school. His
of
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ay. "If
ians-from having aides pro- rises above the 1972 level.
by providing for a specia
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said
meeti
the
over
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ded
presi
former Sue farmers will harvest more corn econo
allowance telephone rate for service which reviewed the but with $900 in pledges is still out- Mrs. Hanson, is the
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special
was a need for an
ever
-A
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two
year
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to
of
this
and soybeans
a sopkesman said. Cunningham
giving them access to mass through public assistance for which would be limited
ant crop, this was it."
a bank balance -at $1111111.11. as standing,
He is survived by his parents, ing hopes in the Nixon adminis- abund
With expenses running $500
transit and cheaper telephones. persons over 65 who live in ren- outgoing calls a month.
report said that record
The
of
n
food
in
Hanso
rise
W.A.
the
,
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that
nship
and
n
tions
Blake
tratio
Mr.
Monthly, Mrs. Jean
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of
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Mark
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one
slowe
prices can be
executive secretary announced Roscoe, Ill.,
sented to an interim legislative be made monthly, would be 20
year if favorable
this
likely
ry
State
s
at Illinoi
No one says that groce
subcommittee on aging Tues- per cent of the first $1,200 in
there would be enough money to Hanson,student
ues.
contin
er
al grand- prices will go down soon, but weath
operate the local and area Red College, his patern
day were offered by Jack rent for couples earning up to
e,
crops
nvill
Horti
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of
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the prospects of
maxReeves and Arthur Kling,
Cross fundions only through mother
$3,600 a year and up to a
Wisconsin, one great uncle, used to turn out meat, milk and
March of 1974.
the Kentucky Association of imum amount of MOO for a
and one poultry could mean a more
Mrs. Blankenship also Claude Cunningham,
Older Persons. Among those single person over 65 who
ties great aunt, Mrs. Carroll gradual rise.
activi
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the
year.
wed
a
revie
$2,400
were measures providing:
Rep.
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makes up to
under an earlier one
Larger crops also suggest
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Benjamin Butler To Command 100th Reserves At Louisville Base
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—For the
second time in recent years
Major General Benlamin J.
Butler will be in command of
Kentucky's 100th Army Reserve
Division with headquarters in
Louisville.
Effective July 1 MG Butler
succeeded Major General J. B.
Faulconer, who became Deputy
Chief of Reserve Components at
the Pentagon. MG Butler, 55,
was the commander of the
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lieutenant colonel commanding
an infantry battalion at the age
of 27.
He has won the nation's
second highest decoration for
valor—the Distinguished
Service Cross--as well as the
Silver Star, the Bronze Star, the
Purple Heart, the Italian Cross
of Military Valor, and the
Legion of Merit.
Butler recieved his first star
in 1960 and served as agaistant

division commander of the lab
when it was called up for active
duty at Ft. Chaffee, Ark.
the Berlin crisis in 196171
was promoted to major vetoed
in December, 1964.
A graduate of the University
of Kentucky, he has served as
Kentucky Commissioner of
Agriculture and for the past ten
years has been affiliated with
the Louisville Space Center,
Inc. He is currently serving as
its president.

THOMAS 0. HARRIS
COMMISSiONER

On-

ased

Division from September, 1964
to May, 1970.
MG Butlertn, most menet
assignment
a
been
Mobilization Designee as
Deputy Assistant, Deputy Chief
of Staff for Military Operations,
Department of the Army.
His 31 years in military life
have seen a number of exceptional achievements. As a
second lieutenant of infantry in
WWII, he saw more than 400
days of combat, and became a

Kositacicy Department for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection
As commissioner of the new
Department
for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection. I am issuing a call
to woodland owners and all
citizens of the Commonwealth
to utilize the department's
services to get every acre of
woodland or idle land into
maximum productivity. Within
the department, the Division of
Forestry welcomes the task of
assisting woodland owners in
proper forest management.
The professional resources of
the Forestry division are
available to provide technical
guidance to all landowners
interested in good forest
management. The division has
U professional foresters,
working in nine administrative
districts, to provide guidanct
and assistance.
Their services may include
woodland examination, tree
planting advice, timber stand
Improvement layout, marking
timber
for
cutting,
marketing assistance and other
activities related to the
protection
and
proper

management of trees and forest
land. The foresters' recommendations indicate the best
management practicies applicable to the particular
woodland.
There are no charges for the
foresters' service except the
nominal charge made for
timber marking. The marking
is done with the assistance of
the landowner,
or his
representative, at a charge of 40
cents per thousands board feet
marked, with a minimum
charge of 85.
In an average year, the
Division of Forestry will give
service to approximately 3,000
landowners. This includes
preparing 1,500 management
plans, marking 12,000,000 board
CATTLE GIFT TO MSC: Banner Herds, Inc., which sells
feet of timber for harvest, and breeding herds in beef cattle and headquartered in Louisville, hes
servicing tree planting site given Murray State University five Simmental heifers, valued at
examination requests and $7,548.,for the university's beef cattle operation. Shown inspe
, ctiv
miscellaneous cases,
the cattle upon their arrival at the school's 366-acre laboratory
lam eager for the Division of farm are, from left: Bill Cherry, acting chairman of the departForestry to show in increased ment of agriculture at Murray State; E. B. Howten, rearing
accomplishments and make Its deparmental chairman; John Downs, presideat of Banner Bents,
services available to all private Lexington, and who made the presentation; Arlie Scott, and
woodland owners in the Com- associate professor of agriculture at the university, and Oren
monwealth.
Hull, the farm manager.

MG Faulconer also saw action during WWII, receiving a
promotion
to
battlefield
lieutenant colonel at age 26 as a
battalion commander. He
served as a regimental commander with the 100th Division
during the Berlin call-up.
Faulconer was promoted to
brigadier general in December,
1965, and to major general in
1971. His awards include the
Legion of Merit,the Bronze Star
for valor with cluster,
Meritorious Service Medal, and
the Army Conunedation Medal.
A well-known member of the
Thoroughbred industry,
Faulconer served as Public
Relations Director for the
Keeneland Association for 17
/ears. He is a past president of
both the Thoroughbred Club of
America
and the Turf
Publicists of America and is
currently a Thoroughbred
breeder and co-owner of a
hloodstock agency.
When MG Butler left the 100th
Division three years ago, he
stated he had "no thought of
ever returning to it. However,
circumstances of unusual
proportion have dictated
another course."
Butler praised the 100th,
sayinaL that the unit "Has
progrAed to its highest level of
proficiency and is a smooth
running, efficient, effective
organization. Keeping the
Division at the top and advancing from the pinnacle is my
extreme challenge."
Commenting on his change of
jobs in the Army Reserve, MG
Faulconer stated that "commanding the 100th Division has
been my most rewarding
Reserve experience. However, I
look forward to the challenge of
my new assignment in which I
will have the opportunity to
work with the Army Reserve
and National Giiard components throughtout
the
nation."

4t doesn't take long each year for 500 pounds of poke to move from the kettle, left,
to the appetizing plate, center and then into the mouths of hungry people such as
I8-month-old James Forrester. II. The occasion is the poke sallet festival at Harlan.
In addition to the poke greens there are corn muffins, herd-boiled eggs, green
onions, and slab bacon -fried crisp. It's typical of Kentucky's festivals where people
get-together, eat, listen to
.good music and just
. -

Poke Sallet Day An Eatin'-hieetin Event
HARLAN,Ky. — Kentuckians its 18th year, has evolved into a and folk music festival.
The menu during the week
love to get together, and week of eating and being
includes an ice cream social, a
although they really need no together.
In this year's single day of Woman's Club dinner, a
excuse, the more than 75
festivals and homecomings held "poke eatin' " there were 400 spaghetti dinner, crusade
banquet, and a coffee break.
each year provide them an pounds of poke greens, 200
pounds of jowl bacon, 60 dozen
incentive.
In addition to rneetin' there's eggs and cornbread made with
In Harlan, as in every other
eatin' and six of Kentucky's 50 pounds of meal consumed. Kentucky community where the
annual events each derive from Buttermilk topped off the menu. meetin' and eatin' festivals are
Actually, the eating goes on held, the effort is strictly local.
some popular form of food,
Tater Day at Benton, The all week—into aliam sed with a Every civic group in the
Banana Festival at Fulton, wide variety of events including community participates in the
Country Ham Days at Lebanon, a sidewalk art show, craft show, event. There is emphasis on
at homecoming services in Kentucky's heritage with oldFestival
Sorghum
Hawesville, and the Apple churches, road rally, moto- fashioned foods and original
cross, square dance, jeep trail methods of preparation being
Festival at Paintsville.
Harlan's Poke Sallet Day, in ride, horse show, and poetry stressed in each conununity.
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MONDAY,JULY 16, 1973
7:00 P.M. — Official Opening
7:30 P.M. — Beauty Contest
TUESDAY, JULY 17, 13
-10:06A.M. — Jersey CattleShows

7:00 P.M. — Rock Music iktioht
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piii06611
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, WEDNESDAY,JULY 18, 1973
10:00 A.M. — KDA District 4-H & FFA

tanw:
Fairgrounds
Sponsored by
the MurrayCalloway County
Jaycee

Dairy Show
3,13F. Shillaer
Quartet)
Parpily Night 5 Rides for $1.00

718.Ifarit01. — Gospet

THURSDAY, JULY 19, 1973
• 10:00 A.M. — Holstein-Friesian Cattle Shows
530 P.M. — Motorcycle Practice
7:30 P.M..— Motorchcle Races (Short Track)
FRIDAY, JULY 20, 1973

10:00 A.M. — Beef Cattle Shows
7:30 P.M. — WKHA Horse Show
This 1973 Datsun 1200 donated to the Murray Jaycees by Murray Datsun,
Inc. to be-given away at the Murray-Calloway County Fair July 21,1973.

1

—The tickets for the 1973 Datsun, donated by Murray Datsun.
Inc.. lobe given away have the e rong day on them The Datcun
IA ill he given avkay Saturday evun ing. Jul 21 1973.

21, 1973
— Swine Show --- •
. — Horse-81 Mule Pulling
(Weigh in 6 a.m. - 9 a.m.)
. — Farm Bureau Day.
— Tractor Pull
JULY
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Blackberry Picking Can Be Wild Time

•

11

"Look
what
I've
got,
Mommie." A little five year
Olgril hand unfolds to show a
juicy mound of puma. pulp. Her
joy of harvest—the
wild
blackberry.
My family has had a delightful
week picking blackberries along
nearby country lanes. It was fun
to see who could find the biggest
dewberry—it is the largest in
the blackberry family. We found
dewberries on willowy branches
that trailed the ground;
blackberries grow on erect
bushes. Dewberries were Our
biggest find since they ripen
earlier than the other varieties.
We may have unknowingly
picked the other verities yo ung berry, boysenberry,
lucretia
berry
and
brambleberry. They all look
similar. When we came home
we
researched
in
the
encyclopedia
and
found
blackberries to be a tasty
member of the rose family.
Simmer's bounty now thickly
hangs black and succulent an
the thorny bushes. If you feel
enticed to pick up a bucket and
reap the bramble bush harvest,
May I suggest taking along
home in.sect repellent. The ticks
land chiggers are rampant this
Wear. .
it The reward for picking the
berries is, of course, in the
fating. If you can keep the
fingers away from that
bowl
..
-o7
of
picked berries, you
play find a recipe here you
uld like to try.

4

ACKBERRY-NUT

BREAD
*4 C. flour*
/
1
2 tsp, baking powder
; tsp. salt
/
1
2 tsp. soda
2-3 C. sugar
.-1 egg
ted rind and juice of 1 orange
T. margarine
boiling water
1 C. blackberries
1 C. chipped oats
44 C. flour
Sift the first five ingredients
together into a mixing bowl. Add
enough boiling water to the
orange juice to make 1,4 Cup
liquid., stir this into the dry
ingredients. Add margarine,
grated rind and egg. Sift the t.
cup flour over the berries and
nuts,fold into baiter, Pour in a
/
2 inches. Bake
- tread pan 4x13:21
aT 350 degrees/1,110,
_ tnifill.g.
*Omit baking Powder,salt and
soda if self-rising flour is used.

E

I

point. Boil gently for 10 minutes,
blot:Abort" ItOrup. Makes about 2 C. blackberries
BLACKBERRY JAM
Remove from heat. Add gelatin S
.
Beat egg whites until forthy,
12 emenIsoir
and stir to dissolve. Pour into
5 C. blackberries
add
sugar
very
slowly
while
**Dino behhis powder and solt
sterilized
jars.
Store
in
continuing to beat eggs until .8 C. sugar
if using self-rising flour. '
flavored
blackberry
box
fa.
refrigerator.
stiff. Add vinegar and vaiiillaji 3
Pour into a greased pie pitriletatia
BLACKBERRY SYRUP
(These recipes can be made :1
swiriling the meringue up on the
44 C. blackberries
frozen 70
or
canned
Mash berries in the sugar u using
sides to form a shell. Bake at 250
ls C. sugar
blackberries, as well as /
not
strain.
extract
the
itdee—d°
degrees for 11
/
2 hours. Cool and
Ili C. water
•
blueberries, strawberries ou;
Simmer all ingredients fill with berries; top with Cook berries and sugar together raspberries.)
1 C. blackberries
Sift together flour, baking together for 10 minutes. Strain, whipped toPPh18. ,
over low heat to the boiling
powder, salt and sugar. Beat if desired. Makes 2ts cups
egg, milk and sour cream. Add Syrup.
flour mixture stirring until just
smooth. Blend in oil. Fold BLACKBERRY SILLY PIE
July 8, 1973
1
2 3 egg whites
blackberries into batter. Pour /
ADULTS 94
Cup batter onto a hot greased 1 C. sugar
The Board of Directors of NURSERY 6
pancake grill. Brown evenly on 1 tsp. vinegar
Over 500 members of the '
with 1 tsp. vanilla
Serve
Begley Drug Company have
sides.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
both
Kentucky Chamber of Comdelcared a regular cash
Mrs. Bennie Yolanda Mathis merce will gather at the Kenquarterly Dividend of ten cents and Baby Boy, Route 1, Benton, tucky State Fair Tuesday,
per share on the outstanding Mrs. Ruth Ann Edwfards and August 21, to honor the ten.
common stock, of the Company, Baby Boy, Route 8, Benton.
Outstanding Young KenDISMISSALS
payable August 15, 1973 to
tuckians,
Rural Route Jones, 317 South
holders of record July 24, 1973.
Outstanding Young KenBegley's has its general of- 9th St., Murray, Mrs, Norma tuckian is a program sponsoredos
fices and Distribution Center in Louise Compt../n, Route 2, by the State Fair and the Jr.
by Laurence M Horan, M.O.
Richmond, Kentucky and Dover, Tenn., David Paul Chamber of Commerce to 3
Consultant, National Dairy Council
currently operates 35 retail Barrowman, Fern Terrace recognize exceptional young
drug outlets in Kentucky. Lodge, Murray, Mrs. Carol Kentuckians. The ten chosen
Subsidiary operations include Joyce Kelly and Baby Boy, 801 young people will be honored at.:
56 Big "B" One Hour Dry Sunny Lane, Murray, Mrs. a noon luncheon in the B and C
LUNCHES DURING VACATION
Cleaners operating in six states, Patsy Lee Smith and Baby Boy, rooms in Freedom Hall.
This is the time of the year cheese. Olives and pickles offer
B & B Equipment and Supply Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. Flowery
most mothers are faced with hav- variety of taste, The more fresh
The public is invited to the
ing the kids home for tunas. fruits your children have the 'Company, the primary supplier
E. Morrie, 413 North 8th St., luncheon, which will cost about
Summer camps, day camps, or bettor.
of the dry cleaning stores, and Murray, Conway Jackson, $6 a person. Reservations c
And then there is the mitt
trips away from home notwithBig
"B" Franchise , Inc., Route 1, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.. be made through the I
beverages
you
have
a
days
group.
For
standing, there are many
during the summer when the lun- wide variety of milks — whole 'which markets Big "B" Mary I. Reed (Expired), chapters of the Chamber
Tuckers Rest Home, Mayfield. Commerce.
Cleaners franchises.
cheon routine brings up the old milk, skim milk, chocolate milk,
question. -what shall I prepare buttermilk. You can flavor whole

C. flour*
3 tsp. baking powder
1,4 tsp. salt
2 The. sugar
1 egg
1 C. milk
t. C. sour cream
2 The. oil

The Ask

-

-

••••••••••••••••••• •••••,.••

3

Begley Declares
Cash Dividend

Gets ;pestles or a comment about bonseniakhig? Address
it to "The Asket Basket," in care of Mrs. Sally DuFord,
Route 1, Springville, Tenn. 31254.

Doctor
in the Kitchen'

Dear Sally,
In case you did not receive a recipe for Mississippi Mud
Cake, here it is. Soak a block of cream cheese in Worcestershire sauce. Serve with crackers as an appetizer.
Anne Fairless
Trenton,Tenn.
Dear Sally,
I would like to have a recipe for light bread and hot rolls.
Thanks a lot,
Mrs. Nellie Walters
Paris,Tenn.

for the family?"
Well, the school lunch programthat your children were involved
Us durfng the school year offers
the best pattern — the four food
groups The challenge to many
mothers is to do as well for their
children during vacation,

Dear Sally,
I have been looking for a recipe for pickled okra which I see
at the grocery store. I would like to see it printed in the paper.
Mrs. Harold Boyd
Murray, Ky.
1-2 tsp. salt
1 tsp. baking powder
I tsp. soda
1 C. mashed balckberries
red food coloring
1 tsp. vanilla
Cream sugar and butter, add
egg and mix thoroughly. Sift dry
ingredients together ant add to
mixture
creamed
the
alternately with the mashed
berries. Add vanilla and a few
cirops of food coloring to the
desired shade of red. Pour
batter into two 8-inch greased
cake pans. Bake at 350 degrees
for 30 minutes or until cake test
done. Serve with additional
berries and whipped topping or
frost with a butter cream or 7minute frosting.

BLACKBERRY CHESS PIE
1 10 inch pie shell, unbaked
/
1
4 C. butter or margarine
/
1
2 C. sugar
3 Tbs. booty
2 Tbs. flour
/
1
2 tsp. nutmeg
1V4 tsp. salt
3 eggs
4 C. Blackberries
Blend all ingredients, except
blackberries, together well. Add
berries and carefully stir to
prevent crushing. Pour into the
unbaked crust Bake for 10
minutes at 450 degrees then for
25 minutes longer at 350
degrees.
,
BLACKBERRY ROM CREAM
PANCAKES

*ilk with fruit juice Or make
*ilk shakes, which brings in ice
*earn or ice milk. You will have
lased butter on the sandwiches.
And there's a cheese for every
taste and pocket book.
If you have a cooler day or
evening, soups enriched with milk
will give your child grand nutrition

Bow About a Sandwich
First off, let's consider the
A Word of Caution
sandwich. With this American
favorite you can give the kids
I mentioned egg salad earlier
two of the food groups at once — A word of caution On a picnic
the meat group and the breads or camping situation, you must
and cereals group. Filling for the be very careful with such mixes.
sandwich can be frankfurter, They must be kept cool to guard
hamburger or cheeseburger, cold against spoilage. But at home
luncheon meat, sliced chicken, with refrigeration this is, of
tuna fish, or for that matter, pea- course, no problem. Bard-cooked
nut butter, or egg salad, or fish eggs, a favorite with everyone.
fillet. All these qualify in the are a delight.
meat-Ash-poultry-egg group. And
The main point for summer
cheese, while a dairy- prodUct, is lunches is they should be fun for
a line meat substitute Pizza, too, everybody — including Mom. So
would contribute to nutrition sins, let the kids help prepare things
ilar to a sandwich.
mid lighten your own burden.
As for fruits and vegetables
Properly instructed they don't
one of the four food groups — have to make a mess.
.the choices in summer are vast
'And eat out of doors, of course.
and delicious. But for children, Use picnic plates and utensils.
,especially, I would suggest raw And isn't this the best time, too,'
//vegetables such.. carrots, rids- to let your children invite their1
vibes, tomatoes, cucumber, celery i friends/ it will be less trouble
stuffed with peanut butter or than inside in the winter

DEEP-DISH BRAMBLE PIE
1 C. sugar
/
1
2 tsp. salt
tsp. cinnamon
2/
1
2 Tbs. tapioca
4$.6 C. blackberries
Pie pastry for top
Place berries in a deep pie pan
or casserole dish. Mix sugar,
salt, chummon and tapioca
together and sprinkle over
berries. Dot with a little
margarine. Roll out pastry and
place on top of berries. Slice
through the dough to form air
vents.(Or make a lattice top out
of the pastry Bake at 450
degrees for 15 minutes and then
at 400 degrees for 40 minutes
more. Serve with ice cream
totti3PPed
t BRAMBLEBERRY CAKE
1 C. sugar
.7
C. butter or margarine
1 egg
4 2 C. cake flour

Etherton, Grogan
Attend Seminar In
Houston Recently
Dr. and Mrs. V.W. Etherton
and Mrs. Don Grogan recently
returned from Houston, Texas,
where they attended a special
educational seminar conducted
by the Parker Chiropractic
arch Foundation.
• Based in Fort Worth, TexaS,
the Foundation has reached
international note in the past
few years, attracting thousands
of doctors and their assistants
to bimonthly seminars devoted
to the continuing progress and
development of the chiropractic
profession.
Some 1,500 doctors, wives,
and chiropractic assistants,
from the United States, Canada,
and several overseas countries,
4-8
July
the
attended
homecoming event.
basic
Highlighting the
curriculum of the seminar was
a special guest appearance by
Leonard Zunin, M.D., author of
tbetecently published Contact:
The First Four Minutes, con.JUItant to the Institute of
--Reality Therapy, and founder
-and director of Human
Relations Consultants: Dr.
Zunin is a nationally recognized
authority in the field of personal
communication.
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SPRAY
Choice of
Regular,
Super
HoldUi scentBd
Ultra Hold.
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;

Sale

98
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$1:25
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r
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*
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fast action lotion for relief
$1.19
of minor eye irritations. (with

coupon)39

• Family Size Tube 7-oz.

50.

=1.75

q•',- I

* nonissonn *

sale

Medicated anti-irritant,

G

Reg.
sal.
s!.4194p.

. 7V
,

I Regular or Unscented

Grooms hair
Choice of Liquid, Pressed Powder, Tube
without grease(
COVEI TI

Reg.

*

WITH THIS COUPON

with coupon)

-

*

Ex
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*
7-1
"
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-- Vaporette
M
EDICATED'
CATEDCOVER GIRL MAKE UP insect Insect

7.02. bottle.

*
*

ONLY

REGULAR - OR - COOL MINT

Reg.
'1.13

Giant 16-oz. can

HAIR GROOM

*
*
*

t*

ultra bLiil.eA

Reg.
1.29 49;

IA 004I only at Payles,
m •.1
7

,
Clra Nana.

TOOTHPASTE
:

Sale

66

Choice of 40-60-75-100 Watts

ULTRA BRITE

For sore, aching muscles,
treatment for
_ athlete's _foot,,

Sale

ANT
MAO
pi•E•

Reg. '1.77

LINIMENT

71-oz. bottle

154-oz. can

itAC

for36c

Eye Drops

Reg. '1.69

Ant & Roach
Killer

LIGHT
BULBS
gm._324 ea.

BLADES
Sale

BLACK FLAG

SYLVANIA STANDARD BULBS

SAVE!!

Pack of 10

ABSORB1NE JR.
ANTISEPTIC

1475

Vitalis,

Think You Agoin,

15 cc

STY11

VITALIS

AS OF JULY 9th, 1973, I CECIL FITTS SOLD THE
RADIO CAB BUSINESS- AND -AM NO LONGER AFFILIATED WITH IT.
I wish to take this means to thank all of the people of
Murray and Calloway County for their patronage during
the number of years that I was owner and operator of the
Radio Cab Business.
THE NEW OWNER IS
AGNEW (CHUCK) WENERICK
I am sure he will appreciate your business as I have.

GILLETTE SUPER STAINLESS
STEEL DOUBLE EDGE

111,01S1
Pack Special

— NOTICE —

Stop, Shop
and

fl to

Sale Starts Wednesday

East Side of The Square

pRimile;

tio

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

DRONSICAUJIMiligi

4

Chamber of Commerc
Day Planned at Fair ..
1

Hospital Report

Strip

strip

Reg.s1.5

VITAL IS
WOODBURY
SOAP Assorted Colors DRY CONTROL
bars

251

PaYit'S

VitatiS,Dry

wooct.

'Regular or Hard-to-Hold

1-oz. can

with coupon)
1 rm.* owe capon paw loh•.•

_

*

Control *
Rego
Nord46-11010

Reg. s1.49'$•.

Sale
a

dooe only al
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Should
this art be
tax-aided?
Copley News Service
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Dogs Sometime
Active dogs, Tike active
people, sometimes suffer bone
Ca- joint injuries.
If your dog is active, there are
countless opportunties for
minor infections, irritations and
sprains to occur.
Osteomyelitis—a serious bone
infection—can result if minor
injuries ,aren't cared for
promptly. This infection may
originate with a bite from
another animal or a broken
bone that becomes infected. It
can also occur after bone

"It appears
NEW YORK
to be forgotten or ignored,"
observes Prof. Duncan Williams in his book -Trousered
Apes" t Arlington House, New
Rochelle, N.Y), "that literature and the arts in general
are very real formative social
forces, molding the face of the
age while at the same time
portraying it.
President Nixon and every
member of the U.S. Senate
and House should heed what
Prof. Williams says about the
current corrupt state of the
arts. If they did, they might
have some second thoughts
about The National Foundation for the Arts and Humanities INFAHI, created by the
Johnson administration in
1965, and approving a new
lease on life for it in the form
of 6160 million in taxpayers
moneys for fiscal 1914.
For during its short seven
years of existence, NFAH has
become a vehicle for the promotion of decadent modern
art which, Prof. Williams contends, endangers the survival
of Western civilization by the
veneration of violence and despair as destroyers of rational
values.
Frank C. Wright, president
of the Council of American
Artist Societies, testified five
years ago before the Senate
subconunittee on Arts and
Humanities opposing the
domination of NFAH by modr
ern art supporters to the exclusion of rational representational art, which Mr. Wright
represents. Earlier this year Mr. Wright returned to the
same Senate subcommittee
with the same case against
NFAH that he had made back
in 1967.
-Cultural corrosion," he
stated, "should not be encouraged by the awards of public
funds. . The taxpayers of
this country should not finance the destruction of artistic values,the confusion of our
children and the entire assault on our culture. The issue
before the country is the same
issue before the civilized
world. It is a question of reverence of life versus contempt for life."
Prof. Williams makes much
the same observation in
"Trousered Apes." Yet, it is a
factthat since the creation of
The National Foundation for
the Arts and Humanities the
dominant grants to individual
artists, museums, and critics
have gone to that school of art
which claims to be modern
but, in reality, conveys a contempt for both life and man.
What is equally as appalling, however, is that President Nixon along with strong
traditionalists like Arizona
Sen. Barry Goldwater strongly support continued funding
for NFAH Goldwater's reason is that part of the NFAH
program provides funds for
states like Arizona.
It is remarkable that Goldwater and President Nixon,
would close.their eyes to how
-the•-agency la-dominated and
controlled by modern art
which discriminates against
representational art. For the'
law creating NFAH clearly
states that --Irlio---preference
should be giVen-any particular style or school of expression.Blind acceptance of much of
modern art as art has become
fashionable, especially
among political leaders. It is- doubtful if they know anything about art in general arid
about the entire tradition of
representational
American
art in particular. Nor are they
aware that modem art is not
American, but got its start in
Europe and Russia.
Modern art has been and
continues to be the creation of
the artistic political left for
the purposes of promoting political points of view. The late
Pablo Picasso was the most h brilliant and successful exponent of the modern art school
as a political tool.
Yet today. a Republican administration and conservative
members of the U.S. Senate
continue to support a government agency like NFAH
which is furthering libiral
end heft-wing art projects un-derwritten by taxpayers.
Prof. Williams' book
"Trousered Apes," is a work
that President Nixon, Sen.
Goldwater and other members of the Senate would do
well to read before approving
one more dime of taxpayers'
money for NF'AH.

surgery. - •
Symptoms • of osteomyelitis
are fever, pain and swelling in
the affected area. This infection
attacks the bone marrow and
your dog will try to avoid
moving the infected limb. It
may also break out and spread
along the surface of the hone.
Osteomylitis is very serious. If
you see these syrnptons, seek
your
from
treatment
veterinarian immediately.
Infection may also be caused
by bacteria that lodge in the

compresses or pads applied to
joints after an injury. The joint
the sore area tan help relieve
will swell and become painful.
the pain temporarily, but don't
Your dog will favor the painful
the issue if the dog doesn't
force
ss
see
redne
may
area, and you
to cooperate. In every
want
where you can see through his
him to the vet at once.
get
case,
coat. The infected joint will feel
Your veterinarian may use xhot.
ray to help diagnose the extent
tema
of the infection, then will treat it
The dog may run
If the dog is
perature, lose his appetite and with antibiotics.
need a speical
may
he
ill,
very
ion
infect
if
the
s
listles
e
becom
fluids given
is neglected. Unitl he receives diet, perhaps even
your intravenously. Sometimes,
from
treatment
called for.
veterinarian and is recovering, surgery may be
injuries may
e
muscl
Minor
Wet
ty.
restrict the dog's activi

become infected. The infection
can lead to the formation of pus
in the tissue, called an abscess.
Triggered by bacteria, these
often lead to destruction of
surrounding tissue.
The muscle become inflamed,
swollen and painful. Your dog
will probably avoid using the
limb and he may run a fever.
You may have trouble
recognizing this ailment
because its symptoms are
similar to those of other
muscular-skeletal conditions.

Thus, if you notice any of these
signs, take your dog to a
veterinarian.
Immediate attention should
be given to your dog where
there is muscle trouble—even a
bruise. If the injured muscle is
neglected, chronic lameness
may result.
Dogs with twisted or screw
tails—like the Boston Terriers,
the Pugs, and the English and
French Bulls—may suffer infections or sores under the tail.
Skin irritations can occur if the

tail interferes with bowel
eliminations.
This is an inhefited condition
and there is not much you can
do about it except to watch for a
problem. However, if such an
'Irritation does occur, a milk
antiseptic and a medicated
powder applied daily can
relieve the irritation and
prevent further infection.
dog's
your
Generally,
muscular-skeltal system is
healthy and hardy when he is
young. Unless he's been injured
or was born with a bone or joint
defect, you'll have no problems
until he passes five or six years
of age.
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MEL-O-SOFT
COUNTRY OVEN ANGEL. FOOD
LAUNDRY HELPER

BREAD

CAKE

PUREX

39c

HALF GAL

I S1:11111111

d. COPYRIGHT 193-THE
Olkors good through July 17. Limit right rinervit
agraty prices good through Saturday. July 14.

K ROGE R CO

BONELESS SHOULDER

BOSTON ROLL

STEAKS

ROAST

KROGEF

Oran!

KROGEI

Pinto
THE AL

US CHOICE GRADE BEEF
BONELESS

English Roast

MAKE BETTER BURGERS WITH

S CtiOICE GRADE

15

'I

Club Steaks

KROGER'S
Beet & Hydrated Soya

$129

Sirloin Steak

LB

FRYER QUARTERS

LB 5 169

U S CHOICE GRADE BEEF

$159

T-Bone Steaks

LB

LB

$ 179
II

Breast Leg or Mixed
Quarters
Quarters

MEDIUM SPARE RIBS OR

Flow Mix

Pork Steaks

3 LBS OR MORE

HOME

Trasi

RONCI

Elbo
-FAMILY PAK)

SWAN!

Juml
LB

MEATY AND TENDER

VAC PAK PORTIONS OF

GENUINE

GENUINE

Ground
Round
$129

Ground
Chuck
419

COUNTRY
STYLE

Turkey Drumsticks

Semi-Boneless Ham

Sliced Bacon

MORRELL
PRID
. •E

DISIN

14YSI
MISS'
Le

Fab

LB

Ground Beef

"
- $2
:
PE(

D.:S., CHOICE GRADE

Boiling Beef

QUARTER SLICED

KROGER

KROGER CHUB PACK

LB

49c

All-Meat Wieners

12-0Z
Plc G

KROGER CHUNKS

All-Meat Bologna

FAMILY PAK OF 3LBS OR MORE

LB

83'
79'

Smoked Nam
FLAVOR LIKE HAM

LB
DELICIOUS'
WHOLE
LB

Smoked Picnics

FRESH RIPE SWEET

PEACHES
111r"
B 39

'1'9
69'

Turbot Fillets
Cooked Fish Sticks

FRESH SWEET RED

LB

594t

9
3 49` Oranges
3601. 49( Red Plums
Red Radishes
Bell Peppers 3
49( Juicy Lemons 12 69(
78`
Golden Raisins
69' Watermelons
HONEYDEWS
CANTALOUPES

Cucumbers

TUFFIN QUALITY

JUICY SWEET

Pit GS
I ARGE
FOR

SON RICH ,

15 OZ
( TN

.ALIFORNIA JUMBO

F A

LB
4BAG

FOR

Al AD FAVORITE

59c

()/

FOR YOUR FREEZER

694
39`
A

NECTARINES
CALIFORNIA VALENCIA

FRESH GREEN

B

SERVE & SAVE

FRESH CALIFORNIA

O
FR

RD RIPE SWEET

HALFMELON

KR
5-lbs Round Steak
Sibs. Rib Steaks
5-lbs. Chuck Steaks
5-lbs. Ground Beef
5.1bs. Rib Center Park Chops
Sibs. Pork Steaks
Sibs Fryer Breast Otis
5.1bs. Fryer Leg Quarters
2 lbs. Kroger All-Meat Wieners
42 LB. OF MEAT

Fr

TF

Pi

K1
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South Destined To Become 'Wood Basket Of America' By Year 2000
"By the year 2000, the South
will be providing more than onehalf of America's total annual
wood supply, more timber than
any other single region of the
country," the Southern Forest
Institute predicted here today.
Last year, Southern forests
provided more than one-third of
the nations total wood needs,
including approximately 29
percent of its plywood, 34
percent of its finished lumber,
and a whopping 67 per cent of its
pulpwood used to manufacture
pulp and paper.
"By 2000—only 27 years from

now—projections indicate the
South will have to produce
approximately 55 percent of the
total wood supply," explained
I. Benton H. Box, executive
vice-president of the Atlantabased forestry institute.
No doubt about it," Box
Predicted,"King Cotton may be
gone forever, but the South is
clearly destined to become
America's wood basket of
tomorrow."
Because the South—from
Texas
to
Virginia—has
generally less industrialization,
more still-undeveloped land,

and a milder climate with a
longer growing season, this
region has a potential for
growing trees unmatched by
any other section of the country," the forestry official said.
"The real significance here is
that the rest of the nation will be
looking to the South to provide
more and more of its wood fiber
for paper, lumber, plywood and
five-thousand other everyday
products made hum trees."
But for the South to meet the
challenge will require a stepped-up tree-growing effort by
everyone—the forest products

I

qrOcier

supplying wood, forests also
provide natural beauty, places
for outdoor recreation, wildlife
habitat, watershed protection,
and oxygen for clean, fresh
air "
Seventeen-million acres of
forest land owned by state and
Federal governments in the
South are already generally
well-managed and productive.
So are the 35-million acres
owned by this regions pulp and
paper, lumber plywood and
other forest products industries.
"But unfortunately, most of
the kind owned by private

industry, state and Federal
governments and forestry
agencies, and most important,
an estimated million-and-a-half
private landowners who own 141
million acres-71 percent of all
the forest land in the 13
Southern states.
"For the present, more trees
are growing in the South's 193million acres of forests today
than anytime since the
Depression," Dr. Box explained. "Yet, extensive as
today's forest are, experts all
agree we must grow even lucre
trees for the future. Beadles

"IC

VALUABLE KROGER COUPON

vested areas are promptly
replanted with new trees. In
short, they can begin to manage
landowners—often absentee their land by seeking the help
owners who no longer live on the and advice of a professional
land—is either poorly managed forester."
"frees are one of Nature's
or not managed at all," Dr. Box
few renewable resources," Dr.
said.
;
Bat included, "With Proper
What can these 'private
management of our Southern
landowners do to improve their
forest land, there is no reason
land?
America should ever run out of
"They can plant trees on
trees!"
barren or widerstocked land.
"Those of us who live in the
They can thin existing timber- South today have the unique
stands to allow more sunlight opportunity to lead the rest of
and encourage better, healthier the nation in growing healthy,
growth among remaining trees. Peoduttive forests for our
They can remove dying, children, and all the future
diseased, and decayed trees. generations of Americans yet to
They can make sure all har- come."
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Orange Juice

47'

KROGER DRIED

STOK EL Y'SrINrST

4
2

Golden Corn
KROGER CUT

PKG.33C
2-LB
Pinto Beans
THE ALLENS
All-Green Limas

5

Asparagus Spears
BILTMORC SANDWICH LOAF
$1

15-0Z
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17-02
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14Y, 02
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12 OZ
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Luncheon Meat

88'
89'
39c
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Pineapple
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NOTHING QUITE LIKE
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___
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C
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Dinner Rolls
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--
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8-02.
TUB45*

Pimento Spread

Kroger

Forntuhr
DELICIOUS CHANGE

1
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'
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Broccoli Cuts

PINT
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14,4 02
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FAMILY SIZE
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PKG

IF°

Ammonia
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69;
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PET PRIDE ORV
Dog Food
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Skillet Dinners
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HUNT

BIG JOHN

KROGER SPECIAL BLEND FOR
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P
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Bar-6-We Beans
Iced Tea

4

;ALITY RED

KROGER PINK. LEMON OR GREEN

LIQUID
DETERGENT

JAR

79
59C

Returning to the Kentucky
State Fair for the first time
since their very popular appearance in 1970 will be Your
Father's Mustache, playing
their rag-time music Free,
August 23-25.
Starting with the 1920's,
dances and comedy whir_h
spans the ages. As far as Your
Father's Mustache is concerned, the generation gap
doesn't exist.
The members of the group
come from all over the country,
with a variety of backgrounds
The
and
experiences.
exuberance and vitality the,
exhibit on stage is contagious
With
this
foot-stomping
musicale, no one ever feels left
out.
If you're looking for a good
time, see Your Father's
Mustache, performing their
enown unique brand of
tertainment on the last three
days of the Fair.
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Rag-Time Music
To Be Feature
Of State Fair
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Strange
doings
at night
Copley News Service
To most people June 21 is
merely the longest day in the
year. But once it was known
as Midsummer Day, and on
Midsummer Night strange
things happened.
Hundreds of years ago
pagans rolled huge wooden
wheels down hillsides on the
first day of summer in the belief that they were rolling
bad luck away from themselves. Sometimes at night
they tied straw to the wheels
and set it afire before they
sent them on their way. The
blazing wheels must have
been an impressive sight as
they whirled down the hill,
dutifully carrying misfortune
with them. And to this day
people refer to "the wheel of
fortune," although they very
likely have no idea where the
expreissloo originated.
The practice of rolling
wheels downhill probably disappeared several centuries
ago, but .thert were other
mystic customs which survived in modified form into
the early part of the present
century.
It was a night of enchantment and the magic hour was
midnight, when all the fairies
and elves and -little people"
made their appearance and
held high revelry. And under
the influence of these fairy
folk strange things happened.
For instance, if a young lady
was anxious to know who ICU
to be her future husband, she
had only to take a looking
glass in her hand, and while
gazing steadfastly into it,
walk backward down the garden path -- at exactly midnight, of course.
Under no circumstances
could she turn around or look
behind her or the charm was
broken. But, if she kept to the
rules, somewhere, before she
reached the end of the path, a
young man's face would appear in the mirror.
In fact, so realistic and lifelike were his features that it
almost seemed as if he were
looking over her shoulder, but
ofsourse that was part of the
illusion.
Another well-known legend
„was that anyone who went
the woods and gathered
fern seed at midnight pas
granted the power to become
invisible at will.
Met* doesril seem to be
any evidence that anyone
ever found any fern seed and
became invisible, but then,
there doesn't seem to be any
evidence to the contrary, either. So, if for any reason in- visibility should happen to be
desirable, it might be worthwhile to try the experiment.
Then there was the lucky
plantain which everyone was
\always looking for. Plantain
was as plentiful then as it is
now, but Lust ordinary plantain plants had no magic virtue whatever. But if you could
find one with its roots growing
around a piece of coal you
were certain of good fortune
for a year.
The number of plantains
which were uprooted on Midsummer Eve was tinbelievable, but history fails to record whether anyone ever
(ORM one vnth'its roots clasping a piece ell coal.
T._
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1 School Meal
• Guidelines
Are Announced
0.p

•
Murray, Ky.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—New
guidelines for determining
0 eligibility for free and reduced•price meals in Kentucky schools
participating in the National
5 School Lunch Program- were
announced recently by Dr,
Lyman V. Ginger, superintendent of public instruction.
All school's participating in
National School. Lunch
A the
3,Progr_am, School Breakfast
and Schools which
federally-donated
E receive
foods-ere required to follow
these guidelines, effective July
1, 1973, said Ginger.
pupil
0`
determining
- In
eligibility, local school officials
O have the option of including
2 reduced-Price meals in addition
r.„.toffee and fall price meal plans
in their food service programs.
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0.. Applyi
0 school food service add ministrators in the state may
consider both the family income
2 during the past 12 months and
5 the family's current income
rate to determine eligibility
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consider special ',hardship:
cases, such as unusually high
medical expenses, disaster or
losses, special
casualty
education expenses and shelter
costs over 30 percent of total
income, he said.
School children, eligilke to
receive a free or reduced-price
lunch may also receive a free
or reduced-price breakfast in
schoosl serviag breakfast,
Some 550 Kentucky schools
participate in the National
School Breakfast_Program,
while 1,650 schOok -participate
in the National tithe* Lunch
Program.
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Ruling Says State Can't Beekeepers To Meet
Force TVA To Get Permit
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Retiring State Librarian Honored

the trustees anFRANKFORT, Ky.-The Willis after
go there as
would
she
ed
nounc
By WENDELL P BUTLER
state's highest honor, that of
guest.
their
isioner of Agriculture
was
Commh
ns,"
Citize
ed
nguish
"Disti
The Kentucky Beekeepers
state cannot force TVA, the
the
conferred on Miss Margaret
(AP)
,
Ky.
VILLE
LOUIS
and.ttik Atomic Energy Association will hold its annual
Willis by Gov. Wendell H Ford
Kentucky cannot compel a fed- Army
were submitted for approval on
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
"B'apply for per- summer conference in Richssion
Commi
onies marking
cerem
recent
in
eral agency to obtain state perair-polluting facil- mond this year on July 19, 20,
The state is asking the Mar. 22, Ginger said, "because her retirement as state
e
for-th
mits
rnits to build or operate air-polMcCracken County School she did not feel that the min- librarian.
operate in Kentucky.
they
and 21.
ities
luting facilities.
Board to correct its minutes of utes reflected the action conAtty. Gen Ed Hancock had
The conference will be held at
The designation mile during
"
notes.
and
shorth
meetings at which the services tained in her
That, in effect, was the ruling filed the suit against those Eastern Kentucky University
a reception in the Capitol with
of county school Supt. David
handed down Monday by U S. agencies last November. Gor- and according to the reports I
Therefore, Ginger said, he Governor Ford presenting Mies
Stewart were terminated.
District .Judge James F Gor- don ruled Monday that Con- have had, will offer an inwas accepting the recommen- Willis a silver coffee service. On
State Supt. of Public Instruc- dation of his staff which asked it was inscribed, "The
don, who rejected Kentucky's gress did not completely waive teresting program. A number of
tion Lyman Ginger nutde the the county board to lituipare Governor's Distinguished
effort to force the Tennessee the principle of federal sover- out-otstate speakers will apit
request, accepting a report-and-- and approve a trawand accu Citizen Award." This marked
Valley Authority (TVA) and eignty over the states when
pear on the program, along with
of
investigation by his staff, in a rate record" of ad action taken the first such award presented
other federal agencies to obtain adopted the Clean Air Act
several 'from throughout the
letter to county school board at the Feb 19 and 22 meetings. by Ford since he has been
1970.
the state permits.
state and staff members of the
requires federal Department of Agrictilture.
Kenleave
act
Chairman Carl Watkins.
may
The
ruling
•The
or.
Govern
"If the board did truly intend
investigation
His staff's
tucky with no effective way to agencies to limit their emmisDollar-wise, honey production
Miss Willis served in the
rescind and expunge from
showed, Ginger said, that the to
y
l air pollution from such sions to comply with local clean does not rank as a major inLibrar
contro
Public
Free
ille
on
Louisv
taken
action
the
record
STATE LIBRARIAN
county board adopted motions the
ers as TVA's Para- air standards, but does not give dustry in Kentucky. However,
or both of the meeting or from 1943 through 1954. She HONORED-Gov. Wendell major pollut
ee electric gen- states a veto power over wheth- when all factors are considered,
on Feb. 19, 1973, to notify Stew- either
Shawn
and
Stae
dise
the
of
nator
gs held on Feb. 19, 1973, became coordi
presents Miss erating plants, Asst. State Atty. er the air pollution sources can bees and honey production
art and Deputy Supt. Rodney meetin 22, 1973," said the re- Library Extension Divison in Ford
Feb.
Herrold that their contracts and
later Margaret Willis, retiring Gen. David Short said in an in- be constructed or operated in mean a lot to agriculture. As is
prepared by Ginger's staff, January, 1955 and a year
In state librarian, with the terview after the ruling.
would not be renewed when port
or.
the first place, the judge said. so often noted when bees are
direct
acting
motion to this effect should was named
afnot
"The
,
does
honor
ruling
Kentucky law states that "no discussed, the pollination
st
's
they expired June 30. Sub- -a
or.
highe
s
Gordon
state'
1957 she was appointed direct
be adopted by the board
to person shall construct, modify, services facilitated by honey
sequently, Ginger said, the
After gaining departmental Governor's Distinguished fect the state's right to sue
"The secretary of the board status in 1962, the State Library Citizen Award," during a stop the government from oper- use, operate or maintain an air bees are essential to the
board members decided to hold
Mrs .Jordan i should be com- system was headed by Miss recent reception in the ating such facilities if they vio- contaminant source" unless he production of many crops.
up its action so as to allow
does mean has obtained a_permit.
mended for the courage and in- Willis until her retirement.
Stewart to resign.
Capitol Reception Room. late state law. But it
When Stewart did turn in his tegrity she exhibited during
cited
,
mation
procla
a
in
Ford,
letter of resignation Feb. 20, this truculent period," the re- a depth of understanding on the
she
Feb.
that
on
trust
"We
ened
added.
reconv
port
the board
part of Miss Willis in acting on
22, Ginger said, and "agreed to will not be subjected to any the needs of Kentuckians who
pretend that the meeting of Feb. punitive action because of her live inn al sections of the state.
19, 1973, was 'recessed' rather faithful dedication to duty, her
"She seized the rare opthan 'adjourned' and that the unrelenting insistence that the portunity to improve the lives of
special meeting then in session minutes accurately reflect the thousands of Kentuckians,
was a continuation of the action taken by the board.
especially children, by ex'recessed' meeting."
-The members of the board tending library services
Comthe
"The board then attempted to should be cautioned to act only throughout
said.
Ford
"
passed
due
s
alth,
and
t
motion
monwe
l
though
two
the
carefu
after
d
rescin
actions
her
said
He
on Feb. 19, 1973," Ginger said. consideration," the report asadseveral
•Ihe minutes which were later serted. "Precipitate action on throughout
d
approved for this meeting or Feb. 19, and again on Feb. M, ministrations were marke
and
rity
state"since
systhe
with
ned
school
entire
contai
subjected the
meetings
ment that no action was ink- tem in McCracken County to a refinement" which made
barrage of rumors and unfavor- Kentucky a national leader in
programs.Friends
lary,
sitcre
s
board'
able publicity which could have library
But the
ion
Mrs. Berne Jordan, would not been avoided by more carefully jammed the State Recept
sign the minutes of the Feb. 19 planned and better executed ac- Room to honor Miss Willis
during the two-hour event
and 22 meetings when they tion."
*von lass
sponsored by Friends of Kenwith tea det-i n
tucky Libraries and the KenTrustees
Library
tucky
THROTTLE
Association.
CONTROL
AND QUALITY,
Charles Hines of Muray
ON HANDLE
MATS AU IN ITS CUSS IN PERFORMANCE
deep
-succeeds Miss Willis, who will
Rugged 14-gouge steel deck designed olio nonremain for several months as a
for safety with roar baffle for quick
clogging gross discharge 20iiinch cut
consultant to the system.
Calloway
3.-SP engine Life-Gard Safety. 45-212
A trip to the Greek Islands it
also in the future for Mims

In fact, I have seen reports
which say that the pollination
resulting from the nectar
gathering of honey bees is worth
thousands of dollars annually.
Futhermore,some crops cannot
be produced without the contribution of honey bees.
But, turning back to the
Association's workshop, the
sessions will be on the Eastern
campus. Meals and lodging will
also be on the campus. In fact,
through the cooperation of
Eastern those attending the
conference can do so with a
minimum of cost and a
maximum of convenience.
I understand that no advance
registration is necessary, and a
person can attend by coming by
and registering. Those in
charge of planning the conference point out that it will
offer something to the hobby
beekeeper as well as the
commercial operator.
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SPECIALS
GRASS
SHEARS

UXE MOWER

97

Reg.
67.95

ANNUAL-REPORT
-7
Co. fire-Reesue
Incorporated

Fiscal Year 1972-1973
RECORD OF RECEIPTS
- ...33333L-433.3333•403,..vail
2c2irttn- June 34441411,
••••"."- - •
elinemrsif
County Fainesnoisidon
ny
monwealth of'Ky. (fire school aid $111.60, Tappan Compa
Good
employees 91400, Preston Jones $20, Airco United Fund $4,
R.
M.
$6,
st
Church
Deeds Sunday School Class Kirksey Methodi
Smith
McDougal $5. Jack Rose $2, Raymond Howie $5, James R.
* $5, COrk*
,
$5. Bali Nix anT,Tatil Holland $6. Dan Porn
kins $7.50, Brent Manning $6, E. B Ross, Jr. $10, Maurice Humphrey $10, Inez Scarborough $10, Robbie Wilson $5, Clifford
W.
Smith $10, Carraway Furniture $10, Dorothy Byrn $5, Ira
Evelyn
Roberts $5, Daniel C. Knouff $10, Ralph Robertson $5,
Cole $6, J. B. Burkeen $25. A friend $10, fitahler's Dairy Farm
12,
$10, Alice Colgan $5. Hal E. Houston $26, Mrs. Dixie Wells
Robert L Hendon $6, David B. Henry $6, Lillian Tate $10, Joe
E. Thornton $10, Bucy Dairy $10, Johnny Williams $20.
Roadblock (cash) $2.019.07, A friend $10, Lubie Parrish $6,
ger
Wesleyan Circle $26, Danny Pittman $10, Richard J. Hennin$10,
$10, J. I. Grogan $10. Herman Wicker $10, Billy Tidwell
Vinson Tractor $100. Warren Seed 125, McKee, Equipment $26,
TelWoodfin Hutson $25, Calloway County Fiscal Court $2400,
$25,
ous McDougal £10, Frank A. Stubblefield $25, Harry Key
Kirksey citizens $171.50, J. H. Churchill Funeral Home 125,
Almo Methodist Men $20, Sledd's Grocery $10, Riviera Courts
0. $160, Leon Grogan $20, Malcolm C. Major $26, Walter Lee Steely
9.25, T. Sledd $25, South Central Bell (refund)-$;31-l
Virgie Clark Memorial Fund $403, Blalock-Coleman Funera
Chemical
Home $100, Murray Machine and Tool $100, Hutson
$100, Albert
$150, Murray-Calloway County Insurance Agents
B. F.
Lee West $Z, Federal Savings and Loan Branch $100,
tee
Goodrich employees Sib, Ovie Lee $25, Civil Defense Commit s
Edward
$704, Joe Pat Thweatt $100, Bank of Murray $300, Bill
$26,
Hale
Lennie
$2, J. D. Williams $2, Kenneth S. Myers $10,
on
Gerald Coles $10, Joel and Lottie Crawford $20, Hester Charlt's
Woman
$25, Al Blum $25,-Murrry Hairdressers $600, Murray
ncy Fund
Club $100, Mrs. Lochie B. Hart $10, Interest on Emerge
n $175,
• -$106.34, A friend $2, Bernard Steen $156, Jimmy Johnso NorPhilip Owens $141, Jerry Edwards $175, Max Dowdy $175,
John
$25,
field
vii Parrish $10, A. V. Reeves $5, Mildred Stubble
$7.50,
Lowery $5, Murray Water System $400, Phillip Rogersy Music
R. B. Morgan $30, Paris Road Homemakers $65, Countr
State
Benefit $181, Joseph Duncan $5, Commonwealth of Ky.
s on
Aid Program $630.39, Basil L Jones $5, Deposits by member
firesuits $320.
.93
s
113.226
Total Receipt
•
CASH BALANCE
June 30, 1973
$ 3,060.66
1972
1,
July
e
Balanc
$13,226.93
June 30, 1973
Add: Deposits July 1, 1912 through
$13,981.52
Less: Disbursements
$ 2,306 96
Balance: June 30, 1973, as per books.
30,1973:
Balance as per bank statements June
$ 306.96
General Fund
2.000.00
Savings Account (Emergency Fund)
$ 2,306.96
June 30, 1973, as per banks

NTS
SCHEDULE OF DISBURSEME
1973
30,
July 1, 1972- June
$ 1,587.44
Utilities
5,436.80
Emilpment
400.44
Gas ard Oil
3.710.60
Truck Payments
1.020.00
Rent
860.09
Maintenance
289.15
Public Relations
394.53
Insurance
282.47
Mkcellanenus
Total-A-PWerizweesta $13.981 52
Edwin W. Jennings, Treasurer
Calloway en Fire- Rescue. Inc

T
BOARD OF DIRtG'TORS' REPOR
Board of Directors of
the
of
*
menthe
d
-electe
duly
- We,the
have examined the books and
Calloway Co. Fire - Rescue Inc..be accurate according to the innerds and find this audit to d,
formation which we have receive

Mkt 06-45ffki
,
Bernard Steen
,
n
Jehnoo
Jimmy
Jerry Edwards
Jerry McCoy

Joe Pat Thwestt
•

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Nlikr/19g
=Areir
Z
Market Report Includes 9

Mobile Zoo
Visits Children
SAN FRANCISCO (API Every weekday morning, Lora
La Mares loads a lion. cub, a
hedgehog and an African
pygmy goat into the back seat
of her car and drives around
the city.
"It's beginning to smell like
an ark," confessed Miss La
Marca, the administrative as_ sistant to the San Francisco
Zoological Society who decided
three months ago that it was
time the zoo went mobile.
A former teacher, Miss La
Mates' looks upon the animals
as teaching tools that will motivate youngsters with special
Learning problems.
Each morning,she sets out to
rove her point. One day it
msy be a-visit to the Children's
Hospital Child Guidance Center, the next day a visit to a
school for the blind.
On a recent visit to the guidance center, Miss La Marca
and her animals and birds were
met with a mixture of fear, apprehension and curiosity.
Some of the more adventurous wanted to touch and pet the
animals.
"This is a boa constrictor,"
she explained. "He's just a
little one. Feel the smooth skin.
See the tongue come out. That's
how a snake smells."
Miss La Mares says most of
the visits are brief because it's
hard to keep the animals and
children calm for too long a period
The hedgehog always seems
particularly nervous during the
visits and scurries quickly back
into his box, she says.
Sarah, a small lion cub, is a
special favorite of the children

1.17
45-123 $

Up and down handle 6inch hardened blades

GRASS
EDGER

USE YOUR
CREDIT AT
OTASCO!

Federal State Market News

Haying Stations
Receipts: Act. 556 Est. 700
Barrows and Gilts 50 cents
higher Sows steady to 50 cents
higher.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 41.00-41.50
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 40.25-41.00
US 2-4 240-260 the., 39.50-40.25
US 3-4 260480 lbs., 39.00-3910
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 35.00-36.00
US 14 3450 lbs., 34.00-35.00
US•,)3•O450 lbs., 33.0644.00
28.00-33.00

Reg.

NON-CLOGGING
DISCHARGE
CHUTE

Reg. 2.98

90)
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Ali,VP'
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40
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BACK
SOLVER TOOL

Tractor Style
Riding Mower, 25" Cat,
5 HP Briggs Engine. ssme

AIR MATTRESS
with
attacked
\ pillow

67°

68" x 27"
size. For camping and fun in the
sun. Vinyl, with leak
proof valve. 6.1 490
72" x 27" Multi-Color Air

266"

wheel,
rototittrekearing blade
wi)e7

COOLANT SAVER
fp
KIT

CAMP STOOL

sellete

CID

Sal* Price

0.4

930

66

SIMPLE TO INSTALL. Ideal for
air-conditioned cars. Prevents overheating
ion or
du. to coolant loss. No more corros
coolant loss. Lowers engine operating temperature 'eve

frame
with heavy duty
- soot. A Onuat lac
camping. weal
Hardwood

MottrIms. si 490 3

+ Air-Cooled

46 QUART

CUSHION

T
ES
CHAWA
ICE OWY" JUG

WITH "ST
Reg.
11.99

987

Spring
Filled •

---PotyethAilzie chest wrth vocucel insulation
2 tubular "basket type- aluminum handles
.with molded hand grips. Wi_th drain 1 201
Ion unbreokoble tug. 51 375-

Ven
FOR COOLER SUMMER DRIVING.
d
aroun
and
in
seat
air
te
circula
to
tilated

RUFF-N-TUFF

5-ft. Oval Poly

POOL

•44

,
4h

- Reg.

4
3
'

4.29

37

• Brightly colored marine de
sign Rugged pool holds oi,
to 140 gallons Folds fo,
easier handling 3

3: •

•

C:IL-ECCI1

OTASCO

Mon-Sat.
9-8

12"

B-h. a 20-in. Wading Pool.
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Food Giant
Grade A Large

EGGS
2Doi 991
Pr ices G

TREASURE
CHEST
Week
Will

$

100

Last Week's $300.00 Winner.

59

BACON
SAUSAGE

COKES

69c

Gedric B. Paschall, Murray, Ky.

* U.S.CHOICE *

68!

END CUT SIRLOIN STEAK
CHOPPED SIRLOIN

ROUND STEAK
RIB STEAK
SWISS STEAK

Country Style Pork

59t
Stc" Made

Ea.
tOGNA
de
o
e
t

;
lb- 58

lb.

in

COUNTRY FRY t
Li
GROUND ROUND'r I
GROUND CHUCK
Iw
Armour Testender

Frosty Morn, Small Whole
s--

Member r

Sliced

Morrell Econ. Bulk
Big 32-Ounce

_

HAM

This

Limit 2 Doz. with 7.50 add purchase,
excluding tob. and Dairy products.

thru

Fully Cooked Vihole
SMOKED PICNIC

CHUCK STEAK

Lb.

871
NE
T-BO
K
STEA
79c
RAM
$ 168
1 00
TOWELS 3Roll
5
$1 Orng. Jufte- 3us 1 PATTIE MIX
GRN. BEANS
1
39
NE
RI
GA
AR
NI
S
RIB
RE
SPA
BISCUITS
BR
ntaF EAD iVeres$1°°
3-0Liat 794
NESTEA
ciim
LEMONS
P 17
I
_
ROAST
POT
SAVE $4.34cLa
HAM

Th
Sou
In
Call(

Fully Cooked and Smoked

lb.

U.S. Choice Cube Steak
Or

Fully Cooked, Center Slice

•

Scott

FROSTY ACRES

Showboat

I20z.

Ground Beef

16-oz

c.ans

Lean & Meaty

Miracle

Hyde Park

Food Giant

6s

6 Oz
Can

English Cut Or

Sunkist

couPoN
Limit One Per Family

Folgees

COFFEE
10-oz. Jar

$149_

Limit One Per Family

ire:1717:1,.
Limit One Per Fatally

COUPON
Limit One-Per rosily

Crisco

Birdseye

Personal Size

Expires 7-1743
Good Only At Storey's
COUPON
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Folgees

Bounty

2-1b. Can

$189
rvire, 7 17-73
i.,,,,(1 (till!, At Storey's

12

_

TOWELS

.
3/89c
Expires 7-27-73
Good Only At Storey's

.

_,4/$109

gr
• Expires 7-17-73
Good Only At Storey's

COFFEE

AWAKE
oz. Can

OIL
38-oz. Bot.

IVORY
SOAP ---

4/29c

COUPON
COUPON
Limit One Per—Famity—EFEWCIEUPer • 1

Giant Size

BIZ

69c

Expires 7-17-73
Good Only At Storey's

Expires 7-17-73
Good Only At Stores s

-----••••=1111111="k.
COUPON
COUPON
Limit one per Fam ily
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Expires 7-17-73
Good Only At Storey's,

.

SPIC &
SPAN
54-oz. Box

mc

Expires 7-17-73
Good Only At Storey's

White

,

. . CAMAY
Bath Size

3/49cExpires 7-17-73
Good Only At Storey's
MEW_
Limit One Per Family

SAFEGUARD MR. CLEAN . ZEST
Reg. Size
, _ Si .--Reg,

2135c

Expires 7-17-73
Good Only At storeys

Giant Size

59c
Expires 7-17-73
Geed osty--At Storey's

3/45c

Expires 7-1743
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON
,.. . •Oepr- per ramtly

ZEST
Bath Size

3/69c

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Giant Size

DOWNY

st

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per.Family

Henri's

Old Judge--

- COFFEE

_. 19,
la Can

TAS-TEE
DRESSING
16-oz.

Expires 7-17-73
Good Only At Storey's

Expires 7-17-73
Good Only At Storeys

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Coupon No. 06438
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

King Size

Soft Prints

Gold Medal

Trash Bags

TISSUE

FLOUR .,. . BAGGIES
30-Gal. Size
5-1b. Bag

Expires 7-1743
Good Only At Storey's

2-Roll Pkg.

4/P
Expires 7-17-73
Good Only Antor'eY's

Middle
given up
and still d

Good Ini
who is in
East at th
Memphis.

Bill NaU
yesterday.
Says he 5.
weight to
a fine lob

A teem
listening I
rock blast
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